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Systems (SDEWES)
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Earth’s natural systems provide essential resources such as water, food, energy, and
materials that we all are dependent upon. These resources would be depleted if they
are consumed at a faster rate than their replacement. Overpopulation, overconsumption,
deforestation, mining of minerals, erosion, pollution, and contaminations are the main
causes of the depletion of natural resources.

Additionally, the planet is more than just a source of fundamentals: we also rely on
Earth’s systems to assimilate our waste, cycle nutrients, and provide a climate and condi-
tions favorable for our survival. Inefficient use of materials usually results in considerable
waste generation. Once generated, waste should be handled by utilizing a range of methods
including recycling, reuse, treatment, energy recovery and storage.

Importantly, our activities are connected to environmental effects such as air and water
pollution, climate change, and declining biodiversity. In particular, human actions on water,
food, energy, waste, and urbanization have significant impacts on the environment. Such
impacts both raise concerns about the future and set the stage for understanding how
our own behaviors and practices can reduce such effects. As highlighted by UNEP [1],
if we continue consuming our resources in the same way as today, 180 billion tons of
material would be needed to meet the global demand by 2050. Consequently, this ever-
increasing demand for natural resources would potentially escalate local conflicts such as
those observed in areas where mining competes with farming and urban development.
Our individual and collective choices that affect the environment determine whether our
future will be sustainable. Decisions such as where we live, how we live, how we power
our cities and industries, how we dispose of our waste, and how we use our limited water
resources will play important roles in building a sustainable future.

Sustainable development has been defined by the UN [2] as “developments that meet the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
That is, the management of natural resources in ways that do not diminish or degrade
our planet’s ability to provide them in the future. Although the definition is short, it is
not simple. It requires that we select and think ahead to a specific goal (what we aim to
sustain) and also consider the factors that will affect our ability to achieve that goal. To
make decisions that will help us meet our goal, we will need to answer questions such as:
What kind of uses and benefits are we trying to sustain? What sorts of factors affect the
continuation of those uses and benefits?

Engaging deeply with sustainability also takes us beyond environmental science, into
other fields of inquiry. Science alone cannot tell us what kind of future we ought to work
toward, what ought to be sustained, or how environmental benefits and harms ought to be
distributed in society. Questions like these, and the decisions and actions that stem from
them, invoke values. Therefore, in this Special Issue, several articles present relevant tools
and concepts from a range of different perspectives.

Sustainability 2022, 14, 14184. https://doi.org/10.3390/su142114184 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability1
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In 2002, the first Sustainable Development of Energy, Water, and Environment Systems
(SDEWES) Conference was held in Dubrovnik, Croatia. Since then, a total of 21 conferences
around the world have been organized to address the above-mentioned issues. In 2021,
the 16th SDEWES conference was held, from October 10 to 15 in Dubrovnik, Croatia. The
conference brought together around 630 scientists, researchers, and experts in the field of
sustainable development from 58 countries.

The tradition of SDEWES conferences is that, after each event, the authors of the most
valuable papers are invited to publish their research results in Special Issues of high-ranking
journals. Seven papers presented at the conference were selected for this Special Issue of
Sustainability as reviewed below.

The first contribution to this Special Issue was provided by Serna-Loaiza et al. [3].
They acknowledge the importance of biorefineries for future sustainable societies, and
they conducted experiments and analyses to identify optimal conditions for an important
pre-treatment step, namely the liquid-hot-water. After running different experiments,
they found the ideal temperature and duration minimizing the degradation products and
lignin hydrolysis. By applying such an inclusive approach where lignin hydrolysis is
analyzed within the liquid-hot-water pre-treatment processes, this study allows for more
integrated decisions that value all the different lignocellulosic components of wheat straw.
The same TU Wien team, this time led by Adamcyk, conducted further experimental work
on lignin in the fourth Special Issue contribution, looking at the effect of temperature
on the precipitation of colloidal lignin particles [4]. The different results depending on
temperature and initial concentration pave the way for future research in the optimization of
lignin precipitation processes. Lignin is an abundant biopolymer, with several prospective
applications as a material, such as in sunscreens, emulsifiers and food packaging, thus
making it more efficient to be produced and can increase its use.

In the second contribution, Papapolymerou and colleagues tackle existing issues with
respect to microalgae and anaerobic digestate [5]. For a sustainable society, founded on
principles of the circular economy, new further applications and uses of the nutrient-rich
anaerobic digestate, produced by biogas plants, should be explored. While studies already
exist, assessing the economic feasibility of using anaerobically digested sludge as fertilizer,
their results are usually conditions- and location-dependent [6], in turn implying that more
potential uses may provide effective, suitable alternatives when/where appropriate. As
such, this study assesses the effect of adding the digestate to the growth medium of a specific
microalgae species and checks how its growth rate is affected. Results were promising
towards future higher uptake of anaerobic digestate as a raw material for microalgae
growth media formulation, thus potentially leading to higher biomass production.

Another advancement in relation to waste minimization associated with novel prod-
ucts is presented in the third Special Issue contribution, by Daza-Serna and colleagues [7].
Acknowledging the increasing demand for erythritol as a sugar substitute, they assess
through experiments the potential of electrodialysis as a more efficient method for ions
removal and recovery, in order to develop a cleaner, optimized industrial process for
erythritol production. Although with relatively low efficiency values, implying the need
for more research into improved energy utilization, desalination of 96% was achieved,
making electrodialysis an attractive process for this application, worth future investigation.
With the three pillars of sustainability (environmental, economic, and social) typically
interconnected, here the authors show the importance of public awareness to increase the
uptake of new technologies and ideas.

A very different, but nonetheless intriguing, research work linking current biotechnolo-
gies and future sustainable societies was provided in the fifth contribution, by You et al. [8].
With cities and communities becoming increasingly reliant on digital tools and technologies,
the related power consumption is nothing but negligible. In the study, a “bio-digital” inter-
face powered by microbial fuel cells was developed and continuously operated over one
year, producing enough power to be self-sufficient in relation to data logging, transmission,
LED and more.
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Arguably the greatest opportunities for energy efficiency benefits still pertain to the
building sector, due to their large share of total energy consumption. As such, this was the
focus of Novelli et al. in the sixth contribution to this Special Issue [9]. More specifically, they
simulated a medium-scale commercial office building according to the Quality-Matched
Energy Flows framework, with positive implications for lighting demands, cooling, and
heating loads, peak demands, net energy use, operational costs, and design considerations.
Significant energy and cost reduction were modelled, though remained considerable,
thus highlighting an opportunity for further research. Overall, buildings will remain a
central focus of sustainability research, due to not only their high energy footprint, but
also their related construction and demolition waste, which has prompted research into
potential waste trading schemes and a more sustainable project/construction management
process [10]. In addition, less commonly used materials will need to be considered more
often as an alternative to concrete and steel, which are linked to significant embodied energy,
water and carbon. For instance, recent studies have analyzed the footprint of wooden
houses in relation to indoor environment quality risks and life cycle assessment [11].

The Special Issue concludes with its seventh contribution, by He and all, which mainly
deals with economic aspects of sustainability [12]. Specifically, a novel mathematical
modelling approach was developed and applied to assess African countries’ petroleum
investment environment. A similar study, though utilizing a more traditional multi-criteria
decision approach, recently assessed the merits of different electricity generation technolo-
gies for Niger [13]. Applying credible, reliable, and robust modelling approaches, especially
those that can deal with and quantify uncertainty, together with effective data collection
methods [14], will be increasingly crucial for future studies in all of the several intercon-
nected fields of research related to the “Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and
Environment Systems”. It is argued that more systematically applying a system thinking
approach, could help researchers and the society as a whole to understand the interactions
among sustainable development goals, and thus their synergies and tradeoffs [15,16], in
turn facilitating the achievement of the ambitious, but crucial, global targets.

This Special Issue of Sustainability overviews the selected papers submitted to the
SDEWES Conferences in 2020 and 2021. These papers address the issues in the fields
of sustainable development, energy, water, buildings, infrastructure, and waste manage-
ment. Translating the contributions of these papers into impacts is highly important for
developing policies and strategies for a sustainable future through gaining knowledge
and further increasing public awareness. The editors of this Special Issue believe that the
papers published here will be of interest to the readership of Sustainability. Future SDEWES
conferences will maintain the tradition of disseminating new research methods and find-
ings on sustainability. Readers are referred to the International Centre for Sustainable
Development of Energy, Water, and Environment Systems (SDEWES) for information on
the upcoming events [17].

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, E.B. and O.S.; methodology, E.B. and O.S.; investigation,
E.B. and O.S.; resources, E.B. and O.S.; writing—original draft preparation, E.B. and O.S.; writing—
review and editing, E.B. and O.S.; project administration, E.B. and O.S. All authors have read and
agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Straw: Evaluation of the Production of Sugars, Degradation
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Abstract: Developing sustainable biorefineries is an urgent matter to support the transition to a
sustainable society. Lignocellulosic biomass (LCB) is a crucial renewable feedstock for this purpose,
and its complete valorization is essential for the sustainability of biorefineries. However, it is
improbable that a single pretreatment will extract both sugars and lignin from LCB. Therefore,
a combination of pretreatments must be applied. Liquid-hot-water (LHW) is highlighted as a
pretreatment for hemicellulose hydrolysis, conventionally analyzed only in terms of sugars and
degradation products. However, lignin is also hydrolyzed in the process. The objective of this
work was to evaluate LHW at different conditions for sugars, degradation products, and lignin. We
performed LHW at 160, 180, and 200 ◦C for 30, 60, and 90 min using wheat straw and characterized
the extract for sugars, degradation products (furfural, hydroxymethylfurfural, and acetic acid), and
lignin. Three conditions allowed reaching similar total sugar concentrations (~12 g/L): 160 ◦C for
90 min, 180 ◦C for 30 min, and 180 ◦C for 60 min. Among these, LHW performed at 160 ◦C for
90 min allowed the lowest concentration of degradation products (0.2, 0.01, and 1.4 g/L for furfural,
hydroxymethylfurfural, and acetic acid, respectively) and lignin hydrolysis (2.2 g/L). These values
indicate the potential use of the obtained sugars as a fermentation substrate while leaving the lignin
in the solid phase for a following stage focused on its extraction and valorization.

Keywords: biorefineries; hemicellulose; lignin; liquid hot water; wheat straw

1. Introduction

Developing sustainable biorefineries is urgent to address the fossil-based environmen-
tal impacts and transition to a sustainable model [1]. Lignocellulosic biomass is a critical
renewable feedstock to achieve this purpose. However, the resistance to degradation of
biomass still represents a challenge to effectively fractionate its different components: cellu-
lose, hemicellulose, and lignin [2,3]. Besides, the overall valorization of biomass is essential
for biorefinery sustainability, including the valorization of hemicellulose and lignin [4].
This would provide two different platforms for value-added products, and cellulose could
still be valorized either as a fiber or through enzymatic conversion [5].

In many cases, the ultimate goal of the pretreatment stage is to deconstruct the
lignin−hemicellulose complex and increase cellulose availability. However, the three
fractions have valorization potential, and pretreatments should be designed to use hemicel-
lulose and lignin. One of the major challenges in this regard is the simultaneous valorization
of sugars from the hemicellulose fraction and lignin valorization [6].

Sustainability 2022, 14, 362. https://doi.org/10.3390/su14010362 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability5
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Multiple pretreatment clusters focused on the deconstruction of the lignocellulosic
matrix have been proposed. Each of these technologies has advantages and disadvan-
tages [7]. Liquid Hot Water (LHW) uses only water as a reagent, but on the other hand,
it requires high amounts of energy for heating and cooling. Similarly, steam explosion
uses only water, but it requires higher pressures than LHW, which implies higher energy
consumption. Organosolv pretreatment uses an aqueous solution of an organic solvent,
which allows solubilizing both hemicellulose and lignin. However, the process feasibility
is strictly related to the recovery of the solvent in a distillation setup. Alkaline pretreat-
ments are also used for a similar purpose, such as the Organosolv process. However,
the concentrations of alkalis, such as sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate, lead to
higher corrosion, and alkali recovery is a challenging task. Among the pretreatments, LHW
stands out for hemicellulose hydrolysis, using water as a reactant without further input of
acids/bases. Besides, this pretreatment is auto-catalyzed by the acetic acid formed from
the acetyl groups released from the hemicellulose backbone [8,9].

However, a single pretreatment to obtain simultaneously high sugar and lignin yields
has not been found yet, and a combination of pretreatments is usually applied [5]. Previous
studies have evaluated different combinations of pretreatments. Xia et al. (2020) evaluated
LHW followed by sodium carbonate-oxygen pretreatment to improve the reed enzymatic
saccharification [10]. Neves et al. (2016) and Rocha et al. (2012) studied steam explosion
followed by alkaline pretreatment of sugarcane bagasse [11,12]. Tian et al. (2019) combined
LHW with mechanical extrusion from rigid hardwood [13]. Wang et al. (2012) combined
fungal treatment with LHW of white poplar [14]. Serna-Loaiza et al. (2021) combined
LHW and Organosolv to produce sugars from the hemicellulose and hydrolyze the lignin
from wheat straw. This work found that performing LHW before Organosolv increased the
lignin extraction yield by 1.6-times (from 7 to 11 g/L in the OS-stage) [15]. Other authors
have evaluated the same configuration, LHW followed by Organosolv, for different raw
materials such as hazelnut shells [16] and corncobs [17].

This research trend shows the potential of pretreatment combinations as a strategy
to valorize the different fractions of lignocellulosic biomass integrally. Nonetheless, a
combination of pretreatments implicates analyzing every stage in terms of the different
components to be extracted, as this will provide more detailed information to establish the
mass balance of the process. Traditionally, LHW has been analyzed solely as a stage for
hemicellulose hydrolysis, as this is its primary purpose. Hence, it is analyzed only in terms
of sugar and respective degradation products. However, LHW also hydrolyses part of the
lignin present in the feedstock. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze LHW from an integral
perspective, including lignin hydrolysis. This information is essential to design subsequent
pretreatment stages, mainly focused on the lignin fraction. Therefore, in the present work,
LHW of wheat straw at multiple temperatures (160, 180, 200 ◦C) for different times (30, 60,
90 min) was performed and the extracts were analyzed for sugars, degradation products,
and lignin concentration. The main goal of this study was to gain a better insight into
which of the tested conditions allow obtaining a sugar hydrolysate with the highest sugar
concentration and the lowest concentration of degradation products and extracted lignin.
The lignin remaining in the solid phase could be extracted in a further process step.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Raw Material and Reagents

Wheat straw used in this work was harvested in 2019 (Margarethen am Moos, State
of Lower Austria) and stored under dry conditions at room temperature. The straw was
milled in a cutting mill, equipped with a 2 mm mesh. The raw material composition was
2.13%, 0.67%, 35.31%, 21.94%, 0.72%, 17.35%, 20.45%, and 1.09% (wt; dry basis) for arabinan,
galactan, glucan, xylan, mannan, lignin, extractives, and ash, respectively [15]. The wheat
straw used in this work corresponds to the same sample and batch as the one characterized
in the cited study. In addition, it was selected as a test raw material due to its high content
of hemicellulose and lignin, which is the main targeted lignocellulosic components for the
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experimental section. In addition, this raw material has been significantly studied for both
processes, LHW and Organosolv [15,18–22], which shows the relevance of understanding
more deeply the influence of LHW, including the lignin determination. The moisture
content was 7.16 wt %. Ultra-pure water (18 MΩ/cm) was used for the LHW. Standards
for carbohydrates (arabinose, galactose, glucose, xylose, and mannose), acetic acid (99.7%),
2-furaldehyde (furfural, 99%), hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF, 99%), and sulfuric acid (98%)
were purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany).

2.2. Process Condition and Description

LHW is generally performed in the temperature range between 160–240 ◦C during
30–120 min [23]. The present study chose low to intermediate values within these ranges:
temperatures tested were 160, 180, and 200 ◦C, and selected times were 30, 60, and 90 min.
Each combination of conditions was performed in triplicate. The time corresponds to
the holding time, meaning that once the reactor reaches the desired temperature, the
temperature is maintained constant for the fixed time.

LHW was carried out in a stainless steel pressurized autoclave (Zirbus, HAD 9/16,
Bad Grund, Germany) with a capacity of 1 L and maximum temperature and pressure of
250 ◦C and 60 bar, respectively. The autoclave was equipped with a controller registering
every second the inlet temperature of the reactor, which was used to calculate the severity
factor. The reactor stirring speed was set to 200 rpm. The reactor was heated to the
operating temperature and rapidly cooled down to room temperature after the defined
holding time. At the end of the process, the sample was collected, and the solid and liquid
fractions were separated using a hydraulic press (Hapa, HPH 2.5) at 200 bar. The liquid
fraction was centrifuged (Sorvall, RC 6+) at 24,104× g for 20 min, and the supernatant was
stored at 5 ◦C until further analysis. The density of the extract was determined using a
density meter (DE45 DeltaRange, Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA).

The initial wet mass of wheat straw was approximately 32.31 g (corresponding to 30 g
dry weight). The solid/liquid ratio was 1 g of dry solid per 11 g of solvent (solid loading of
8.3 wt %), while the added water was 327.69 g (after subtracting the water in the wet straw).
The severity factor (R0) was calculated using Equation (1) considering the heating (from
100 ◦C to the set temperature), temperature holding according to the set time, and cooling
(from the set temperature to 100 ◦C), as shown in Equation (2). t is the time (min), T(t) is the
temperature (◦C), and Total R0 is the sum of the contribution of each stage to the severity
factor. The constant “14.75” corresponds to an empirical parameter calculated assuming an
overall reaction following first-order kinetics and Arrhenius relation of temperature [24].
This integral was solved by the trapezoidal rule shown in Equations (3) and (4) using the
data collected by the reactor controller with at Δt of 1 s.

R0,i =

t∫
0

exp
(

T(t)− 100
14.75

)
dt (1)

Total R0 = log10 R0,Heating (2)

b∫
a

f (t)dt ≈ (b − a) ∗ f (a) + f (b)
2

(3)

top∫
0

f (t)dt ≈
top

∑
i=0

⎛
⎝Δt ∗

exp
(

Tt−100
14.75

)
+ exp

(
Tt+Δt−100

14.75

)
2

⎞
⎠ (4)

2.3. Product Characterization

The liquid fraction was characterized for sugars (monomeric and total), degradation
products (furfural, HMF, and acetic acid), and lignin (acid-soluble and acid-insoluble). Sug-
ars and degradation products were characterized according to the NREL/TP-510-42623 [25].
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Monomeric sugars were analyzed using high-performance ion-exchange chromatography
(HPIEC-PAD) (DionexTM ICS-5000, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with deionized
water as eluent. The extract was hydrolyzed with diluted sulfuric acid at 120 ◦C and
analyzed the sugars as monomers; this corresponded to the total sugars. Oligomeric sugars
were calculated as the difference between total and monomeric sugars. A sugar recovery
standard was used to account for losses. Furfural, HMF, and acetic acid were determined
using HPLC (LC-20A HPLC system, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), with UV and RI detection,
with a Shodex SH1011 analytic column at 40 ◦C with 0.005 M H2SO4 as mobile phase. The
extract was dried and analyzed for lignin determination according to the NREL/TP-510-
42618. Acid insoluble lignin (AIL) was determined gravimetrically, and acid-soluble lignin
(ASL) by UV/VIS absorption at 205 nm using a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer [26].

3. Results

First, we present the calculated severity factors for the different temperature and time
combinations. Then, we present the results for sugars, degradation products, and lignin
in this respective order. Finally, we analyze the three indicators to identify the conditions
that provide the highest sugar concentration, with the lowest concentration of degradation
products and lignin.

3.1. Calculated Severity Factor

Table 1 shows the calculated severity factors for the different combinations of tempera-
ture and time. Due to the definition of Equation (1), an increase in the holding temperature
influences more the severity factor than an increase in time. For example, increasing the
holding time from 60 to 90 min, at 160 ◦C, increased the severity factor by 0.16, whereas
increasing the temperature from 160 to 180 ◦C (at 60 min holding time) increased the
severity factor by 0.60. Besides, as the holding time at a given temperature increased, the
heating and cooling contribution decreased. Additionally, the cooling contribution could
be neglected since, for all performed experiments, the cooling time was 9.0 ± 0.7 min and
contributed 2.4 ± 0.7% to the total severity factor. Between the replicates, the actual time
and respective standard deviations show only one condition with an error percentage of
7.9% (200 ◦C and 60 min), while the rest had errors below 3.9%.

Table 1. Calculated severity factors for the performed LHW extractions.

Temp
(◦C)

Aimed Holding Time
(min)

Real Holding Time
(min)

Severity Factor
(R0, min)

Contribution of Stages to the Severity Factor (%)

Heating Holding Cooling

160

30 30.7 ± 0.2 3.38 ± 0.02 16.4 79.4 4.2

60 61.0 ± 0.3 3.61 ± 0.00 6.5 91.0 2.4

90 90.2 ± 0.2 3.77 ± 0.01 5.7 92.3 2.0

180

30 31.6 ± 0.6 4.05 ± 0.02 20.6 76.1 3.2

60 60.7 ± 0.3 4.22 ± 0.01 7.6 90.2 2.2

90 91.1 ± 0.6 4.38 ± 0.01 5.3 93.1 1.7

200

30 30.6 ± 0.4 4.60 ± 0.04 20.8 76.1 3.1

60 60.5 ± 0.3 4.81 ± 0.02 11.9 86.3 1.8

90 87.1 ± 4.2 4.97 ± 0.02 12.6 86.2 1.2

3.2. Sugar Content

Table 2 shows the sugar concentrations, both monomeric and total, for the performed
LHW extractions. As can be observed, the sugars with higher concentrations in increasing
order were arabinose, glucose, and xylose. Galactose and mannose showed lower con-
centrations in all extraction conditions. This trend is in accordance with the composition
previously shown in Section 2 for the used wheat straw [15]: the glucoarabinoxylan poly-
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mer is significantly more abundant than the galactomannan. We summed the respective C5
(arabinose and xylose) and C6 (galactose, glucose, and mannose) sugars to better represent
the overall production of sugars at the different conditions.

Table 2. Sugar concentrations (monomeric and total) for the performed LHW extractions.

T
(◦C)

Time
(min)

Severity
Factor

Concentration (mg/L)

Arabinose Galactose Glucose Xylose Mannose

M T M T M T M T M T

160

30 3.38 422 ± 23 987 ± 53 18 ± 1 385 ± 15 63 ± 7 1014 ± 17 58 ± 6 2146 ± 193 10 ± 1 165 ± 11

60 3.61 582 ± 8 1465 ± 172 36 ± 1 616 ± 63 59 ± 0 1333 ± 144 105 ± 3 5526 ± 564 12 ± 0 335 ± 38

90 3.77 666 ± 2 1499 ± 163 56 ± 2 660 ± 73 57 ± 3 1431 ± 161 186 ± 13 8063 ± 604 12 ± 1 366 ± 33

180

30 4.05 487 ± 18 923 ± 50 98 ± 2 580 ± 14 59 ± 2 1264 ± 33 670 ± 85 8852 ± 139 21 ± 2 304 ± 11

60 4.22 439 ± 39 471 ± 13 158 ± 2 416 ± 12 105 ± 0 1621 ± 58 2181 ± 91 9678 ± 222 62 ± 4 334 ± 31

90 4.38 205 ± 6 247 ± 29 156 ± 6 426 ± 50 168 ± 8 1655 ± 172 2771 ± 58 7868 ± 696 93 ± 22 362 ± 43

200

30 4.60 66 ± 4 73 ± 7 145 ± 1 149 ± 26 336 ± 13 1098 ± 115 1700 ± 59 1630 ± 49 105 ± 3 146 ± 19

60 4.81 5 ± 2 0 ± 0 34 ± 4 47 ± 4 233 ± 12 640 ± 28 116 ± 16 172 ± 13 37 ± 3 68 ± 9

90 4.97 1 ± 0 0 ± 0 7 ± 2 15 ± 5 135 ± 7 393 ± 26 40 ± 6 77 ± 3 18 ± 5 29 ± 1

M: Monomeric. T: Total.

Figure 1 shows the summed concentrations of C5 and C6 sugars for the different LHW
pretreatment conditions. Most of the performed extractions have error percentages below
13%, except for monomeric mannose at 180 ◦C for 90 min (23%) and 200 ◦C for 90 min
(26%), monomeric arabinose at 200 ◦C for 60 min (33%) and 200 ◦C for 90 min (26%), and
monomeric/total galactose (both 33%) at 200 ◦C for 90 min. However, the average value at
these conditions is low and close to the detection limit.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 1. Summed concentrations of C5 and C6 sugars for the different LHW pretreatment conditions.
Summed C5 (a), C6 (b), and C5 + C6 sugars (c).

LHW is a process mainly focused on the hydrolysis of hemicellulose. Thus, the ex-
pected concentrations of C5 sugars should be higher than that of C6 sugars. This was
confirmed by the results presented in Figure 1a,b. Besides, in all conditions (except the
extractions at 200 ◦C), the hydrolyzed sugars mainly consisted of oligomers (as observed
by the difference between the blue bar corresponding to the monomeric sugars and the
green bar for total sugars in Figure 1). Three conditions reached very similar concentrations
of total sugars (~12.2 g/L): 160 ◦C for 90 min, 180 ◦C for 30 min, and 180 ◦C for 60 min.
This same trend was observed for the total C5 sugar concentration (~10.0 g/L). After the
last condition (180 ◦C for 60 min), the total sugar and C5 sugar concentrations decreased,
converting the sugars into degradation products. This will be further discussed in the
following section covering the degradation products. The total C6 sugar concentration
reached similar concentrations in the range of severity factors between 3.61 (160 ◦C for
60 min) and 4.38 (180 ◦C for 90 min).

We found similar trends when comparing these results with other works published
in the literature. Huang et al. (2017) evaluated isothermal LHW conditions for wheat
straw, between 140–220 ◦C for 40 min. Within this temperature range, the values at 160,
180, and 200 ◦C for 40 min can be compared with those obtained in this published work:
severity factors are similar (3.37, 3.96, and 4.55, respectively). They reported monomeric
xylose concentrations of 1.3, 0.6, and 0.2 g/100 g of wheat straw and oligomeric xylose
concentrations of 0.3, 4.9, and 2.0 g/100 g of wheat straw, respectively [27]. These values
are within the same ranges found in our work. Carvalheiro et al. (2009) also evaluated
isothermal LHW conditions, and comparable severity factors were achieved at 200 ◦C and
26 min: monomeric xylose and glucose concentrations of, respectively, 1.6 and 0.8 g/L were
reported, which are within the ranges obtained in our work [19].

In terms of the usability of the obtained sugars, the obtained concentrations of
monomeric sugars in the present work were considerably low, meaning that the hydrolysate
should not be directed to microorganisms only able to metabolize monomeric xylose and
glucose. This requires further steps of hydrolysis of the oligomeric sugars into monomers.
Instead, the hydrolysate could be used for fermentation with microorganisms metabolizing
monomeric and oligomeric sugars. Some studies have been carried out to produce, e.g.,
polyhydroxybutyrate and tetraether lipids [18,28]. In this context, three of the studied
conditions reached similar levels of total sugars to be potentially used, namely, 160 ◦C for
90 min, 180 ◦C for 30 min, and 180 ◦C for 60 min. However, due to the different severity
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factors, each set of conditions has a different profile of degradation products, restricting
their usage, as further explained in the following section.

3.3. Degradation Products

Figure 2 shows the concentrations of degradation products reached under each studied
condition. The analysis of these components is relevant as they may condition future usages
of the hydrolysates as a substrate for fermentation. We observed a steady increase in the
concentration of acetic acid until a severity factor of 4.60 (200 ◦C for 30 min). Acetic
acid is produced from the release of the acetyl groups connected to the hemicellulose
matrix. This suggests that hemicellulose is hydrolyzed until the above severity factor is
reached. However, even with the maximum acetic acid concentration reached in this work,
~3.2 g/L, the concentrations are below reported thresholds at which acetic acid inhibits
microorganism growth (e.g., 7.5–15.0 g/L for yeast growth [29,30]).

 

Figure 2. Concentration of degradation products for the different LHW pretreatment conditions.

Regarding HMF, significant concentrations only started to be reached at a severity
factor of 4.22 (180 ◦C for 60 min), and it continued increasing steadily until reaching
0.5–0.6 g/L for the two final conditions studied in this work. This severity factor coincided
with the decrease of C6 sugars, as observed in Figure 1b. According to HMF results from
the dehydration of C6 sugars, meaning those above a severity factor of 4.22, the produced
C6 sugars were degraded into HMF. Previous studies reported that the presence of HMF
increases the duration of the lag phase for yeast [31], and significant growth inhibition
(45%) has been observed at concentrations of 0.5 g/L [32,33]. This value was achieved in
the present study using 200 ◦C for 60 min (severity factor: 4.81) or higher.

Regarding furfural, significant concentrations started to be reached at a severity factor
of 3.77 (160 ◦C for 90 min), and it continued increasing steadily until reaching ~3.2 g/L at a
severity factor of 4.60 (200 ◦C for 30 min). Its concentration remained nearly constant for
the remaining conditions. Regarding furfural from C5 sugars dehydration, Figure 1a shows
that, after a severity factor of 4.22 (180 ◦C for 60 min), the C5 concentration decreased,
meaning that no C5 sugars were being hydrolyzed but were being degraded into furfural.
In terms of inhibition thresholds, different authors reported growth inhibition and biomass
yield decreases for yeast and bacteria with furfural concentrations between 0.5 and 1.5 g/L
and higher [31,33,34]. This is a critical indicator to choose the conditions with furfural
levels behind this concentration. Accordingly, the maximum severity factor that can be
reached is 4.22 (180 ◦C for 60 min) in a conservative scenario taking the upper limit of
the furfural inhibition threshold, or below 4.05 (180 ◦C for 30 min) for a stricter scenario
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taking the lower limit. These results are comparable with the values reported for wheat
straw by Huang et al. (2017): furfural concentrations of 0.4, 0.1, and 0 g/L and acetic acid
concentration of 2.1, 1.9, and 1 g/L at 160, 180, and 200 ◦C for 40 min were observed. At
180 ◦C for 60 min, concentrations of 0.2 and 1 g/L, for furfural and acetic acid, respectively,
were attained [27].

3.4. Lignin

Generally, publications analyzing LHW present the results regarding sugar production
and degradation products as a core section and cover other topics, mainly the resulting
solid’s enzymatic digestibility. However, creating an integral perspective that provides
information on the lignin hydrolyzed by LHW is still missing, and this is essential to further
design pretreatment stages focused on the lignin fraction. This section will now cover
the obtained lignin hydrolysis yields under the different studied conditions, as shown in
Figure 3.

 

Figure 3. Concentration of hydrolyzed lignin for the different LHW pretreatment conditions tested.
AIL: Acid Insoluble Lignin; ASL: Acid Soluble Lignin. Total lignin corresponds to the sum of AIL
and ASL.

The goal regarding lignin should be to maintain it as much as possible in the solid
fraction. We can observe that the total lignin increases steadily until reaching a maximum
value between severity factors of 4.05 and 4.22 (180 ◦C for 30 min and 180 ◦C for 60 min,
respectively) and then decreases. AIL followed this same trend, reaching a maximum
value of 3.2 g/L at the same severity factor at which total lignin reached the maximum. A
maximum lignin concentration with an increasing severity factor for LHW is explained
because after a specific set of temperature and time (namely, a value of severity factor), the
solubilized lignin re-condensates and would not be soluble anymore. This means the lignin
would remain as part of the solid fraction. Therefore, once the LHW extraction is finished,
the resulting mixture is pressed, and the extract is further centrifuged (as described in the
methodology), the lignin would go to the solid fraction and the respective precipitate from
centrifugation. Therefore, when the extract is characterized, even though the solid was
submitted to a higher severity factor, this does not implicate that more lignin would remain
solubilized in the extract. Compared to the initial value of lignin in the raw material, LHW
conditions at 160 ◦C reached lignin solubilization yields between 10% and 15%, at 180 ◦C
between 26% and 35%, and 200 ◦C between 16% and 29%. Based on this, the extractions
carried out at 160 ◦C fulfilled the purpose of solubilizing less lignin. It is important to stress
again that LHW is a process not meant to solubilize and valorize lignin but hemicellulose.
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Therefore, the next step should be to couple the results from the three analyzed conditions,
which will be done in the following section.

3.5. Integrated Analysis of Sugars, Degradation Products, and Lignin

This section focuses on integrating the results obtained in the previous sections. For
this purpose, we will use the most relevant values from each section. To evaluate the
extraction of sugars, we will take as base the total summed C5 + C6 sugars, as it was
shown that the potential use of the LHW hydrolysate as fermentation substrate should
be for microorganisms metabolizing both monomeric/oligomeric C5 and C6 sugars. We
performed the analysis for the three conditions that reached higher total summed C5 + C6
sugars (160 ◦C for 90 min, 180 ◦C for 30 min, and 180 ◦C for 60 min). We observed that
furfural was the component that reached critical concentrations at a lower severity factor
when analyzing the degradation products. Therefore, we will use the concentration of
furfural as the decision criteria. Regarding lignin extraction, we will use the total lignin
extracted, given that this value reflects the entire amount removed from the solid matrix at
given conditions. Figure 4 shows the combined results of total sugars, furfural, and total
lignin for the three sets of conditions that allowed the higher total concentration of sugars.

 

Figure 4. Combined analysis of sugars, degradation products, and lignin for the LHW pretreatment
conditions. Total sugars correspond to the total summed C5 and C6 sugars. Total lignin corresponds
to the sum of AIL and ASL.

Based on the primary goal of this study, to reach a high sugar concentration and low
concentration of degradations products and extracted lignin, it is clear that performing the
pretreatment at 160 ◦C for 90 min (severity factor of 3.77) rendered the best overall results.
Sugar production reached 98% of the maximum achieved value (at 180 ◦C for 60 min), and
on the other hand, furfural and lignin corresponded only to 11.8% and 43.9%, respectively.
Therefore, the produced hydrolysate is below the inhibition threshold, and most of the
lignin remains in the solid phase for further valorization. Based on the amount determined
in the liquid extract for the extraction at 160 ◦C for 90 min and the wheat straw composition,
we calculated the solid composition, assuming that all of the glucose corresponded to
cellulose and the other characterized sugars corresponded to hemicellulose as shown in
Figure 5. As observed, the remaining solid still contains around 80% of the lignin and 61%
of the hemicellulosic sugars contained in the initial feedstock. Cellulose increased from
45.2 to 53.4 wt %, while hemicellulose and lignin decreased from 32.6 to 24.6 wt % and
22.2 to 22.0 wt %, respectively. This LHW solid could be used, for example, to replace
lignin-rich pulps used in papermaking (e.g., mechanical pulps). On the other hand, wheat
straw has been extensively studied for lignin production, and previous studies have shown
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that performing LHW before a delignification stage improves the extraction yield [5,15].
Therefore, LHW solids from wheat straw can be used further for lignin extraction, and this
study case will be developed further in the next section.

 

Figure 5. Absolute mass balance for cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin in the feedstock, LHW
extract, and the solid leaving the LHW stage for the LHW carried out at 160 ◦C for 90 min. * Cellulosic
sugars for the LHW Extract are 0.41 g.

3.6. Future Outlook: Study Case—Theoretical Valorization of the Solids for Lignin Hydrolysis

Considering the previous results and following the strategy proposed by Serna-Loaiza
et al. (2021), we decided to evaluate theoretically the sequential hydrolysis of hemicel-
lulose and lignin using LHW followed by Organosolv (OS) [15]. These authors reached
hydrolyzed lignin concentrations of ~7 g/L in the standalone Organosolv, and this value
increased to ~11 g/L when LHW was performed before the OS. We evaluated the scenario
of subsequent valorization of the solids remaining after the LHW using the latter concen-
tration (11 g/L). The conditions chosen for the LHW stage were 160 ◦C for 90 min. Figure 6
shows the mass balances for the LHW followed by OS (LHW→OS).

Based on the composition and moisture of the solid leaving the LHW stage, we
calculated the solvent required for the OS stage (Figure 6a). We used the same proportions
proposed by Serna-Loaiza et al. (2021) (S/L ratio of 1 g dry matter per 1 mL of solvent,
60 wt % ethanol as solvent), and the reached concentrations of sugars, degradation products,
and lignin [15]. We calculated the composition of the lignin extract and the respective solid
with this information. We proceeded to calculate the mass balance using the density of the
extracts (1.01 g/mL and 0.9 g/mL for sugar and lignin extracts, respectively). We provide
all the information related to each extraction’s mass balance in the Supplementary Materials.
These results correspond to a valorization outlook of the solids after LHW pretreatment, as
the specific values obtained from the OS extraction of the LHW solid depend on variables
and conditions that can result only from carrying out the specific experiments.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. Mass balances and distributions of the streams for the theoretical LHW-OS combination.
(a) General mass balance of the LHW and OS stages. (b) Distribution of cellulose, hemicellulose,
and lignin along the stages of the theoretical LHW-OS combination. * Feedstock composition only
corresponds to the amount of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. ** The amounts of cellulose and
hemicellulose in the OS extract are below 1.2 g and cannot be visualized adequately in the figures.

Figure 6b shows the distribution of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin along the LHW
and OS stages. We can observe an excellent distribution of the lignocellulosic components
along the different streams; an LHW extract, an OS extract, and a final solid mainly
composed of hemicellulosic sugars, and cellulose, respectively. Cellulose conversion into
sugars corresponded only to 5%, meaning that the final solid preserves around 95% of
the initial cellulose. Regarding the LHW extract, 38.6% of hemicellulosic sugars went to
this stream, while 57% of these sugars remained in the LHW-OS solid. Finally, regarding
lignin, 52.9% of this component is extracted in the OS extract and 33.6% remain in the
LHW-OS solid. This scenario provides an outlook on the solid fraction’s possible use and
further valorization after the LHW stage. Cellulose represents ~50% of the solid mass,
and as previously analyzed, 72% of the lignin has been removed. This shows a potential
application in materials (pulp and paper).

This combinatorial pretreatment (LHW followed by OS) allows obtaining three inter-
mediate products streams (a sugar-rich and a lignin-rich extract and a cellulose-enriched
solid), increasing the possible economic outputs of the process. On the other hand, these
two technologies as standalone processes entail significant energy consumption associated
with the heating and recovery of the solvent of the OS stage, which implicates a challenge to
the feasibility of the process. However, the actual combinatorial pretreatment may implicate
an improvement for the OS-standalone process. By performing LHW first, around 28% of
the initial mass is solubilized (as observed in Figure 6a,b), which implicates lower solvent
requirements and fewer liquid extracts to be processed in the downstream, which could
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compensate for the inclusion of a further step. However, this hypothesis requires further
investigation to evaluate this strategy’s technical and environmental benefits.

4. Conclusions

This study tested different temperatures and times for the LHW pretreatment of wheat
straw and determined the extent of lignin solubilization, in addition to the determination of
sugars and degradation products. We showed that the LHW at 160 ◦C for 90 min (severity
factor of 3.77) allowed the best extraction of components, reaching a total concentration of
sugars of ca. 12 g/L, and 0.2, 0.01, and 1.4 g/L for furfural, HMF, and acetic acid, respec-
tively. A lignin concentration of 2.2 g/L was also attained. By including the analysis of
lignin hydrolysis into the standard sugar and degradation products in LHW, it was possible
to make a more integrated decision to valorize the different lignocellulosic components of
wheat straw. The theoretical study case presented for lignin extraction in a subsequent OS
stage indicates the potential of lignin extraction and valorization of the final solid for real,
sound applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/su14010362/s1, Supplementary Material S1—Summary of the characterization of the LHW
extracts, S2—Mass balance of the LHW stage, S3—Mass balance for the LHW-OS combination,
S4—Streams balance for the LHW-OS combination.
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Abstract: The growth kinetics and the lipid and protein content of the microalgal species Chlorella
sorokiniana (CS) grown heterotrophically in growth media containing glycerol and increasing amounts
of anaerobic digestate (AD) equal to 0%, 15%, 30%, and 50% was studied. The effect of the AD on the
fatty acid (FA) distribution of the bio-oil extracted from the CS, as well as on the fatty acid methyl ester
(FAME) properties such as the saponification number (SN), the iodine value (IV), the cetane number
(CN), and the higher heating value (HHV) was also estimated. The percentage of AD in the growth
medium affects the rate of carbon uptake. The maximum carbon uptake rate occurs at about 30% AD.
Protein and lipid content ranged from 32.3–38.4% and 18.1–23.1%, respectively. Fatty acid distribution
ranged from C10 to C26. In all AD percentages the predominant fatty acids were the medium chain
FA C16 to C18 constituting up to about 89% of the total FA at 0% AD and 15% AD and up to about
54% of the total FA at 30% AD and 50% AD. With respect to unsaturation, monounsaturated FA
(MUFA) were predominant, up to 56%, while significant percentages, up to about 38%, of saturated
FA (SFA) were also produced. The SN, IV, CN, and HHV ranged from 198.5–208.3 mg KOH/g FA,
74.5–93.1 g I/100 g FAME, 52.7–56.1, and 39.7–40.0 MJ/kg, respectively. The results showed that with
increasing AD percentage, the CN values tend to increase, while decrease in IV leads to biofuel with
better ignition quality.

Keywords: Chlorella sorokiniana; heterotrophic; anaerobic digestate; glycerol; FAME

1. Introduction

Microalgae are unicellular photosynthetic organisms that use light and carbon dioxide,
with higher photosynthetic efficiency than plants, for the production of biomass. Some
microalgae species can also grow and multiply heterotrophically in the absence of light if an
organic carbon source becomes available [1]. The main advantage of heterotrophic growth
is higher biomass growth rates and biomass production as, unlike autotrophic growth,
heterotrophic growth is not limited by light transmission through the growth medium.
Another advantage of heterotrophic growth is the potential of achieving higher lipid
content and, as a result, higher lipid productivities. This is needed if microalgal cultivation
is to be useful for biodiesel production. Disadvantages of heterotrophic growth are the
susceptibility to contamination, which requires that all parts of the bioreactors, as well as all
growth media, must be carefully sterilized in order to minimize the risk of contamination,
and the cost of organic carbon which must be provided to the growth medium.

The microalgae growth rate, as well as the protein and lipid content, are influenced
by many parameters, such as the cultivated species, the temperature, the concentration of
carbon, the ratio of carbon to nitrogen, the medium pH, the concentration of potassium,
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phosphorus and micronutrients, dissolved oxygen availability, and the mixing rate [2]. For
biodiesel production, except for a high lipid productivity a favorable fatty acid profile of
the lipids is needed as well. Currently, biodiesel is mainly produced from used oils and
various seed oils such as sunflower and cotton seed oils. Vegetable oils contain fatty acid
mostly from C14:0 to about C22:0. Used oils contain a small amount of animal fats which
have a lower fatty acid chain length.

Depending on the cultivated species and the cultivation mode and parameters, the
microalgal biomass can be directed towards specific uses, as various components such
as proteins, lipids, antioxidants, and other compounds can be maximized [3]. Therefore,
the microalgal biomass composition can be altered by altering the growth conditions and
furthermore microalgal cultivation can be carried out on an industrial scale using basic
biochemical engineering principles. In addition to the production of biodiesel, the biomass
can be used in a variety of applications. The biomass of microalgae is rich in antioxidants
and some organic substances of pharmaceutical value, so some applications are in the
cosmetic and pharmaceutical industry [4]. The high protein and lipid content can be
of value in aquaculture for the replacement of fishmeal in fish feeds and in the poultry
industry [5].

In heterotrophic cultivation mode, microalgae use organic carbon and oxygen under
dark conditions for growth and biomass production [6]. A number of review papers
focus on the heterotrophic growth of several microalgal species, and the trend is that
heterotrophic growth enhances both the biomass and lipid productivity [7,8]. Different
sources of carbon can be used for microalgae growth, such as glucose, sucrose, fructose,
mannose, glycerol, lactose, or galactose [9]. Additionally, various industrial effluents and
by-products, such as anaerobic digestate, can be used as a carbon and nitrogen source.
Studies on the heterotrophic cultivation of different microalgal species using glucose as
carbon source have been published [10,11], while work on the cultivation of microalgae
using glycerol is limited. It should be mentioned that studies on cultivation using industrial
effluents and by-products, such as anaerobic digestate are lacking.

In the heterotrophic cultivation of Chlorella sorokiniana, the growth rate was higher
using glucose and sodium acetate as the carbon source compared to fructose [12]. In
Chlorella vulgaris, optimal cell growth and lipid productivity were attained using glucose
at 1% (w/v). Growth of C. vulgaris on glycerol had similar dose effects as those from
glucose [13]. Ogbonna et al. [14] report that the heterotrophic cultivation of Euglena gracilis
was enhanced when cultivated with glucose in comparison with cultivation with ethanol.
In Chlorella protothecoides, corn powder hydrolysate was used instead of glucose as an
organic carbon source in heterotrophic culture medium in fermenters, in order to increase
the biomass and reduce the cost of cultivation [15]. O’Grady and Morgan [16] studied the
heterotrophic growth of Chlorella protothecoides with different carbon sources, specifically
glycerol, glucose, and a glucose/glycerol mixture. They found that the specific growth
rate and lipid yields when using glycerol and a glucose/glycerol mixture were higher in
comparison when using only glucose. Similarly, Kong et al. [17] found that the growth
rate of C. vulgaris, as well as the biomass production of the species, was enhanced when
cultivated with a mixture of glycerol and glucose.

Anaerobic digestate (AD) produced by biogas plants is mainly used for field fertil-
ization in various crops such as corn. When there are no adequate fields available, or the
land is not sufficiently flat, nitrification of underground and surface water and high soil
salinity may result as excess anaerobic digestate is applied. Therefore, developing new
applications for the efficient use of anaerobic digestate is needed in order to utilize the
macro- and micronutrient content of the AD in the framework of circular economy. A good
solution is the use of anaerobic digestate for microalgae cultivation, as it is a good source of
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, as well as a source of over 30 different micronutrients.
Potassium and phosphorus availability are projected to decrease in the future.

The microalgae species Chlorella sorokiniana was cultivated with glycerol as the main
source of carbon and 0%, 15%, 30%, and 50% AD added to the growth media. In all four
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cultivation treatments using glycerol and AD, both initial carbon and nitrogen concen-
trations, as well as pH and temperature, were held constant in order to determine the
effect of AD on the growth rate, the lipid and protein content of the biomass, and the FA
distribution. The four FAME properties, namely SN, IV, CN, and HHV, were calculated
from the FA distribution and empirical equations. Nitrogen was in the form of ammonium
as this is the form found in AD. Potassium and phosphorus were held constant as well.
In addition, Chlorella sorokiniana was cultivated without glycerol, (AD/water (v/v): 75:25,
50:50, and 25:75) in order to determine the rate of carbon uptake of the partly digested
organic material present in the AD.

Most studies have been carried out with piggery and municipal wastewater, with
or without glycerol, with autotrophic or mixotrophic cultivations, and using other than
Chlorella sorokiniana species. There are no studies which examine the effect of anaerobic di-
gestate on the fatty acid distribution of the lipids obtained from a heterotrophic cultivation,
with or without glycerol. The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect
of different percentages of anaerobic digestate enriched with crude glycerol in the growth
medium of Chlorella sorokiniana under heterotrophic growth conditions on the fatty acid
distribution of the lipids obtained and the basic biodiesel properties.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Bioreactors

The cultivation of C. sorokiniana was carried out in glass cylindrical bioreactors of
42 L capacity each that were filled to 80% of their volume. Air was continuously provided
to each bioreactor though a perforated network of piping placed at the bottom of the
bioreactor tank. The temperature of the cultures was kept at 30 ± 1 ◦C with the use of
temperature thermostats (Aquael 250 W heaters, Suwalki, Poland) and the pH was held
constant at 7 ± 0.3. The pH was adjusted manually as needed two or three times daily
with the use of HCl or NaOH solutions. The bioreactors, the glass tubing, and the culture
medium were sterilized before use.

2.2. Inoculum Preparation

The microalgae species C. sorokiniana (SAG strain 211-31) was obtained from Culture
Collection of Algae from the University of Göttingen in Germany (EPSAG). The cultivation
medium used for the inoculum growth was the Basal Medium (=ES “Erddekokt + Salze”)
and each liter of it contained: 0.2 g KNO3/L, 0.02 g K2HPO4/L, 0.02 g MgSO4·7H2O/L,
30 mL of soil extract/L, and 5 mL/L of a solution containing the following micronu-
trients: (1 mg ZnSO4·7H2O, 2 mg MnSO4·4H2O, 10 mg H3BO3, 1 mg Co(NO3)2.6H2O,
1 mg MoO4·2H2O, 0.005 mg CuSO4·5H2O, 700 mg FeSO4·7H2O, and 800 mg EDTA)/L [18].

The culture medium was inoculated with a standard quantity (250 mL of C. sorokiniana
inoculum) which was prepared as follows: 1 L flasks, containing the necessary culture
medium, were inoculated with C. sorokiniana culture directly obtained from EPSAG and
cultivated in a sterile environment until they reached an optical density of about 0.5. The
cultivation of the inoculum was always performed under the same conditions, namely at a
temperature of 25 ◦C, under natural illumination, and by using an orbital shaker at 60 rpm
in order to prevent sticking of algae to the surfaces of the flask.

2.3. Measurements

In all experiments, the organic carbon concentration was measured daily so that its
uptake by the microalgae could be monitored. Initial nitrogen concentration (Co), in the
form of ammonium, was also held constant. The organic carbon reduction kinetics (as rate
of Carbon uptake) was determined from the slope of the experimental data of C(t) vs. t, by
plotting the C(t) vs. t data and obtaining the average slope ΔC(t)/Δt.

The saponification number (SN) and the iodine value (IV) were calculated theoretically
from the FA distribution using the equations suggested by Kalayasiri et al. [19] and by
Azam et al. [20]. Similarly, the cetane number (CN) was evaluated from the theoretical
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equation suggested by Krisnangkura [21] and the higher heating value (HHV) from the
equation suggested by Demirbas [22].

SN = ∑
[
(560 × (%Wi)

MWi

]
(1)

IV = ∑
[
(254 × Ndb × (%Wi)

MWi

]
(2)

CN = 46.3 +
(

5458
SN

)
− (0.225IV) (3)

HHV = 49.43 − (0.041SN)− (0.015IV) (4)

where %Wi is the % weight of each FA, Ndb is the number of double bonds, and MWi is the
molecular weight of the respective FAME.

2.4. Method of Analyses

The composition of the samples was determined according to AOAC [23] methods.
Total nitrogen content in samples was measured with liquid digestion. Digestion

is accomplished by boiling of the samples in concentrated sulphuric acid with catalyst
potassium sulphate, copper sulphate, and selenium. After cooling, the digestion product
was distilled with NaOH in a solution 2% H3BO3 in presence of indicator methyl red and
was titrated with 0.1 N HCl [24]. Total protein content of plant tissues was calculated from
the total nitrogen using a conversion factor of 6.25 [25].

For the determination of organic carbon, the method of Walkley–Black was used. The
samples were first centrifuged and then filtered. According to this method, organic carbon
was oxidized by a mixture of K2Cr2O7 and H2SO4 in a ratio of 1:2. The remaining K2Cr2O7
was titrated with 0.5 N FeSO4 7H2O.

The total lipid content was determined with extraction using co-solvents of n-hexane/
isopropanol in the microalgal biomass in accordance with the method of Bian et al. [26].
The solvent ratio of n-hexane to isopropanol was 3/2 (v/v) and the ratio of co-solvents to
microalgal dry biomass was 10/1 (v/w). Extraction was carried out in horizontal-circular
movement “tehtnica Zelezniki EV-402” machine. Stirring speed was 300 rpm, and the
extraction time was 48 h. The total lipid extract was determined gravimetrically after
filtration and evaporation of the solvents.

The bio-oil was subjected to transesterification and the fatty acid distribution was
determined by gas chromatography. Specifically, the bio-oil was filtered and 100 mg of
the bio-oil was reacted with a mixture of heptane and KOH/MeOH (2 N). The anhydrous
MeOH was filtered. Following the separation of the two phases, 1 μL of the FAME (Fatty
Acid Methyl Ester) phase was injected into an Agilent Gas Chromatographer Model 6890 N.
Analysis of the FAME distribution was performed according to the EN 14103 method.

2.5. Materials

Crude glycerol was used as the carbon source. It was obtained from a local biodiesel
manufacturing plant. Its methanol was removed, and its composition was 86% glycerin,
0.5% methanol, 7.5% water, 3.5% MONG (Non-Glycerin Organic Matter), and 2.5% ash.
Anaerobic digestate was provided by a local biogas producing plant. It was first filtered
through three successive sieves and then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min. It was then
sterilized by boiling for about 10 min. Following its cooling, the macronutrient content of
the AD was determined. Nitrogen in the AD is present in the form of ammonium ions while
carbon comes from partly digested organic material. The ammonium concentration in the
biofertilizer was measured at 1129 mg/L, which corresponds to 878.1 mg/L of elemental
nitrogen. Therefore, at the maximum percentage of 50% biofertilizer, the concentration of
elemental nitrogen is 439 mg/L. In the first 3 bioreactors the remaining nitrogen was added
as NH4Cl. Organic carbon concentration in the AD was 1.95 g/L.
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2.6. Initial Parameters of the Variable AD Experiment

Table 1 summarizes the initial concentrations of carbon and nitrogen, the Co/No
ratio, and the AD used for the experiments where AD varied from 0% to 50% (v/v) in the
growth media.

Table 1. The initial parameters of the four cultivation treatments.

Cultivation Treatment 1 2 3 4

AD (%) 0 15 30 50
Co (g/L) 7.58 7.53 7.43 7.29
N (mg/L) 439 439 439 439

C0/N0 17.3 17.2 16.9 16.6

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed using the IBM SPSS Statistics 24 statistical package [27]. The
experiment had four replications. Analysis of variance was used to assess treatment ef-
fects. Mean separation was made using Tukey’s test when significant differences (p = 0.05)
between treatments were found. All presented numeric values are means of four measure-
ments ± standard deviation (SD).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Growth and Carbon Uptake Rate Using Only Anaerobic Digestate

Figure 1 shows the carbon concentration as a function of cultivation time for Chlorella
sorokiniana cultivated only in diluted pure anaerobic digestate without any glycerol and
other macro- or micronutrient added. The AD concentration was approximately 75%, 50%,
and 25%, and water was used in order to dilute the AD. Therefore, both carbon and nitrogen
are solely supplied by the AD. The only purpose of this experiment was to determine the
utilization or uptake, by the microalgal species Chlorella sorokiniana, of the organic carbon
found as undigested or partly digested organic compounds in the AD. Carbon in AD is a
mixture of unspecified fragments of various organic molecules present in the raw materials
such as proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, hemi-cellulose, and cellulose.

 

Figure 1. The concentration of organic carbon as a function of cultivation time for three different
diluted AD concentrations in the growth medium as shown. No glycerol was added. Organic carbon
is solely from the undigested organic material of the AD. The Co/No ratio is 2.2 in all three curves.
Temperature and pH were fixed at 30 ◦C (±1 ◦C) and 7 (±0.3), respectively. Curves are drawn
between data points for clarity.
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The organic carbon and ammonium ion concentrations of the AD (100%) were de-
termined and were equal to 1129 mg/L and 1.95 g/L, respectively. Therefore, the initial
concentration of elemental nitrogen is equal to 878 mg/L and the initial Co/No is equal
to 2.2. From the data of Figure 1, it appears that the organic carbon in the AD is easily
absorbed and utilized by Chlorella sorokiniana, as there is a high percentage of carbon uptake
in just 2 to 4 days, and 70% to almost 85% of the undigested organic carbon in the AD
is utilized.

3.2. Kinetics of the Growth Rate Using Anaerobic Digestate and Glycerol

Figure 2 shows the rate of carbon decrease for four different AD concentrations in the
growth medium equal to 0% (standard), 15%, 30%, and 50%, using glycerol as the main
carbon source. The measured Co/No ratio was basically the same for all bioreactors and
ranged from 18.2 to 19.0. Carbon was mostly from glycerol and the amount of glycerol
added in each bioreactor was adjusted so as to take into account the undigested carbon
found in the AD. Nitrogen in the form of ammonium came from the AD and ammonium
chloride. Its initial concentration was constant in all bioreactors by adjusting the ammonium
chloride added to the first three bioreactors. Its initial nitrogen concentration was 439 mg/L.
Therefore, the purpose of this experiment was to (a) examine the effect of the AD on the
growth rate, (b) examine the lipid and protein content of the biomass, and (c) determine
the FA distribution of the bio-oil extracted from the biomass and estimate basic properties
of the corresponding fatty acid methyl esters (FAME).

 

Figure 2. The concentration of organic carbon as a function of cultivation time for four different AD
concentrations in the growth medium as shown. Initial organic carbon and nitrogen concentrations
were the same in all four experiments. Co/No = 16.6–17.3 and No = 439 mg/L. Temperature and
pH were fixed at 30 ◦C (±1 ◦C) and 7 (± 0.3), respectively. Curves are drawn between data points
for clarity.

Carbon concentration fell to a value less than 0.5 g/L in about 18–20 days. The
lag phase was from 1 to 2 days. During the intermediate growth of Chlorella sorokiniana,
between about the 3rd and 12th day, the growth is fast, as is the carbon rate of decrease.
This is the exponential gorwth phase which is very fast. In cultivations, there are realized
four growth phases: (a) the lag phase in which the microorganisms adjust to the growth
media environment, (b) the exponential growth phase, characterized by fast growth, (c) the
stationary phase during which growth is slowed, and (d) the death phase occurring much
later in time.

From the data of Figure 2, the average carbon uptake rate in the exponential growth
phase was calculated and shown in Figure 3. It is seen that the carbon uptake rate goes
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through a maximum at 30% AD. It is higher by about 33% compared to 0% AD. Carbon
concentration drops to less than 1 g/L in 13 days for the 30% AD, while the respective time
for the 0% AD and 50% is about 18 days.

 

Figure 3. Comparison of the carbon uptake rate as a function of % AD added to the growth medium.
Co/No = 16.6–17.3 and No = 439 mg/L.

Anaerobic digestate is a very complex medium. It is used, as it contains all the macro-
and micronutrients needed for the cultivation of microalgae. Specifically, it contains a great
number of elements, basically all elements, as well as various organic compounds. To
add to this complexity, other unknown compounds may be formed from the anaerobic
digestion. Micronutrients present in the AD, especially cobalt, molybdenum, and iron,
may be affecting carbon uptake kinetics; this is presently being investigated. Cobalt and
especially molybdenum may also be affecting nitrogen uptake by the microalgal cells which
utilize these micronutrients for cell growth and therefore may be directly involved in the
carbon utilization process.

Several studies have been conducted investigating the use of anaerobic digestion as a
nutrient source for the cultivation of a variety of microalgal sp. Chuka-ogwudea et al. [28]
reviewed research on microalgal cultivation using anaerobic digestate produced from food
waste. Various food wastes and agricultural energy plants were used. Various Chlorella sp.,
such as pyrenoidosa, vulgaris, minutissima, and sorokiniana, as well as various Scenedesmus sp.,
Nannochloropsis sp., and Tetraselmis sp. were used. Singh et al. [29] studied the mixotrophic
cultivation of Chlorella sorokiniana using different growth media from anaerobic effluent
from a poultry litter anaerobic digester. The lipid content varied between 8.2% and 12.4%,
while the protein content varied between 37.9% and 39.2%. The biomass productivity was
63 mg L−1 d−1. Rajagopal et al. [30] studied the autotrophic cultivation of Chlorella vulgaris
strain CPCC 90 using anaerobic digestate (AD) from chicken manure. They diluted the AD
and prepared AD media containing AD from 10% up to 90% in increments of 20%. They
found that, due to the high ammonia content of the AD, growth was inhibited in growth
media containing AD. Sekine et al. [31] studied the cultivation of Chlorella sorokiniana strain
NIES-2173 using undiluted anaerobic digestate and compared with the cultivation using
a synthetic growth medium. The growth of Chlorella sorokiniana strain NIES-2173 using
undiluted anaerobic digestate was almost the same as that with using the synthetic growth
medium. Dilution of the anaerobic digestate resulted in a decrease in the specific growth
rate coefficient.
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3.3. Lipid and Protein Content of the Biomass

The lipid and protein content of the biomass in the experiments where the concentra-
tion of the AD varied between 0% and 50% is shown in Table 2. The protein content in the
biomass of Chlorella sorokiniana increased by the addition of 30% and 50% percentages of
AD in the growth medium compared with the control (crude glycerol + 0% AD), while,
by the addition of 15% of AD in the growth medium, the protein content in the biomass
of Chlorella sorokiniana did not show statistically significant differences compared with
the control (Table 2). In contrast, the lipid content in the biomass of Chlorella sorokiniana
decreased by the addition of 30% and 50% of AD in the growth medium compared with
the control (crude glycerol + 0% AD), while the addition of 15% of AD in the growth
medium did not show statistically significant differences in the lipid content in the biomass
of Chlorella sorokiniana compared with the control (Table 2).

Table 2. Protein and lipid content of the biomass of Chlorella sorokiniana grown with 0%, 15%, 30%,
and 50% AD.

Property 0% AD 15% AD 30% AD 50% AD

Protein % 32.3 ± 1.74 b 32.9 ± 1.74 b 37.6 ± 1.89 a 38.4 ± 1.91 a

Lipid % 23.1 ± 1.24 a 22.4 ± 1.19 a 19.3 ± 1.01 b 18.1 ± 0.93 b

Data represent average means and SE deviation, (n) = 4; in each chemical property of the table, different letters
indicate significant differences according to the Tukey’s test (p = 0.05).

It is noted that up to 15% AD protein and lipid contents are basically unaltered.
However, increasing the AD% to 30% and 50% decreases the lipid content by about 3% and
4%, respectively. However, smaller or equal to 15% percentages of AD can be used without
a substantial reduction in lipid content of the biomass. Additionally, other modes of using
the AD, such as semi-batch addition, may be used in order to improve the lipid content of
the biomass, or the Co/No ratio can be increased, and this will lead to an increase in the
lipid content of the biomass. The lipid content is relatively low as, although a relatively
high Co was used, the high No value (439 mg/L), which was used due to the AD, favors
protein synthesis instead.

3.4. Fatty Acid Distribution and Estimation of Biodiesel (FAME) Properties

Following collection of the biomass, the bio-oil was extracted. The Fatty Acid distribu-
tion is shown in Table 3.

It is noted that, as the percentage of AD in the growth medium is increased, FA with
longer chain length are produced. With respect to the chain length, it is observed that
the predominant FA are C16:0, C16:1, C18:1, and C18:2. Of these, C18:1, i.e., oleic acid, is
predominant. Oleic acid and C18:2, i.e., linoleic acid, decrease substantially at high AD
percentages. In most vegetable and seed oils C18:2 is higher than C18:1, while in Chlorella
sorokiniana at 0% and 15% AD, the C18:1/C18:2 ratio is about 2 at 30% AD and increases to
about 4 at 50% AD. Additionally, palmitic acid, C16:0, is present in significant amounts up
to 15% AD but decreases substantially at higher AD percentages. It can also be seen that
chain lengths up to C26 are obtained, and in general increasing the amount of AD in the
growth medium results in FA with higher chain length. FA with chain lengths higher than
C20 are absent at 0% AD, but increase in chain length progressively as the percentage of
AD is increased.

If the fatty acids are separated in three categories as: short chain FA from C10 to C14,
medium chain FA from C16 to C18, and long chain FA higher than C18, then Figure 4
shows a histogram of the distribution of short, medium, and long chain FA versus the
percentage of AD used. It was observed that the use of AD has a profound effect on the
chain length of the FA in the biomass of Chlorella sorokiniana. In particular, the percentage
of short chain length FA of the total FA increased by the addition of 15%, 30%, and 50%
of AD in the growth medium compared with the control (crude glycerol + 0% AD). In
contrast, the percentage of medium chain FA of the total FA decreased when AD was added
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to the growth medium at 30% and 50% compared with the control, while by the addition
of 15% AD in the growth medium, the percentage of medium chain FA did not show
statistically significant differences compared with the control. Additionally, the percentage
of long chain FA of the total FA increased by the addition of 30% and 50% of AD in the
growth medium compared with the control, while by the addition of 15% AD in the growth
medium, the percentage of long chain FA did not show statistically significant differences
compared with the control (Figure 4). The medium chain length FA, so predominant up to
15% AD, decrease significantly from 85–89% of the total FA to 52–53% at 30% and 50% AD.
Instead, at 30% and 50% AD, the percentage of short chain and long chain FA increases
substantially from 7.6% to 30.16%, respectively. Long chain FA also increase from about
4% to about 17% at 30% AD and to about 20% at 50% AD. This re-arrangement of the
distribution of the chain length of the FA affects the properties of the biodiesel as discussed
in the following paragraph.

Table 3. The Fatty Acid (FA) distribution for the biomass obtained using 0%, 15%, 30%, and 50% AD
in the growth medium.

0% AD 15% AD 30% AD 50% AD

A/A FA % OF TOTAL FA

1 C10:0 0.61 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.01 3.60 ± 0.19 3.49 ± 0.19
2 C10:1 0.97 ± 0.05 0.83 ± 0.04 3.85 ± 2.00 1.91 ± 0.11
3 C12:0 1.42 ± 0.08 1.89 ± 0.10 1.71 ± 0.09 3.51 ± 0.19
4 C12:1 1.26 ± 0.07 0.83 ± 0.04 6.18 ± 0.32 4.81 ± 0.26
5 C14:0 1.66 ± 0.09 4.65 ± 0.25 10.75 ± 0.56 4.69 ± 0.24
6 C14:1 1.68 ± 0.09 3.44 ± 0.19 4.07 ± 0.21 8.02 ± 0.43
7 C16:0 14.54 ± 0.76 15.73 ± 0.81 7.51 ± 0.39 7.96 ± 0.41
8 C16:1 13.58 ± 0.71 5.53 ± 0.28 14.40 ± 0.77 15.57 ±0.81
9 C16:2 3.55 ± 0.18 1.95 ± 0.11 2.42 ±0.13 2.25 ±0.12

10 C18:0 3.99 ± 0.88 3.53 ± 0.18 1.62 ± 0.09 1.60 ± 0.09
11 C18:1 31.96 ± 1.68 35.48 ± 1.91 16.31 ± 0.85 18.31 ± 1.01
12 C18:2 15.99 ± 0.85 19.90 ± 1.04 4.98 ± 0.27 4.58 ± 0.24
13 C18:3 5.01 ± 0.27 1.71 ± 0.09 5.74 ± 0.29 3.65 ± 0.19
14 C20:0 2.73 ± 0.14 0.34 ± 0.02 3.14 ± 0.17 4.71 ± 0.25
15 C20:1 1.05 ± 0.06 0.44 ± 0.02 1.55 ± 0.08 2.15 ± 0.11
16 C22:0 - 0.21 ± 0.01 1.83 ± 0.11 1.39 ± 0.07
17 C22:1 - 0.89 ± 0.05 2.27 ± 0.13 3.94 ± 0.21
18 C24:0 - - 1.60 ± 0.09 1.22 ± 0.06
19 C24:1 - - - 1.47 ± 0.08
20 C26:0 - 1.42 ± 0.07 6.47 ± 0.34 4.77 ± 0.25
21 C26:1 - 0.98 ± 0.05 - -

Data represent average means and SE deviation, (n) = 4.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of SFA (Saturated FA), MUFA (Mono-Unsaturated
FA), and PUFA (Poly-Unsaturated FA) versus the percentage of AD added to the growth
medium. From Figure 5, it is evident that the percentage of AD also has an effect on the
relative distribution of SFA, MUFA, and PUFA. In particular, the percentage of SFA of the
total FA increased by the addition of 30% and 50% of AD in the growth medium compared
with the control (crude glycerol + 0% AD), while by the addition of 15% AD in the growth
medium, the percentage of SFA did not show statistically significant differences compared
with the control. The percentage of MUFA of the total FA by the addition of 15%, 30%,
and 50% of AD in the growth medium did not show statistically significant differences
compared with the control. Furthermore, the percentage of PUFA of the total FA decreased
by the addition of 30% and 50% of AD in the growth medium compared with the control,
while by the addition of 15% AD in the growth medium, the percentage of PUFA did not
show statistically significant differences compared with the control.
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Figure 4. The distribution of FA in the biomass of Chlorella sorokiniana according to the chain length
versus the percentage of AD added to the growth medium. Bar values with the same letter on the top
are not significantly different according to Tukey’s test (p = 0.05).

 

Figure 5. Effect of AD on the distribution of SFA, MUFA, and PUFA. Bar values with the same letter
on the top are not significantly different according to Tukey’s test (p = 0.05).

This should affect the biodiesel properties. Increasing the degree of saturation leads to
a decrease in ignition delay [32]. The ignition delay is related to the cetane number (CN).
As the ignition delay increases, the CN number decreases; the CN number is an indication
of the quality of the biodiesel produced [20]. The ignition delay is an important parameter
which characterizes the initiation of combustion process and consequently its development
in diesel engines. Diesel engines, compared to gasoline engines, typically produce lower
carbon monoxide and partially burned hydrocarbons. However, nitric oxides and particu-
late matter are significant pollutants from diesel engines. Changes in ignition delay affect
the exhaust emissions indirectly. A decrease in the ignition delay leads to a longer time
for complete combustion to take place in the cylinder and this results in lower emissions.
Reversely, increased ignition delay leads to insufficient combustion time and therefore to
higher exhaust emission. Therefore, ignition delay affects the combustion performance of a
diesel engine. Higher CN leads to better engine performance. Additionally, the degree of
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saturation affects the iodine number. As the degree of saturation increases the IV number
decreases. However, low iodine values lead to biodiesel, which is more combustible but not
suitable for colder climates as it has rather poor flow properties at low temperatures [32].

3.5. Fatty Acid Methyl Ester (FAME) Properties

The saponification number (SN) is the weight (mg) of potassium hydroxide that is
needed to convert one gram of fatty acid into soap. It relates to the average molecular
weight, or the average chain length of all fatty acids present in the bio-oil. Therefore, longer
chain FA give lower SN and vice versa. As the chain length becomes longer, the ratio of the
mass of carboxylate (1) to the rest of the molecule of the FA decreases, hence less KOH is
needed per g of FA.

The iodine value (IV) is the amount of iodine in grams absorbed by 100 mL of FA or
FAME and is a measure of the degree of unsaturation of the FAs present in the oil or the
respective FAME. Unsaturated fatty acid methyl esters are needed, as they improve the
cold properties of the biodiesel, that is they prevent its solidification at low temperatures.
As the degree of unsaturation increases, the IV of the biodiesel increases as well. However,
a degree of unsaturation in the biodiesel leads to unwanted reactions with atmospheric
oxygen leading to the formation of polymerization products in the internal combustion
engine [20]. Therefore, a higher IV equal to 120 g I/100 g FAME has been set.

The cetane number (CN) relates to the quality of the fuel. As the cetane number
increases the ignition delay, which the time between the injection of the fuel into the
cylinder and the onset of ignition, decreases. Therefore, a higher CN leads to a shorter
ignition delay. A minimum CN equal to 51 has been set by EN standards. The CN value
depends on the number of unsaturated fatty acids, the number of double bonds, and
the molecular weight of the FAME. Therefore, it correlates with the IV and the SN. The
CN should not be very high as, as it increases, the IV and subsequently the degree of
unsaturation decrease, and this may lead to poor cold flow properties of the biodiesel.
Therefore, a maximum value for CN has been set to 65 by the ASTEM standard.

Table 4 shows the SN, IV, CN, and HHV values of the FAME, obtained from Table 3
of the bio-oil extracted from the biomass of Chlorella sorokiniana cultivated with 0%, 15%,
30%, and 50% AD, using Equations (1)–(4). Values of FAME properties in Table 4 can be
explained in terms of the FA distribution with respect to the chain length (Figure 4) and
the degree of saturation (Figure 5). Increasing the degree of saturation leads to a decrease
in the iodine number (IV). Additionally, increasing the average chain length decreases
both the iodine number (IV) and the saponification number (SN) and increases the cetane
number (CN). However, according to Equation (3), a decrease in the SN has more profound
effect on the CN than a decrease in IV. The combined results showed that the SN, HHV,
and CN values of the FAME by the addition of 15%, 30%, and 50% of AD in the growth
medium did not show statistically significant differences compared with the control (crude
glycerol + 0% AD), while increasing the percentage of AD in the growth medium the CN
values show an increase trend from 52.68 to 56.12. The IV values of the FAME decreased
by the addition of 30% and 50% of AD in the growth medium compared with the control
while, by the addition of 15% AD in the growth medium, the IV values of the FAME did
not show statistically significant differences compared with the control (Table 4).

Table 4. Calculated FAME properties of the biodiesel obtained from the cultivation of Chlorella
sorokiniana with 0%, 15%, 30%, and 50% AD.

Property * 0% AD 15% AD 30% AD 50% AD

Saponification Number (SN) 199.79 ± 10.46 a 198.47 ± 10.39 a 208.29 ± 10.62 a 205.38 ± 10.58 a

Iodine Value (IV) 93.07 ± 4.72 a 85.49 ± 4.36 a 75.6 ± 3.91 b 74.47 ± 3.76 b

Cetane number (CN) 52.68 ± 2.74 a 54.57 ± 2.75 a 55.49 ± 2.87 a 56.12 ± 2.85 a

Higher Heating value (HHV) 39.84 ± 2.08 a 40.01 ± 2.13 a 39.76 ± 2.06 a 39.89 ± 2.12 a

* Units: SN: mg KOH/g FA, IV: g I/100 g FAME and HHV: MJ/kg; Data represent average means and SE deviation,
(n) = 4; in each chemical property of the table different letters indicate significant differences according to the
Tukey’s test (p = 0.05).
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4. Conclusions

Chlorella sorokiniana was cultivated heterotrophically using glycerol and varying
amounts of AD such as 0%, 15%, 30%, and 50%, respectively. Glycerin, a biodiesel by-
product, seems to be a potential substrate for the heterotrophic cultivation of Chlorella
sorokiniana, while the AD can be an additional source of carbon for heterotrophic or
mixotrophic growth.

These results indicate that different addition rates of AD in the growth medium affect
the rate of carbon uptake up by the Chlorella sorokiniana cells, as well as its protein and
lipid content. The maximum carbon uptake rate occurs at about 30% AD. Increasing the
percentage of AD from 0% to 50% in the growth medium, the lipid content gradually
decreases by up to 5%. This decrease can be ameliorated or reversed by other modes of
cultivation, based of biochemical engineering principles, such as fed-batch mode rather
than batch cultivation.

Additionally, the different addition rates of AD in the growth medium affect the FA
distribution in the oil extracted and the FAME properties. FA distribution ranged from C10
to C26. Increasing the percentage of AD from 0% to 50% increased the percentage of the FA
with C < 16 from 7.6 to 26.4% of total FA and the percentage of the FA with C > 18 from
3.8 to 19.7% of total FA. On the contrary, the percentage of the FA with C16–C18 decreased
from 88.6% to 53.9% of total FA. In addition, increasing the percentage of AD from 0% to
50% increased the percentage of SFA by 33% and decreased the percentage of PUFA by
57%. In all AD percentages, the percentage of MUFA did not vary significantly and ranged
from 48% to 56% of the total FA. The changes in the FA distribution as the percentage of
AD increases from 0% to 50% in the growth medium, lead to increase cetane numbers by
6.5% and decrease iodine values by 20%. AD is a useful raw material for the formulation of
growth media for the cultivation of Chlorella sorokiniana.

These results could stimulate the scientific community in order to use anaerobic di-
gestate, enriched with carbon sources other than glycerol, into the formulation of growth
media for the cultivation of microalgae and investigate growth kinetics and the biodiesel
properties. Further research is needed in order to determine the effect of other modes of cul-
tivation using glycerol and AD in microalgal cultivation for producing lipids for biodiesel
production. As different strains of microalgae can utilize glycerol in varying degrees,
glycerol and AD can be tried on different strains, especially genetically modified strains.
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Abstract: Sustainability and circularity are currently two relevant drivers in the development and
optimisation of industrial processes. This study assessed the use of electrodialysis (ED) to purify
synthetic erythritol culture broth and for the recovery of the salts in solution, for minimising the
generation of waste by representing an efficient alternative to remove ions, ensuring their recovery
process contributing to reaching cleaner standards in erythritol production. Removal and recovery of
ions was evaluated for synthetic erythritol culture broth at three different levels of complexity using
a stepwise voltage in the experimental settings. ED was demonstrated to be a potential technology
removing between 91.7–99.0% of ions from the synthetic culture broth, with 49–54% current efficiency.
Besides this, further recovery of ions into the concentrated fraction was accomplished. The anions and
cations were recovered in a second fraction reaching concentration factors between 1.5 to 2.5 times
while observing low level of erythritol losses (<2%), with an energy consumption of 4.10 kWh/m3.

Keywords: electrodialysis; erythritol downstream; desalination; waste reduction; current efficiency

1. Introduction

Erythritol is a four-carbon polyol used for foods, pharmaceutical and cosmetic prod-
ucts manufacture, among others [1–5]. Its high relative sweetness [1,2], and low caloric
content [3,4] makes erythritol a competitive sugar substitute with promissory increases of
demand in the market [6]. Erythritol is produced as an extracellular product in submerged
cultures by various osmotolerant microorganisms from yeast, fungi-like yeast and fungi,
including Moniliella tormentosa pollinis, Yarrowia lipolytica, Moliniella Pollinis, Candida magno-
liae, Candida sorbosivorans, and Pseudozyma tsukubaensis [7–11]. The growth and metabolism
of microorganisms are affected by osmotic stress modulated by salts, polyethyleneglycol,
and carbon source addition [12–15]. At high osmotic pressure conditions, the growth rate
decreases, while osmotolerant erythritol-producing microorganisms favour erythritol pro-
duction and accumulation as a protective response to hyperosmotic conditions [16–18]. The
effect of the hyperosmotic conditions by adding salts has been studied in the production
of erythritol using NaCl and KCl as osmotic agents in concentration levels up to 50 g/L
increasing the concentration of erythritol up to 50% compared to the control without the
addition of salt [17–21].
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To accomplish essential cellular tasks (maintenance, growth, and synthesis of prod-
ucts), microorganisms require a source of carbon, macronutrients (N, S, and P), micronu-
trients (K, Ca, Mg, Na, and Fe), and trace elements (Mn, Zn, Co, Mo, Ni, and Cu) [22–27].
Main components in culture media for erythritol production include salts as KH2PO4,
MgSO4, NaCl, CuSO4, FeSO4, MnSO4, CuSO4, (NH4)2SO4; and other compounds from
different sources as surfactants, peptone, and polysorbate 80 [8,28,29]. These compounds
are added in concentrations between 0.2 g/L to 26 g/L in the culture stage [7,8,10,28,30–33].

The remaining salts from the culture media have to be separated from the culture
broth to obtain pure erythritol, and therefore the non-used salts in the culture broth leave
the process as a residual stream that has to be removed in the downstream section [34].
In the last decades, the recovery of nutrients has gained interest, becoming a multidisci-
plinary challenge for industry, water resources management, soil conservation, among other
fields [34–37]. The transition from conventional processes to industrial circular processes
represents an opportunity to tackle resource management and climate change concerns.
In order to attend the depicted necessities, the European Union has developed projects
as Zero Brine [36], INCOVER [37], NITROMAN [38], among other initiatives looking for
technological alternatives that are able to reduce the impact caused by the waste and to
evaluate the recovery of valuable compounds as phosphorus, sulphate, ammonia, and
others. However, there is not enough scientific evidence regarding the consumption and
recovery and reutilisation of salts from submerged cultures, especially considering the
mandatory demand for salts in these biotechnological processes.

The removal of salts from erythritol culture broth is used as an example of a more
general approach for recycling residuals from biotechnological culture and so far has been
addressed by adsorption on ion exchange resins in the downstream section [34,39–41]. The
principle behind this separation is the removal of salts by exchanging their position with
other exchangeable ions (Na+, H+, among others) within cationic and anionic exchange
resins. However, despite the high performance and efficiency of this conventional approach,
downstream regeneration of ion-exchange resins requires chemical substances. It generates
large amounts of alkaline and acid residual waste streams mainly composed of the salts
removed from the culture broth. This fact represents a drawback to reach sustainable and
cleaner production goals.

Alternatives for removing salts include membrane-based technologies, like forward
osmosis, membrane distillation and electrodialysis [42]. Electrodialysis (ED) is an environ-
mentally friendly and low energy demanding membrane-based technology suitable for the
recovery of ionisable molecules from spent culture broths [42–46]. An electrical potential
applied to the ED cell serves as the driving force for separating ionic species from the
uncharged matter in an aqueous solution. Studies in ED application include recovery and
reutilisation of alkaline fractions [47], separation and purification of L-phenylalanine [48],
lactic acid [49], glycerol [50], glutamine [51], and 1,3-propanediol [52].

During the ED batch process, the feed located in the diluted and concentrated reservoir
is recirculated in a closed loop through a stack of membranes in the ED batch mode, driven
by a directly applied direct current. Cations and anions migrate from the feed solution to a
concentrated fraction by going through cation- and anion-selective membranes, respectively.
Two fractions are obtained at the end of the ED treatment: a purified product fraction
with a low content of ions and a concentrated fraction rich in ions [50,53]. The main
factors affecting the performance of ED treatment include the applied current density,
the selectivity of the membranes (monovalent or multivalent), the flow of diluted and
concentrated fractions, temperature, and pH [50,51,54].

Limiting current density (LCD) is a critical parameter that rules the overall perfor-
mance of electrodialysis. The LCD value represents a threshold of a maximum current
applied to the ED cell, at and above which adverse effects take place in the ED sepa-
ration process. If the ED is operated in the limiting (at the threshold) or over-limiting
(above the threshold) regime, dissociation of water molecules occurs in a thin layer at
the membrane/diluted-solution interface. The H+ and OH− ions from water dissociation
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participate in the transfer of current (through the ED membrane stack), reducing the overall
ED process efficiency and increasing the energy consumption. Besides water splitting,
fluid leakage, current leakage, and co-ion transfer occur if the threshold current density is
exceeded [50].

This paper aims to evaluate the performance of the ED to separate and recover valuable
ions from culture-broth process streams. Firstly, remove salts from erythritol culture broth,
and then concentrate the same salts in a potentially reusable concentrated fraction. This
assessment could become the first stage to evaluate the reutilisation of ions as an approach
to treat waste stream from bin to loop.

The experiments were designed in three stages, gradually increasing the complexity
of the fed solution. In this sense, the research question was to understand how can the
complexity of culture broth solutions affect the performance of ED treatments. For this
purpose, three different solutions were tested, and a stepwise voltage approach was used
for the experiments. Each stage was judged upon the removal efficiency of ions in the
diluted fraction, the concentration factor in the concentrated fraction, and the overall losses
of products, by-products, and glucose used as a carbon source. Considering the industrial
projection of this ED application, the current efficiency and energy consumption were
also determined.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents

All the reagents used in this study were purchased from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt,
Germany). Anion multi-element standards (Certipur® Anion-Multielement-Standard I
(PO4

3−) and II (Cl−, SO4
2−)) and cation multi-element standard (Certipur® Cationic-

Multielement-Standard VI) (NH4
+, K+, Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+) were used as standards for Ion-

Chromatography. HPLC grade erythritol, glucose, and glycerol were used as the calibration
curve standards. Milli-Q-Water was prepared according to DIN ISO 3696 (1991) [55].

2.2. Feed Solutions

The experimental part was developed in three stages, increasing the complexity of
the solutions by adding compounds from three different groups present in the erythritol
culture media:

2.2.1. Salts from Culture Media

This fraction includes all the ionisable compounds added as macronutrients, mi-
cronutrients, and traces elements, namely ammonium sulphate ((NH4)2SO4), magnesium
sulphate heptahydrate (MgSO47H2O), potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4), ferrous
sulphate heptahydrate (FeSO47H2O), manganese sulphate monohydrate (MnSO4H2O),
zinc sulphate heptahydrate (ZnSO47H2O), calcium chloride dihydrate (CaCl2H2O), and
sodium chloride (NaCl) as the osmotic agent used. These compounds are separated in the
concentrated fraction.

2.2.2. Erythritol and By-Products

This fraction included erythritol as the main product, glycerol, and residual glucose as
by-products. These compounds are neutral and not dissociable at the operational conditions
(erythritol, glycerol, and glucose pKa values 13.9, 14.4, and 12.28, respectively) [56–58].
These compounds should remain in the diluted fraction.

2.2.3. Other Compounds from Culture Media

This fraction includes surfactant (tween 80) and peptone used as surfactant and emulsi-
fier for membrane cell protection. These compounds should remain in the diluted fraction.

Table 1 presents the concentration levels and compounds added to the experiments.
The solution fed to the system increased its complexity in each stage (S, SP, and SCB
solutions), while the initial concentrated solution (equivalent to the S solution) remained
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unchanged during the experiments as the receiving media for the salts. The compounds and
concentrations in the feed solutions were defined based on a preliminary characterisation
of ions and conductivity of a real erythritol culture broth after the fermentation stage (data
not shown). According to these results, the concentrations used in this work corresponded
to 50% culture media before fermentation. Considering the lack of studies regarding the
consumption of osmotic agents, in this study sodium chloride was added only to adjust the
conductivity of feed solutions.

Table 1. Description of the evaluated solutions.

Compound
Molecular
Formula

[g/L]
Sample

S SP SCB

Ammonium sulphate (NH4)2 SO4 1.4 x x x
Magnesium sulphate heptahydrate MgSO4 7H2O 0.5 x x x
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate KH2PO4 4.2 x x x

Ferrous sulphate heptahydrate FeSO4 7H2O 0.0025 x x x
Manganese sulphate monohydrate MnSO4 H2O 0.00085 x x x

Zinc sulphate heptahydrate ZnSO4 7H2O 0.0007 x x x
Calcium chloride dihydrate CaCl2 2H2O 0.001 x x x

Sodium chloride * NaCl 0.8 x x x
Tween 80 C64H124O26 0.25 x
Peptone n.a. 0.05 x

Erythritol C4H10O4 5 x x
Glycerol C3H8O3 5 x x
Glucose C6H12O6 2 x x

Note: n.a.: not available. * NaCl was added to adjust conductivity to the measured value in the real culture broth.
S: only salts solution, SP: salts + product, SCB: synthetic culture broth.

The compounds added to the three feed solutions are marked with a cross in Table 1.
The first stage considers only the salt content in spent culture media (S solution), where
both the diluted and the concentrated solution have the same initial composition. The
initial concentrated solution is kept the same (S solution) in further stages, whereas the
diluted solution complexity gradually increased. The main products and by-products
were added to the diluted stream in the second stage (SP solution). Finally, the third stage
studied the treatment of the complete erythritol synthetic culture broth (SCB), including
tween 80 and peptone, introduced to the diluted stream.

2.3. Experimental Settings

An electrodialysis laboratory unit ED 64004 (PCCell GmbH, Heusweiler, Germany)
was used in this work. The ED 64004 consisted of a current generator supplying constant
voltage (0–30 V), a control unit, an online measuring system for pH, temperature, conductiv-
ity, and voltage (JUMO GmbH & Co. KG, Fulda, Germany), and three independent storage
containers for diluted, concentrated and electrode rinsing solution connected in circuits
with three magnetically coupled centrifugal pumps NDP 25/4 (ITS-Betzel, Hatterscheim,
Germany).

The ED membrane stack was composed of two electrode compartments with
10 identical cells. Each cell unit has an anion exchange membrane (AEM. Ref: PC SA
10x) and a cation exchange membrane (CEM. Ref: PC SK 9x). The effective membrane area
was 64 cm2 per membrane, with 1 mm of spacing between membranes. The anode and
cathode materials were Pt/Ir-coated titanium and theV4A steel, respectively. They were
placed in the polypropylene electrode housing material.

All the voltages assessed in this approach corresponded to 80% of the limiting current
density (LCD) determined using the Cowan and Brown method [59]. A stepwise voltage
was the approach used for the application of the direct current in this work. Through this
approach, four different voltages (10, 9, 7 and 6 V) were kept constant during a period
and changed as soon as the conductivity of the diluted fraction turned from 5.47 mS/cm
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(initial value) to 3, 2 and 1.4 mS/cm. The four voltage-conductivity pairs were selected
from preliminary assays finding the LCD for different conductivity levels (data not shown).

S, SP, and SCB experiments were performed in triplicates. In situ parameters as pH,
conductivity, and temperature were recorded at the beginning and during the treatment.
1.5 L of diluted and concentrated solution were pumped and recirculated to the system at a
constant flowrate rate of 15 L/h, whereas the electrode-rinsing solution (0.25 M Na2SO4)
was recirculated at 150 L/h.

A total of 12 samples per experiment were taken at different interval times, considering
the reduction in the concentration of ions. The first nine samples were taken every 5 min, the
10th and 11th were taken every 10 min, and the last sample was taken after the conductivity
of the diluted fraction reached a chosen value of 0.28 mS/cm. This value was selected,
having as reference tap water conductivities. Due to the short-term characteristics of the
experiments, scaling and fouling phenomena were not considered in the analysis.

2.4. Analysis of Anions and Cations with Ion Chromatography (IC)

Inorganic ions (Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, Cl−, SO4

2−, PO4
3−) in diluted and concentrated

fractions were determined by ion chromatography (IC) on a Dionex ICS 5000+ system
(Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with conductivity detectors and an
autosampler Dionex AS-DV (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) for simultaneous
injection onto both anion and cation columns.

Anions were separated using a Dionex ATV-HC trap pre-column (9 × 75 mm) us-
ing gradient elution. Cations were separated on a Dionex CS12A analytical column
(4 × 250 mm) with a CG12A guard column (4 × 50 mm) using an isocratic elution. The
mobile phases used were 5mM NaOH, 25mM NaOH, and 20 mM methanesulphonic acid.
All the flows, gradient specifications, and current suppression programs are described by
Linderman et al. (2020) [60].

2.5. Analysis of Erythritol, Glycerol, and Glucose with HPLC

Erythritol, glycerol, and glucose were determined on a High-Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC) equipped with a degasser unit DGU-20A3R (Shimadzu, Ky-
oto, Japan), an autosampler unit SIL-20ACHT (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), a column oven
CTO-20A (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), and a refractive index detector RID-20A (Shimadzu,
Kyoto, Japan). The mentioned compounds were separated on a Shodex SH1011 column
(80 × 300 mm) with a guard column Shodex Sugar SH-G (6.0 × 50 mm). The HPLC was
coupled with a refractive index detector RID-20A (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). The separa-
tion was performed at an isocratic gradient. The mobile phase used was 5 mM H2SO4 at
0.6 mL/min for 20 min. The oven and RID temperature were 50 ◦C.

2.6. Removal of Ions and Current Efficiency (CE)

The percentage of removal (Rj) of ions was calculated by using Equation (1), where
Cj(ti) means an initial or a given time, and Cj(ti+1) means the final time of the period to be
evaluated.

Rj(%) =
Cj(ti)− Cj(ti+1)

Cj(ti)
× 100% (1)

Current efficiency (CE) was calculated based on Faraday’s Law following the approach
suggested by Wu et al. (2011) [47] (Equation (2)). Where nj

i and nj
f are the initial and final

number of moles of salts in diluted fraction, F is the Faraday constant (96,485.33 sA/mol), I
is the current value (A), t is the time (s), N is the number of cell pairs in the stack, and z is
the ionic charge (pH-dependent for polyvalent ions).

CE(%) =
F × ∑j zj(ni

j − nf
j )

N × I × t
(2)
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Considering that the energy applied is used to promote the simultaneous migration of
cations and anions towards the electrodes, CE was estimated only based on the behaviour
of anions in the solution.

2.7. Energy Consumption

The energy required for the desalination (Ed) of the feed solution was calculated
following Equation (3), where U is the applied voltage (V), I is the applied current (A), t is
the desalination duration (h), and V is the treated volume of the feed solution (m3).

Ed

(
kWh
m3

)
=

U × I × t
V

(3)

Energy consumed by the pumps (Ep) in the diluted, concentrated, and electrode-
rinsing solutions was calculated following Equation (4), where Q is the flow of the diluted,
concentrated, or electrode-rinsing solution (m3/s), Δp is the differential pressure (Pa)
between the inlet and outlet of the ED stack, η is the pump efficiency (assumed as 75% for
all three pumps), and V is the treated volume of the diluted solution (m3).

Ep

(
kWh
m3

)
=

Q × Δp
η× V

(4)

3. Results

3.1. Chemical Composition of S, SP, and SCB Solutions

Table 2 presents the characterisation of initial monovalent and bivalent ions in the S,
SP, and SCB solutions. The preparation process causes minor deviations in the chemical
composition of the solutions. Due to the pH levels and the polyvalent nature, sulphur and
phosphorus ions can adopt different dissociation values. Considering the initial pH value
(Table 3), the main form of these ions was the monovalent dihydrogen phosphate (H2PO4

−)
and sulphate (SO4

2−) with −1 valence.

Table 2. Ion concentration in feed S, SP and SCB solutions.

Ion S * [mg/L] SP [mg/L] SCB [mg/L]

Cl− 426.9 399.6 ± 17.6 431.5 ± 8.2
SO4

2− 1162.2 1088.6 ± 29.8 1165.7 ± 11.0
H2PO4

− 1281.7 1216.8 ± 47.7 1236.5 ± 7.8
Na+ 272.1 279.4 ± 31.2 289.6 ± 1.5

NH4
+ 230.4 221.8 ± 15.0 248.9 ± 34.5

K+ 515.4 516.9 ± 75.6 588.1 ± 13.6
Mg2+ 67.2 71.6 ± 15.3 69.1 ± 2.6

Note: * Only one sample was characterised.

Table 3. Physicochemical parameters of the diluted and concentrated fraction at the initial and final
stages of the ED separation process.

Diluted Fraction

Parameter Units
S SP SCB

Initial Final Initial Final Initial Final

pH 4.59–4.60 3.92–4.07 4.59–4.63 4.29–4.30 4.53–4.55 4.23–4.42
Temperature ◦C 21.7 ± 2.9 20.2 ± 0.5 21.2 ± 1.1 20.8 ± 0.5 20.8 ± 3.8 20.2 ± 0.2
Conductivity mS/cm 5.57 ±0.03 0.28 ± 0.00 5.41 ± 0.05 0.28 ± 0.00 5.43 ± 0.03 0.28 ± 0.00
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Table 3. Cont.

Concentrated Fraction

Parameter Units
S SP SCB

Initial Final Initial Final Initial Final

pH 4.59–4.60 4.40–4.59 4.56–4.64 4.39–4.52 4.58–4.59 4.48–4.72
Temperature ◦C 21.7 ± 2.9 20.3 ± 1.1 22.2 ± 1.1 20.8 ± 0.5 24.2 ± 1.4 19.8 ± 0.5
Conductivity mS/cm 5.57 ± 0.03 11.79 ± 0.51 5.57 ± 0.02 10.02 ± 0.02 5.54 ± 0.01 11.2 ± 0.06

According to the measured concentrations in Table 2, an average erythritol culture
media would need more anions (72% wt.) than cations (28% wt.); and more total monova-
lent (69% wt.) than bivalent ions (31% wt.). Differences in the amounts of ions added per
species are expressed in the concentration gradients. These differences are considered in
other sections for the analysis of removal and current efficiency.

3.2. Physicochemical Parameters

Table 3 presents the physicochemical parameters measured at the beginning and the
end of each experiment. A slight drop between 0.13–0.67 units in pH value was observed in
the diluted fraction and between 0.01 and 0.19 in S and SP feed solutions in the concentrated
fraction. However, this level of pH variations did not affect the overall removal of cations
and anions from the diluted fraction (Table 4). Temperature control plays an important
role in avoiding effects caused by temperature depending processes as diffusion and
changes in the affinity and selectivity through the cation-exchange and anion-exchange
membranes [61]. Finally, the reduction and increase of the conductivity values in the
diluted and concentrated fraction, respectively, represent in situ proof of the effectiveness
of the ED treatment for the removal of ions from erythritol synthetic culture broth.

Table 4. Average removal efficiency per ion.

Sample
Solution

S [%] SP [%] SCB [%]

Cl− 99.3 ± 0.1 99.0 ± 0.3 99.0 ± 0.3
SO4

2− 98.6 ± 0.3 95.4 ± 0.6 97.3 ± 0.0
H2PO4

− 86.6 ± 0.8 91.0 ± 0.6 93.9 ± 0.7
Na+ 86.3 ± 1.5 88.4 ± 3.2 91.9 ± 1.0

NH4
+ 92.6 ± 1.5 91.8 ± 0.8 94.5 ± 1.6

K+ 94.6 ± 0.1 94.5 ± 0.6 94.9 ± 0.6
Mg2+ 92.9 ± 0.6 93.7± 0.5 91.7 ± 0.7

Total av. 93% 93% 96%

3.3. Desalination of Product in the Diluted Fraction

A final conductivity value of 0.28 mS/cm was reached after 78 min for S and SP
solutions and min 84 for SCB solution, representing an increase of 8% in the treatment
time compared to S and SP solution. This 8% increase is related to the differences in the
composition of the solutions involved. SCB solution included two substances of different
nature: the non-ionic surfactant, Tween 80, and the protein hydrolysate, peptone, widely
used in biotechnological cultures.

Table 4 shows the removal efficiency of ions in the diluted fraction, the total removal
efficiency values were 93%, 93%, and 96% for S, SP, and SCB solutions. In all cases, the
removal of individual anions and cations was higher than 86%. Among anions, chloride ex-
hibited the highest and dihydrogen phosphate the lowest removal efficiency. For the cations,
the highest removal efficiency was reached for potassium and the lowest for sodium.

The ion removal efficiency over time is presented in Figure 1. Similar removal efficiency
was observed within the three solutions, meaning that complex solutions (SCB) presented
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the same general behaviour as the simplest solution (S). The addition of non-charged
compounds to the SP solution did not affect the treatment time and removal of ions
kept at the same level as S solutions. Slightly large error bars were observed for some
ions in solutions, this is due to the difference in concentration levels and the accuracy
of the analytical tools. Besides that, the concentration values exposed in the error bars
can be explained by differences during sampling, or the response of the electrodes to the
application of current. Notwithstanding, the samples followed a clear trend for ion removal.
This consideration is also valid for the concentration of products going to the concentrate
fraction (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Removal of ions in diluted fraction. (a) sodium; (b) ammonia; (c) potassium; (d) magnesium;
(e) chloride; (f) sulphate; (g) dihydrogen phosphate for salts solution (S), salts + product solution
(SP), and synthetic culture broth solution (SCB). * Final time for SCB samples was 84 min.

Rakicka et al. (2016) [62] developed a study for the desalination of an erythritol culture
broth using ion exclusion resins (Lewatit S3428 and S2568H). Three different fractions were
obtained: a saline waste, recycle, and product fraction with a 95% degree of desalination
(based on NaCl removal).
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Figure 2. Concentration of products in the concentrated fraction (a) salts + product solution (SP);
(b) synthetic culture broth solution (SCB).

The results obtained in this study exhibited a remarkable performance of ions removal
(96%), comparable to the reported by Rakicka et al. (2016) [62]. However, an advantage of
ED is the absence of a waste stream, compared to large volumes of saline waste, operation
recycles and regeneration-wastewater generated for ion-exchange treatments.

3.4. Performance of Ion-Removal Rate in S, SP, and SCB Samples

The ion-removal rate is defined as the average percentage of ions removed divided
per time (%removed/min); this rate is strongly influenced by the concentration of ions in
the diluted fraction and the voltage applied. Hence, reductions in the ion-removal rate
within the time depend on the driving force given by the electrical potential, the mobility
of the ions, the molecule charges, and concentration gradient (Table 2). The breakpoint time
(BKP) indicates that sudden reductions in the removal rate occur, caused by the downturn
in the driving force.

By identifying the BKP it was possible to characterise two periods of ions removal: a
fast removal period and a slow removal period. Therefore, the determination of BKP time
allows one to understand the processes and determine possible alternatives to improve CE,
avoid back diffusion, product losses, and reduce energy consumption. Table 5 presents the
breakpoint time (BKP), the reduction in the ion-removal rate after the BKP, the amounts of
ions removed (%) until BKP and the average values of the rate of ions removal before and
after BKP (% removed/min).

The effect over the mobilities of ions is depicted in the reduction of the ion-removal
rate presented at different BKP time as shown in Table 5. In the first place, the ion mobility
is decelerated due to the decreasing ionic strength of the diluted fraction among all three
solutions (S, SP, and SCB), especially after the BKP time. In the second place, differences
in ion mobilities between stages with increasing solution complexity can be observed, as
discussed in the following paragraphs.

In S solutions, two BKP times were observed. The trend reflected by the average value
of ions-removal rate before and after BKP time allows determining that chlorine was the
ion with the highest mobility and overall removal. Notwithstanding the different levels of
concentration described in Table 2, phosphate and sodium have a lower average value of
ions-removal rate before and after BKP time, demonstrating lower mobilities than the other
ions despite the initial concentration. Chloride was the first ion presenting a reduction in
the removal rate of 90.3% after 25 min of treatment (BKP time). By that time, approximately
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86.4% of the total chloride ions were already removed from the diluted fraction. The second
BKP time was observed at 40 min for the other ions in solution with reduction levels in the
removal rate between 52.3–81.8% when approximately 58.3–85.1% of the total ions were
already removed (SO4

2− > K+ > NH4
+ > Mg2+ > Na+ > H2PO4

−).

Table 5. Breakpoint time for ions removal in S, SP, and SCB samples.

Ion

S SP SCB

BKP
Time *

Reduction in Removal
Rate **

Removed at BKP
Time ***

BKP
Time *

Reduction in
Removal Rate **

Removed at BKP Time
***

BKP
Time *

Reduction in Removal
Rate **

Removed at BKP Time
***

[min] % % [min] % % [min] % %

K+ 40 77.8 78.5 55 78.1 86.5 45 84.0 83.3
NH4

+ 40 69.0 71.7 55 62.4 79.6 45 78.0 79.2
Na+ 40 53.5 60.8 40 61.6 64.7 45 64.4 69.5

Mg2+ 40 61.8 66.3 65 80.3 90.2 45 71.5 74.3
Cl− 25 90.3 86.4 25 92.8 88.7 25 92.6 85.8

SO4
2− 40 81.8 85.1 55 79.0 87.9 45 78.5 82.5

H2PO4
− 40 52.3 58.3 55 40.9 74.4 55 74.3 82.8

Average ions-removal rate before and after BKP [%removal/min]

K+ NH4
+ Na+ Mg2+ Cl− SO4

2− H2PO4
−

t < BKP t > BKP t < BKP t > BKP t <
BKP t > BKP t < BKP t > BKP t < BKP t > BKP t < BKP t > BKP t < BKP t > BKP

S 2.0 0.4 1.8 0.5 1.5 0.7 1.6 0.6 3.5 0.3 2.1 0.4 1.5 0.7
SP 1.6 0.3 1.5 0.4 1.6 0.6 1.4 0.3 3.5 0.3 1.6 0.3 1.3 0.7

SCB 1.9 0.3 1.5 0.4 1.5 0.5 1.7 0.5 4.3 0.3 1.8 0.4 1.5 0.4

Note: * BKP time: breakpoint time. ** reduction in the average ion-removal rate after the BKP. *** % of ions
removed until reaching the BKP. t < BKP: time before BKP. t > BKP: time after BKP.

SP solutions presented slower removal rates compared to S solutions. In addition, four
BKP times at 25, 40, 55, and 65 min were observed indicating a late onset of reduction in the
removal rate, while slightly higher overall removal values than S samples were reached.

Despite requiring a longer time to reach the final conductivity value, the SCB solution
presented similar levels of the total reduction in the removal rate (74.3–92.6%) compared
to SP. In this case, three different BKP times 25, 45, and 55 min were obtained at the
moment when approximately 69.5–95.8% of ions were removed. The average value of
ions-removal before the BKP point showed an increase compared to SP data. SCB results
allow us to make conclusions about three possible phenomena presented. The first regards
the effects of non-charged compounds on possible polarisation concentration phenomena
presented due to concentration gradients generated between the bulk liquid and the
interfacial layer, which increases within the concentration of non-charged compounds. The
second regards increases in the membrane resistance due to electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions presented between peptone and the membrane surfaces, specifically on cationic
membranes [63,64]. The third phenomena relate to possible effects of polysorbate 80 as a
non-charged surfactant on the increase of the average ions-removal rate and the mobility
of the ions due to minimisations of the polarisation concentration phenomena, resulting in
consequence in slightly higher overall removal values (Figure 1) while demanding longer
treatment times. These results are in line with the study developed by Gohil et al. (2005) [65],
who described the reduction in the polarisation concentration phenomena caused by the
addition of surfactants. The authors proved the formation of a layer of surfactants due to
their amphiphilic nature (hydrophobic head and hydrophilic tail). The ions can accumulate
temporarily over this layer, reducing the concentration gradients in the membrane-solution
interfacial layer, and therefore reducing possible polarisation concentration effects [65].

3.5. Current Efficiency (CE)

Current efficiency (CE) is a measure of the current utilisation to transmit ions instead
for other uses, such as water splitting. An efficient process can separate the ions while
ensuring a continuous movement and transfer of ions between the cathode and anode.

Table 6 presents a comparison of the results obtained in this work and other solutions
with similar and even higher complexity levels like lignocellulosic effluent, molasses, and
brine solutions from downstream processes and waste treatment. This table includes the
energy application approach, CE, and removal values. Studies that have reported high CE
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values (90–220%) indicating the dependence of the energy approach used and the initial
levels of ions in diluted fraction by the order of 2–414 g/L [66–69]. By understanding
this dependence, appropriated current densities or current application approaches can
be selected, avoiding back diffusion of ions and water splitting, and therefore reach high
CE [70]. These conditions can be obtained by applying the appropriate arrangement of
the operating parameters such as voltage and feed flow rate with the initial concentration
of ions. In this work, CE values between 49% and 54% were obtained for S, SP, and SCB
solutions (Table 6), meaning that around 54% of the energy applied is used to transport the
ions, rather lower than most of the studies presented in Table 6. Even though it was not
rigorously followed, there were no significant changes in the volume observed. However,
water splitting and electro-osmosis transport could be responsible for the remaining 46% of
the energy provided.

Table 6. Current efficiency values.

Treated Sample
Initial

Concentration [g/L]
Energy Application

Approach
Removal/

Concentration
Current Efficiency Ref.

Saline solution 10 Constant voltage 6 V 3.92% 47.54% [68]

Formic acid
solution 276–414 Constant current density 140% * 100–220% [70]

Saline solution 29.8 Non-uniform current
5.75 A (total) 92.7% 94% [71]

Brine from
pickled prunes 100 Constant current density

<10 mA/cm2 87.6% 90–95% [66]

Lignocellulosic
effluent 1,2 14.05 Constant current density

39.1 mA/m2 ~96% ~95% [67]

Sugarcane juice 2 2.03 Constant current density
17.2 mA/m2 >90% ~75% [67]

Molasses 2 81.2 Constant current density
101.6 mA/m2 ~60% ~104% [67]

S 3.90 Stepwise voltage
10, 9, 7 and 6 V 93% 54 ± 3% This work

SP 3.80 Stepwise voltage
10, 9, 7 and 6 V 93% 49 ± 4% This work

SCB 4.00 Stepwise voltage
10, 9, 7 and 6 V 96% 53 ± 2% This work

Note: * Concentration factor. 1 hydrolysate from acid hydrolysis. 2 Only cations were considered.

3.6. Recovery of Salts in the Concentrated Fraction

At the end of the treatment, the concentration of ions in the concentrated fraction was
1.5 to 2.5 times higher than the initial concentrations (Table 7). These concentration levels
are in agreement with the increases in conductivity presented in Table 3. The results showed
different behaviours analogously with the composition of the feed solutions. It can be
observed that cation selectivity decreases as the complexity of the solution increases. This
fact is analogous to the trend of ions removal presented in the last section and connected
to the possible effects of peptone over CEM. With the concentration levels obtained, the
number of ions in the concentrated solution is similar to the initial ions used for the
culture stage, this represents an attractive alternative to reuse the ions either into erythritol
culture media or other processes to reduce waste, close loops, and go deep into circular
economy standards.
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Table 7. Concentration factor in the concentrated fraction.

Stage
Compound

Na+ NH4
+ K+ Mg2+ Cl− SO4

2− H2PO4
−

S 2.4 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.0 1.9 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1
SP 2.5 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.4

SCB 2.1 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.0 2.4 ± 0.7 2.4 ± 0.6 2.1 ± 0.3

3.7. Losses of Products in the Concentrated Fraction

The concentration of erythritol, glycerol, and glucose in the concentrated fraction
(Figure 2) was measured to determine the losses of product passing the membrane. Concen-
trations of 0.13 g/L and 0.12 g/L of glycerol and 0.08 g/L of erythritol were determined in
the concentrated fractions of SP and SCB solutions after 40 min of treatment. The presence
of products in the concentrated fraction was determined after the BKP time when the rate
of removal of ions decreased significantly for all the ions. These concentrations represented
losses of about 2.31% and 1.96% of glycerol and 1.7% and 1.39% of erythritol in SP and
SCB solutions.

Product losses in ED can be related to different factors: the charge of molecules in
solution susceptible to pH value and pH changes (e.g., amphoterism), affinity by membrane
material, and diffusional effects [48,69,72]. Considering the non-amphoteric nature of the
substances and the pH stability of the process (Table 2), a movement of products due to
protonation and electric charge is unfeasible. Consequently, losses of product going through
the membranes can be mainly associated with diffusional phenomena like diffusion-driven
for the difference in concentrations or electro-osmosis caused by water cotransport [69,72].
Besides losses of valuable material, this diffusional phenomenon can cause biofouling,
reducing the life of the membranes and the performance of separation.

To illustrate the level of losses in ED, Shen et al. (2005) [44] reported overall losses of
about 16% of glutamine (initial concentration glutamine 32 g/L) while removing 95% of
ammonium sulphate using ED, which are notably higher than the levels obtained in this
work. This fact confirms the suitability of the use of ED in the purification of erythritol [64].
A possible alternative for reducing diffusional effects can be assessed through the decrease
of treatment times by adopting a different strategy for the application of voltage.

3.8. Energy Consumption

Total energy consumption includes the energy required for the desalination and the
energy consumed to pump the water fractions and electrode-rinsing solution through
the ED stack. The total average energy consumption for the triplicates of S, SP, and
SCB solutions is 3.96 kWh/m3, 3.87 kWh/m3, and 4.10 kWh/m3 of the treated solution,
respectively. The energy consumed for the treatment of the SCB solution is increased
compared to the S and SP solutions due to the increased desalination time required for
the same diluted fraction quality. The energy consumed for desalination makes roughly
40%, for pumping the diluted and concentrated fractions 10%, while the pumping of the
electrode-rinsing solution used around 50% of the total energy in all tested solutions (S, SP,
and SCB).

The energy consumption for culture broth desalination presented in this work is in a
similar range to the values reported by Doornbusch et al. (2020) [73]. They attained
4.88–1.72kWh/m3 for desalting NaCl solution (approx. conductivity 49.3 mS/cm) to
drinking water quality, however without accounting for the energy consumed for the
pumping of the electrode-rinsing solution.

4. Discussion

The selectivity for removing ions presented in this study did not follow any pattern
based on molar mass, charge, or initial concentration. For the cations, a higher selectivity
towards potassium and magnesium than sodium was observed, which is in correspondence
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to results reported by Luo et al. (2020) [73]. Whereas the anions removal showed signifi-
cantly higher selectivity for chloride compared to dihydrogen phosphate. Several authors
have discussed ion selectivity remarking on some important issues such as the interaction
between the ions and the AEM/CEM. These interactions include the groups attached
to the membrane skeleton, membrane moisture, mobility in the membranes, rheological
conditions [73–77].

The main effect caused by the addition of Tween 80 and peptone to SCB solution
was the increase in the treatment time, without reductions in the ions-removal efficiency.
(Figure 1). The increase in the treatment time is related to interactions between peptone and
the ion exchange membranes. In long-term ED processes, this fact might represent mem-
brane fouling, increasing the energy consumption, and affecting the overall performance of
the separation. Ruiz et al. (2007) [62], Mikhaylin and Bazinet (2016) [78], and Nichka et al.
(2020) [63], reported fouling on ion-exchange membranes due to the electrostatic and hy-
drophobic interactions between protein fractions and membranes. These interactions cause
material deposition over the membrane surface, producing alterations that increase the
membrane electrical resistance, reducing the rate of ion migration through the membranes
and the overall performance of the separation. Some alternatives are used to mitigate
fouling effects, namely the cleaning-in-place (CIP) routines and the implementation of
pulsed electric field routines during treatment [64].

The ED application was capable of removing up to 96% of ions in the complex SCB
sample. Chloride showed a separation behaviour significantly better in terms of mobility
and removal efficiency in all the feed solutions evaluated, followed by sulphate, potassium,
and ammonium. In general terms, the experimental results demonstrated a higher affinity
and selectivity for anions than cations, explained by the faster movement of anions than
cations at the same conditions. Similar results were reported by Kooistra (1967), who
described the polarisation curves for the characterisation of ion-exchange membranes [79].

Considering that ED was demonstrated to be a suitable alternative for removing ions
from erythritol culture broth, additional research work is required to improve CE and to
increase the knowledge about membrane performance. These efforts could be directed
towards the assessment of samples with a higher concentration of ions (concentrated
culture broths, increasing the driving force), determining the maintenance requirements
for the membrane and increase in the effectivity of the current applied (reduction of the
resistance). To address current effectiveness, it is recommendable to explore different
current application approaches, including constant current density [66] or new approaches
as pulsed electric field routines [64].

5. Conclusions

Electrodialysis proved to be a suitable alternative to remove and recover salts from
synthetic culture broth (SCB) solution, obtaining a remarkable desalination of 96%, com-
parable with values reported in the literature. The ion-removal rates followed the same
trends in the three solutions (S, SP, and SCB), suggesting that ion selectivity and mobility
are influenced by interactions between the species in solution and the groups attached to
the membrane.

The salts removed from the synthetic culture broth and other solutions were concen-
trated 1.5 to 2.5 times in a second fraction. Producing a solution with similar characteristics
to the initial culture media. Besides, less than 2% of products were found in the concentrate
fraction after 40 min of treatment, with average energy consumption up to 4.10 kWh/m3.

Current efficiency values of 49–54% were observed during the experiments. These
values are still below the average reported in the literature. To improve the CE performance
and address product losses, it is necessary to implement strategies to reduce the resistance
and improve energy utilisation. The strategies include the concentration of the fed solution,
reduction in the total treatment time, and the assessment of different current applications
(e.g., constant current treatment or pulsed electric treatment).
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ED for culture broth desalination represents an attractive option to be implemented in
biotechnological downstreaming as an alternative to remove ions, returning them either
into culture media or other processes, reducing waste generation, and closing loops moving
towards circular economy processes.
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Abstract: Colloidal lignin particles offer a promising route towards material applications of lignin.
While many parameters influencing the formation of these particles in solvent-shifting precipitation
have been studied, only a small amount of research on the influence of temperature has been con-
ducted so far, despite it being a major influence parameter in the precipitation of colloidal lignin
particles. Temperature influences various other relevant properties, such as viscosity, density, and
lignin solubility. This makes investigation of both temperature and lignin concentration in combi-
nation interesting. The present work investigates the precipitation at different temperatures and
initial lignin concentrations, revealing that an increased mixing temperature results in smaller particle
sizes, while the yield is slightly lowered. This effect was strongest at the highest lignin concentration,
lowering the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles from 205 to 168 nm. Decreasing the lignin con-
centration resulted in significantly smaller particles (from 205 to 121 nm at 20 ◦C mixing temperature)
but almost no change in particle yield (between 81.2 and 84.6% at 20 ◦C mixing temperature). This
opens up possibilities for the process control and optimization of lignin precipitation.

Keywords: lignin; colloidal particles; biorefinery; organosolv; precipitation; self-assembly; solvent
shifting

1. Introduction

Lignin is an abundantly available biopolymer, which is currently mostly used for
energy production and thus underutilized as a material. Several authors have stressed the
importance of lignin valorization into high added-value products for the sustainability
of biorefineries [1–3]. Therefore, evaluating the material uses of lignin becomes more
relevant, especially considering the multiple properties and functionalities that lignin has
(biodegradability, biocompatibility, UV-resistance, and low toxicity) [4]. In recent years,
investigations of colloidal lignin particles (CLPs) for material applications have shown some
promising results [4–8]. Due to the high specific surface area, lignin nanomaterials have
shown improved qualities compared to bulk materials [9], which makes them interesting
for applications such as sunscreens [8], food packaging [5], and emulsifiers [7], among
others [4].

Organosolv pretreatment is a well-known method for the extraction of lignin suitable
for high-value applications, using organic solvents such as aqueous ethanol, organic acids,
or acetone [10,11]. There are several methods to produce CLPs from the extracted lignin
(ideally directly from the liquor), such as pH shifting, solvent shifting, or polymeriza-
tion [12]. Among these methods, solvent shifting (lignin precipitation by mixing lignin
solution with an antisolvent) has been intensively investigated and has shown promising
results [12] but has the downside of high solvent consumption and often low precipitation
yields [13]. This leads to a low overall process efficiency, since solvents need to be recovered
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downstream, and substantial amounts of lignin stay in solution after precipitation. Thus,
methods to improve the efficiency of CLP production need to be investigated.

In previous works [13], the influence of the antisolvent, ratio, and flowrate in the mixer
were investigated, which indicated that the flow regime in the mixer has a strong impact
on particle formation. The flow regime in a tube can be characterized by the Reynolds
number, which is influenced by fluid viscosity and density, both temperature dependent
properties. Additionally, the degree of local supersaturation is known to influence particle
formation [14], which is influenced by the temperature-dependent solubility of the pre-
cipitated compound. In summary, the temperature influences several properties that are
critical for the formation of colloidal lignin particles. This makes predicting the influence of
temperature on particle formation difficult and requires experimental research, which has
not been investigated much, despite being a major process parameter [15].

Varying the precipitation temperature also opens up interesting possibilities from a
process perspective. On a laboratory scale, lignin precipitations are usually conducted at
ambient temperature [13,16–18]. This is not necessarily representative of precipitation in a
biorefinery process, since temperatures in the range of 150–210 ◦C are commonly applied
in organosolv pretreatment [19,20]. Hence, cooling the liquor to ambient temperature
after pretreatment implicates an energy demand that should be fulfilled only if necessary,
which is currently a matter of uncertainty. If higher liquor temperatures still result in
colloidal particles, this could be a step towards the optimization of a biorefinery process
producing CLPs. Additionally, since lignin solubility increases with the temperature [21],
the process efficiency could be further improved if the lignin concentration can be increased
at higher temperatures. This would reduce the amount of solvent needed per the number
of CLPs produced.

To summarize, the influence of the temperature in the solvent-shifting precipitation of
lignin has not been sufficiently investigated so far, despite being a major process parameter
with high relevance in scaled-up processes. Since the temperature influences lignin solubil-
ity, which in turn impacts process efficiency, it makes sense to investigate temperature and
lignin concentration simultaneously. In this work, we therefore varied the temperature of
the lignin solution and the mixer, as well as the initial lignin concentration in the precipita-
tion of a commercial organosolv-lignin solution using a T-mixer. The resulting suspensions
were characterized by particle diameter and yield to gain knowledge on the impacts on
product quality and process efficiency. Selected samples were analyzed regarding their
molecular weight distribution.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The lignin used in this work was a commercial organosolv-lignin from an annual
plant supplied by ChemicalPoint (Oberhaching, Germany), which had a lignin content of
93.7 wt%, ash content of 1.6 wt%, and carbohydrate content of 0.2 wt%. For the solutions,
99.9 wt% undenatured ethanol (Chem-Lab, Zedelgem, Belgium), and ultrapure water
(produced with a Sartorius arium pro system at 18 MΩ/cm2) were used.

2.2. Preparation of Lignin Solutions

Commercial organosolv-lignin and 60 wt% aqueous ethanol where mixed in a ratio
of 15 g dry lignin per 1 L of aqueous ethanol and stirred at 20 ◦C for 24 h. After that, the
liquids and solids were separated by filtration using cellulose nitrate filters (Whatman,
Maidstone, Great Britain) with a pore size of 0.1 μm. The particle-free filtrate was used
as lignin stock solution in the precipitation experiments. The concentration of this stock
solution was 12 g/kg, which was determined by drying a sample of the stock solution in a
drying oven at 105 ◦C until it reached a constant weight.
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2.3. Precipitation

For the precipitation experiments, the lignin concentration of the solution was set
to three different concentrations by volumetric addition of 60 wt% aqueous ethanol. The
concentration levels used were that of the lignin stock solution (12 g/kg), a dilution to 75%
(9 g/kg), and a dilution to 50% (6 g/kg) of that concentration. The lignin was precipitated
in a T-mixer with ultrapure water as the antisolvent, as described by Beisl et al. [22] and
depicted in Figure 1. The volumetric flow in the mixer was set to 112.5 mL/min and
the volumetric ratio of extract to antisolvent was kept at 1:5 for all experiments. The
temperature of the lignin solution, the antisolvent, and the mixer was controlled with
water baths. Antisolvent and lignin solution were overheated to compensate for heat
losses during syringe filling and pumping. The temperature was checked at the mixer inlet
before the precipitation, in the bath, and in the tempered beaker where the suspension
was collected. The temperature was varied over three different values, 20, 40, and 60 ◦C.
Three precipitations were carried out for each experimental condition; the presented results
are averages and standard deviations of the three repetitions. Two sets of precipitation
experiments were conducted. In the first set, the temperature of lignin solution, antisolvent,
and mixer was always set to the same value to facilitate a better understanding of the
temperature’s influence. In the second set, only the lignin solution’s temperature was
varied, while the other temperatures were always set to 20 ◦C, to simulate conditions closer
to an industrial process.

Figure 1. Schematic of the precipitation setup.

2.4. Analytics
2.4.1. Particle Size

The hydrodynamic diameter of the lignin particles was determined with an Anton
Paar Litesizer 500 (Graz, Austria). The suspensions were diluted 1:150 with ultrapure
water before the measurements. The refractive index of the particles was set to 1.53 and the
absorbance to 0.1. For each precipitation, the average of three measurements was calculated.
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2.4.2. Yield

The particle yield of the precipitations was determined by filtering (filtrate) the sus-
pensions through a hydrophilic polyethersulfone membrane with a 30 kDa cutoff (supplied
by Nadir®) and comparing the dry matter content of the filtrate to that of the suspensions,
as shown in Equation (1). The dry matter content was determined by drying the samples in
a drying oven at 105 ◦C until they reached a constant weight.

Particle Yield = (DMS − DMF)/DMS × 100%, (1)

where DMS is the dry matter of the suspension and DMF is the dry matter of the particle-
free filtrate. Preliminary tests showed that this filtration method leads to similar but more
consistent results compared to the ultracentrifugation used in previous works [13], with
lower operational and material expenditure.

2.4.3. Molecular Weight Distribution

The molecular weight distribution was determined through high-performance size
exclusion chromatography (HP–SEC), with 10 mM NaOH as eluent with three TSK-Gel
columns in series at 40 ◦C (PW5000, PW4000, PW3000; TOSOH Bioscience, Darmstadt,
Germany) using an Agilent 1200 HPLC system (flow rate: 1 mL/min, DAD detection at
280 nm). The pH of liquid samples was adjusted to that of the eluent with NaOH for
analysis. Polystyrene sulfonate reference standards (PSS GmbH, Mainz, Germany) with
molar mass peak Maxima at 78,400 Da, 33,500 Da, 15,800 Da, 6430 Da, 1670 Da, 891 Da, and
208 Da were used for calibration.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. First Experimental Plan: Variation of Mixing Temperature

Both the lignin concentration and the temperature were varied to three different levels
(6 to 12 g/kg and 20 to 60 ◦C, respectively). For the first set of experiments, the tempera-
ture for the lignin solution and the antisolvent was set to the same temperature for each
precipitation. As can be seen in Figure 2, increasing the mixing temperature in the lignin
precipitation led to smaller particle sizes, while an increased lignin concentration increased
the particle size. This means that the increase in particle size at higher lignin concentra-
tions can be at least partially compensated for by increasing the mixing temperature. In
the temperature and concentration ranges used in this work, the influence of the initial
lignin concentration was stronger than that of the mixing temperature. Increasing the
lignin concentration is advantageous for process efficiency, since less solvent and antisol-
vent are needed per the number of CLPs produced. However, this also leads to larger
particles, which can be partially compensated for by increasing the mixing temperature,
as the results indicate. Significantly higher lignin concentrations than those used in this
study have been reported in the literature (Goldmann et al. [23] achieved a kraft lignin
concentration of 235.89 g/L in 60 wt% aqueous ethanol). However, the temperature cannot
be increased much higher than the maximum temperature applied in this work without
potentially significantly altering the lignin molecular structure. Thus, the results indicate
that the possibility to compensate for higher concentrations by higher mixing temperatures
is limited. Additionally, the influence of the temperature is stronger for higher lignin
concentrations, while the particle diameter stays similar for all temperatures at the lowest
concentration. This indicates that the particle size converges towards a lower limit with
increasing precipitation temperatures.

The increase in particle size with the increasing concentration of lignin is a well-
documented phenomenon [24,25] and can be explained by a larger number of solubilized
molecules available for particle growth after primary nucleation [26]; however, contrasting
results have also been reported [27]. So far, little research has been conducted on the
influence of temperature on lignin precipitation [15]. According to Elnashaie et al. [14], an
elevated temperature tends to lead to larger particles due to it hindering primary nucleation.
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However, in the case examined in this work, other effects seem to have had a stronger
influence, since the particle size decreased with the mixing temperature.

Figure 2. Influence of mixing temperature (a) and initial lignin concentration (b) on particle diameter.

In this work, the particle size was only determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS),
which cannot differentiate between single particles and aggregates. However, pictures
obtained by scatter electron microscopy (SEM) published in previous works [13,22] showed
that the particle diameters as determined by DLS are in the same order of magnitude as
those determined by SEM.

A previous work [13] showed that increasing the volumetric flow in the T-mixer up to
a certain point leads to decreasing particle sizes. This was explained by improved mixing
at higher flowrates, which can be expressed as higher Reynolds (Re) numbers in the mixer.
Therefore, a possible explanation for the decreasing particle sizes with increasing mixing
temperature could be the increase in the Reynolds number in the mixer from 396 to 1017
due to the decrease in the viscosity with the temperature (from 1.6 to 0.6*103 Pas). The
correlation of particle size with Re in the mixer and the viscosity of the mixture are shown
in Figure 3. The density and dynamic viscosity of the suspension were approximated using
literature data from Belda et al. [28]. Due to the proportional increase in the Re with the
temperature in the mixer, the correlation of particle size and Re is similar to that of particle
size and temperature (Figure 3a). On the other hand, Figure 3b shows that the particle
size linearly increased with the viscosity. These correlations suggest that the particle size
is primarily determined by the mixing quality, which improves with an increased mixing
temperature due to the decrease in viscosity. These results are in agreement with results
from other works correlating smaller particle sizes with improved mixing quality [29,30].

Another relevant factor for the particle formation is the lignin supersaturation in
the mixture, the driving force for precipitation. The solubility of lignin increases with
increasing temperature [21], which should lower the driving force for precipitation and
thus lead to higher particle diameters due to the lower precipitation speed [14]. While the
lower supersaturation might still be a factor, the results indicate that the improved mixing
quality outweighs its influence and leads to smaller particle diameters.

Since the experiments were carried out with ethanol–water mixtures, it is not certain
whether the results can be transferred to other solvents commonly used for solvent-shifting
precipitation, such as acetone [25] or tetrahydrofuran (THF) [31]. However, the increase
in particle size with increasing concentration is well-established for precipitation [24,25].
As stated earlier, information from the literature on the influence of temperature on lignin
precipitation is limited. Based on the explanation that the particle size decreases due to
improved mixing with decreasing viscosity, it should be possible to also transfer the results
to other solvents, since the same principles should apply. This could be investigated in
future works to confirm or refute the explanation given in the present work.
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Figure 3. Influence of Re (a) and dynamic viscosity (b) in the mixer on the hydrodynamic diameter
of CLPs.

The particle yield of the precipitations ranged from 76.7 to 85.8% (Figure 4), which
can be considered high compared to the results of previous works [13]. When comparing
the results from different conditions, there was a slight trend to lower yields at higher
temperatures, and higher yields at higher initial lignin concentrations. The latter result
matches findings by Xiong et al. [24], who precipitated enzymatic hydrolysis lignin from
THF at initial lignin concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 2 mg/mL; however, the changes
in the yield were small in the present work, especially considering the deviations of the
experiments at the same conditions. Since the yield was determined gravimetrically,
the influence of random errors was higher at lower dry matter concentrations, which
explains the tendentially higher deviations for yield and filtrate dry matter at lower lignin
concentrations (e.g., Figure 4).

Figure 4. Influence of mixing temperature (a) and lignin concentration (b) on particle yield.

The decreased yield at higher temperatures could be explained by the increasing
solubility of lignin, leading more lignin to stay in solution. The yield was determined at
ambient temperature, which would suggest that nonprecipitated lignin stays in solution
even after cooling down.

Since the precipitation is assumed to be solubility-driven, it is noteworthy that there
was only a slight decrease in the yields with decreasing initial lignin concentrations
(Figure 4b). If the solubility limit of lignin at a certain ethanol content is assumed to
be constant, the concentration of solubilized lignin after the precipitation should be con-
stant. This would result in a direct correlation between initial lignin concentration and
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particle yield. For the particle yield determination, the lignin particles were removed using
membrane filtration (30 kDa cutoff), and the dry matter contents of the particle-free filtrates
were calculated. These dry matter contents are plotted in Figure 5, showing that the dry
matter content of the filtrates from the two lower lignin concentrations was significantly
lower than that of the highest concentration. This indicates that the concentration of solubi-
lized lignin after precipitation depends on the initial lignin concentration, meaning that the
amount of solubilized lignin is higher when more lignin is present.

Figure 5. Dry matter content of filtrate for different mixing temperatures (a) and lignin concentra-
tions (b).

This could be explained by the polydispersity of lignin and the different solubility
limits of lignins with different molecular structures and weights, which was also found
by Buranov et al. [32]. Previous studies have also shown the fractionation of lignin by
molecular weight in solvent-shifting precipitation, meaning that predominately high-
molecular-weight lignin precipitates while low-molecular-weight lignin predominately
stays in solution [33,34]. Figure 6 shows the molecular weight distributions of lignin in
filtrates from experiments at different initial lignin concentrations. The non-normalized
distributions (Figure 6a) show a significant increase in lignin concentration over the whole
molecular weight spectrum from the lowest initial lignin concentration. Interestingly, the
distribution of the filtrates from two higher initial concentrations are very similar, despite a
difference in dry matter content; the main difference is an increase in the peak at 400 Da,
which was found in earlier works to be influenced by p-hydroxycinnamic acids such as
ferulic acid and p-coumaric acid, both monomeric and connected to lignin fragments [35].
This suggests that the difference in residual solubilized lignin between these samples is
mostly influenced by this lignin fraction.

The area-normalized distributions (Figure 6b) show that the filtrate from the lowest
initial concentration has the highest ratio of lignin at 400 Da, while the ratio of the highest
molecular weight fraction is very low. The distributions of the two higher initial concentra-
tions are very similar, the main difference being a higher ratio of the 400 Da fraction for the
highest initial lignin concentration.

The results suggest that the higher-molecular-weight fractions soluble at 10 wt%
ethanol (ethanol content after precipitation) are completely dissolved at 6 g/kg initial lignin
concentration, but hit a solubility limit at 9 g/kg. The lignin fraction at 400 Da exhibits better
solubility. The increase of this fraction from 9 to 12 g/kg suggests that the concentration
of this fraction is limited by the concentration in the solution at 9 g/kg, not by solubility.
Generally, the results demonstrate the high complexity of lignin solubility. Therefore, the
solubility of different lignin fractions will be further investigated in future works.
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Figure 6. Molecular weight distribution of filtrates from precipitations at 20 ◦C at different initial
lignin concentrations, as in sample (a) and area-normalized (b).

From a process perspective, the observation that the decrease in yield was less than
proportional with the decrease in lignin concentration has interesting implications, since it
would allow the tailoring of the particle size by adjusting the lignin concentration of the
solution with only a minor impact on the yield. For example, when the lignin concentration
of the solution is reduced to 50% at 20 ◦C mixing temperature, the particle size is reduced
from 205 ± 4 to 121 ± 2 nm (reduction by 41%), while the yield does not change significantly.
However, the merits of this depend on the requirements and value of the final product,
since a higher solvent consumption lowers process efficiency.

In the context of a biorefinery process producing CLPs by precipitation directly from
the organosolv extract [13], the results of the first set of experiments lead to the conclusion
that cooling the extract to ambient temperature after lignin extraction is not necessary.
Higher mixing temperatures still result in colloidal particles and even lower particle diame-
ters compared to ambient mixing temperature, while the yield does not change significantly.

3.2. Second Experimental Plan—Variation of Lignin Solution Temperature

While it may be advantageous to use warm extract from a process perspective, it is
disadvantageous to use warm antisolvent, since this would result in increased energy
demand for the precipitation process. While warming antisolvent and lignin solution to the
same temperatures for the precipitations was necessary to facilitate a better understanding
of the influence of the temperature, in an industrial process, different temperatures for the
solution and antisolvent are more likely. Thus, a second experimental plan was conducted,
in which the temperatures of the antisolvent and the mixer were kept at 20 ◦C, while the
temperature of the lignin solution was varied.

Figure 7 shows that there are only small differences in the particle diameter for different
solution temperatures. The ratio of extract to antisolvent was kept at 1:5 for all experiments,
so the mixing temperature was influenced more by the temperature of the antisolvent and
the mixer than that of the lignin solution. This meant there were only small temperature
changes in the temperature of the suspension after mixing in this experimental plan. It is
noteworthy that the experiments with the solution warmed to 60 ◦C consistently resulted
in the smallest average particle sizes. As in the first set of experiments, the influence
of temperature was most visible at the highest lignin concentration. This supports the
findings from the first experimental plan, since a higher solution temperature results in
higher temperatures in the mixer. These results suggest that the temperature and properties
of the mixture are relevant for the precipitation, rather than the temperature and properties
of the lignin solution or antisolvent. This could mean that the size of the final particles is
decided after the solution and antisolvent are mixed.
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Figure 7. Influence of solution temperature (a) and lignin concentration (b) on particle diameter with
constant antisolvent temperature.

Similar to the particle sizes, the particle yield of the second experimental plan showed
no strong dependency on the lignin solution temperature (Figure 8a). As in the first
experimental plan, the correlation between the initial lignin concentration and the particle
yield was less than proportional (Figure 8b). The results from the second experimental plan
indicate that elevated temperatures of the lignin solution alone have a negligible influence
on both the particle size and yield. In a biorefinery process, this would mean that it is not
necessary to cool the liquor to ambient temperature after biomass pretreatment.

Figure 8. Influence of lignin solution temperature (a) and initial lignin concentration (b) on parti-
cle yield.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, the influence of the temperature and lignin concentration on
the precipitation of CLPs was investigated. The particle size increased with an increasing
concentration of lignin in the solution and decreased with increasing mixing temperatures.
The particle yield was slightly lowered by increasing the mixing temperature, while lower
initial lignin concentrations resulted in lower yields. The correlation between the particle
yield and lignin concentration was underproportional, which was explained by the poly-
dispersity of lignin and the different solubilities of different lignin fractions. In a second
set of experiments, lignin solutions warmed to different temperatures were precipitated
with antisolvent at ambient temperature, which had only a minor influence on the particle
size and no significant influence on the yield. The lignin concentration showed the same
influence on the particle size as in the first set of experiments.
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From a process perspective, the results suggest that the precipitation of lignin particles
directly from warm extract is not disadvantageous with respect to particle size and yield,
but may in fact be advantageous for the formation of CLPs with smaller diameters. This
finding could help to increase the efficiency of a biorefinery producing CLPs by removing
the necessity to cool the liquor to ambient temperature after lignin extraction.

The changes in the molecular weights of lignin still dissolved after precipitation
demonstrate the complexity of lignin solubility even in a relatively simple experimental plan
and stress the necessity of further investigating this topic. The solubility and interaction of
different lignin fractions will be investigated in future works, as well as downstreaming
and valorization methods for the nonprecipitated lignin.
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Abstract: This paper reports the first relatable bio-digital interface powered by microbial fuel cells
(MFCs) that was developed to inform the public and introduce the concept of using live microbes as
waste processors within our homes and cities. An innovative design for the MFC and peripherals
system was built as a digital data generator and bioreactor, with a custom-built energy-harvesting con-
troller that was connected to the system to enable efficient system operation using adaptive dynamic
cell reconfiguration and transmit data for the bio-digital interface. This system has accomplished mul-
tiple (parallel) tasks such as electricity generation, wastewater treatment and autonomous operation.
Moreover, the controller demonstrated that microbial behaviour and consequent system operation can
benefit from smart algorithms. In addition to these technical achievements, the bio-digital interface is
a site for the production of digital art that aims to gain acceptance from a wider-interest community
and potential audiences by showcasing the capabilities of living microorganisms in the context of
green technologies.

Keywords: sustainable built environment; microbial fuel cell; bio-digital interface; adaptive dynamic
cell reconfiguration

1. Introduction

Although the first discovery of microbial electricity generation was made over 100 years
ago [1], attention towards microbial fuel cell (MFC) technology has only begun to grow
fairly recently (1990s), and it is still unfamiliar to the public. Whether or not future de-
velopers have encountered a technology, either directly or indirectly, this is crucial in its
development. In contrast to existing large-scale sewage treatment facilities, MFCs enable
medium/small-scale, decentralised, remote, on-site sewage treatment, as well as energy
generation [2,3]. While there are still several technical challenges to overcome to achieve
full commercialisation, such as the relatively low power density and high initial investment
costs [4], additional challenges that cannot be overlooked include the perception, public
acceptability and usability of the technology, which do not have technological solutions
and, therefore, require different approaches.

Microbial fuel cell technology is being developed for real-world implementation as
a commercially viable product, with demonstrations in various settings such as public
science events, music festivals [5] and field trials [6], as an essential tool for technology
evaluation. One of the previous study investigated user perception of the technology
where everyday use enabled end users to understand its benefits [7]. Such studies have
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revealed that MFC technology could be highly acceptable and help tackle sanitation issues
by providing not only electricity but also accompanying benefits such as feeling safe and
improving toilet cleanliness. Despite very positive feedback received so far, the broader
uptake of MFC technology into our daily lives requires further work. For example, although
there is a growing social consensus on the need for wastewater reuse, the biggest challenge
lies in changing the stakeholders’ perception of the water cycle more than technological
developments [8,9]. Therefore, in order to develop and disseminate a particular technology,
efforts must be made in many respects, such as understanding the need, technical context
of the solution and cultural acceptance/resistance to this.

The goal of this project is to develop a bio-digital interface that encompasses technolog-
ical advancements in an art installation, to better articulate how the technology works and
encourage public engagement through curiosity that assists its progress towards the market.
By developing an attractive interface that enables people and microbes to interact, enhances
the user experience and increases the probability of technology uptake. This approach may
further result in the same system being utilised as an educational tool or become part of
the emerging market of ecohomes [10]. Following the successful completion of the Living
Architecture project [11], which demonstrated a selectively programmable bioreactor wall
for future living spaces, development of the first relatable bio-digital interface powered by
MFCs was set to inspire the public and to introduce the concept of using live microbes as
processors of waste within our homes and cities. This ‘sociable’ interface is a first-generation
bio-digital hardware and user experience that translates microbial activity into meaningful
encounters with human audiences, establishing a trans-species communications platform.
Beginning with an electronic interface powered by MFCs, it extracts data from sensors,
which is translated into a lively, communicable display that is showcased in a range of social
contexts—from art galleries to exhibition spaces and festivals. From a scientific perspective,
the following objectives were pursued: (i) develop an innovative MFC design capable
of generating sufficient levels of power; (ii) develop an energy-efficient, multi-functional
electronic controller; (iii) better understand microbial behaviour in functioning MFCs when
subjected to external stimuli from the electronic controller.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. System Design, Operation and Performance Measurement

For this work, a total of 15 MFC units were built and placed in five cascade groups of
three MFCs. The bioreactor chassis was 3D printed in ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene)
with dimensions of 193 × 100 × 80 mm (W × H × D). Each MFC bioreactor consists of
two anode chambers and two cathode chambers alternately located. This is to increase
the contact area between the anode and cathode chambers within the volume of a given
individual MFC unit; the two anodes and two cathodes of each MFC were connected in
parallel. Each chamber holds approximately 100 mL and 120 mL volumes of anolyte and
catholyte, respectively. The anode electrodes were made from plain carbon veil (20 g/m2

carbon loading, PRF Composite Materials, Poole, Dorset, UK) modified with activated
carbon ink [12]. Each anode electrode had a macro surface area of 1,350 cm2 (30 × 45 cm).
A U-shaped cathode made of thermally compressed activated carbon on stainless steel
mesh [13] was placed inside each cathode chamber in contact with ceramic membranes.
The size of the cathode (macro surface area) was 68 cm2 (17 × 4 cm). Custom-made ceramic
membrane sheets (65 × 85 mm each, thickness of 3 mm) [14] were placed between the
anode and cathode chambers. The MFCs were designed to be gravity fed (the effluent of
the MFC above becomes the influent of the MFC below) in order to reduce the energy input
requirements. The flow of both anolyte and catholyte of the MFC system is described in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the system. The black- and orange-coloured squares represent the anode
and cathode chambers, respectively.

MFC anodes were inoculated with activated sludge collected from a local sewage
treatment plant (Wessex Water, Saltford, UK), after being cultivated for 24 h in artificial
urine medium (AUM). AUM was also used as feedstock and supplied to the system at
various flow rates ranging between 1.5 L/d and 16.0 L/d. The composition of feedstock was
modified from a previous study [15], containing the following: 2.5 g/L peptone, 0.5 g/L
yeast extract, 5 g/L urea, 5.2 g/L sodium chloride, 1.4 g/L sodium sulphate, 0.95 g/L
potassium dihydrogen phosphate, 1.2 g/L di-potassium hydrogen phosphate. A day after
inoculation, a fixed external resistance of 200 Ω was connected to each MFC. The value of
external resistance was gradually decreased to 100 Ω before being connected to a bespoke
electronic controller on day 14.

The voltage output levels of 15 MFCs in volts (V) were initially monitored against
time using a data logger (34972A DAQ unit, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA)
every 5 min. Once the aforementioned electronic controller was connected to the system,
MFC power performance, including voltage, current, power and information of electrical
configurations, was monitored by the controller in different time intervals. Power density
(PD) of an MFC unit or of the entire MFC system was normalised by the anolyte volume
of 200 mL (per unit) or 3 L (for the whole system). In order to verify an individual MFC
performance, periodic polarisation experiments were performed. For this, MFCs were left
open circuit for at least 3 h before the run to reach stable open circuit voltages (OCVs). Then,
various external resistances ranging from 1.2 kΩ to 4 Ω were loaded every 5 min and the
potential between the anode and cathode was recorded every 30 s. For measuring chemical
oxygen demand (COD), water samples were filtered using 0.45 μm syringe filters and then
immediately analysed using a COD test kit (COD test tubes, Camlab, Cambridge, UK).

2.2. Electrical Infrastructure

A bespoke system, consisting of the electronic control system (ECS), power connections,
external sensors, external actuators such as pumps and LEDs and a data-communication
link, was developed to interface the MFC system located in the laboratory with the users’
virtual experience. This infrastructure was autonomously harvesting electrical energy
generated from the MFC array to measure, filter and collect the parameters of interest used
for the live animation on the web user interface and transmit these collected data over a
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secure link to the user interface application; this app allows the user to visualise the data in
a truly unique fashion (Figure 2).

Figure 2. System high level functional block diagram.

The electrical infrastructure system is broken down into a number of functional
subsystems, including energy harvesting, cell management (dynamic reconfiguration), self-
regulation, measurement, data logging and transmission. The autonomous self-regulating
system was designed, based on the EcoBot principle [16,17], to mimic a living organism in
which actions are governed by energy availability (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Cell reconfiguration module design.

The ECS electronics consist of two microcontroller units (MCUs), which are software
driven and thus require electronic firmware. The firmware consists of device drivers,
diagnostics and applications. The first MCU consists of a power management module,
which operates and manages the energy harvester, and other power-related functions. It
operates in low-power (sleep) mode and is awakened periodically by a timer. It operates
the main power switches that supply the ECS and monitors bulk capacitor voltage and bus
power. The second MCU is responsible for all the applications and communications. This
MCU is user programmable, and applications can be uploaded via a universal serial bus
(USB) link. The applications consist of cell reconfiguration, measurement, data logging,
external sensors and other external devices such as pumps and LEDs.

2.3. Bio-Digital Interface

The interaction infrastructure design aims to capture meaningful data from the MFC
system and visualise it appropriately to inform the user experience. The interactive live-
streamed animations and live system information are either measured or processed param-
eter data such as individual cell voltage, cell current, cell power, stack current, stack power,
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ambient temperature, humidity, rate of change of power, ECS internal voltage, bulk capac-
itor store voltage, cell configuration information and LED actuation. Data transmission
infrastructure enabled the MFC system to be used for the user experience, which involved
transferring data from the ECS to the user experience server. This was accomplished via
the periodic publication of data by the ECS to a single board computer attached to the ECS,
which in turn executes a program to save sensor data to a local MySQL (My Structured
Query Language) based database, and via encrypted SSH (Secure Shell) to a remote MySQL
database on the external server. The SSH connection is secured with a public/private
RSA (Rivest–Shamir–Adleman) key pair, with the private key living on the single board
computer and the public key on the server. Once the connection is made, an application
saves the data on the server.

Figure 4 shows the established responsive feedback loop between microbial action
mediated through the MFC array that generates live data for the user experience, which
the participant responds to by interacting with the microbes through animations shaped
by live data and, in doing so, generates new data. Participants can choose from several
actions, such as feeding the microbes, changing both the ambient and fluid temperature
(warming or cooling) and changing the supply rate of feedstock to the microbes. The data
from these interactions will feed forward into the live data animations, so that a broader
community of participants can see the online events unfolding.

Figure 4. Responsive feedback loop between MFC microbial metabolism and planned interactive
user experience.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Individual MFC Performance

Figure 5 shows the average power-generating performance of the 15 MFCs. The
polarisation sweep was performed on day 20, when the cells were assumed to have reached
a quasi-steady state. The average open circuit (OCV) value was 663 ± 55 mV and the
maximum power output was 5.3 ± 0.9 mW (power density: 26.5 W/m3) on average,
reaching up to 6.5 mW (32.5 W/m3).
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Figure 5. Polarisation and power curves of 15 individual matured MFCs measured on day 20. Each
data point represents the average value of all MFCs (n = 15).

During the same period, when the MFCs were running individually without being
electrically connected through the ECS, the organic content of the feedstock measured in
COD decreased by 18.9 ± 2.3, 27.4 ± 7.5 and 19.6 ± 3.9% in the top, middle and bottom rows
of the MFCs, respectively. Although the amount of organic consumption differs depending
on the location within a cascade, there was no significant difference in the maximum
power output. This means that this flow rate (4.0 L/d) and organic concentration (COD
of 3.45 mg/L) were sufficient to feed the last cell of each cascade following a sequential
cascade treatment.

Several strategies have been established to increase the wastewater treatment efficiency,
such as increasing the hydraulic retention time (HRT) by reducing the flow rate or enlarging
the cell footprint [18], increasing the operating temperature [19] or increasing the external
load [20]. Among these, increased HRT and operating temperature can lead to higher
operating costs unless properly optimised. External load changes can be relatively simple
to apply at no significant additional cost. Several research groups have reported that
appropriately changing the value of the external resistance over a certain period of time, can
increase the power output [21,22], as it is related to the microbial metabolic rate. Dynamic
reconfiguration, using smart algorithms, is therefore worth pursuing as an efficient MFC
operation strategy and is discussed in more detail in the next section.

The MFC reactor design used in this study employed a partial open-to-air cathode, in
which 1/2 of the cathode and 1/3 of the membrane (on the cathode side) are submerged in
the catholyte. The cathode chamber was initially empty, and catholyte began to accumulate
as the MFC started operating. A complete air cathode is a popular choice in the field due to
its design simplicity, smaller footprint and lower material cost, but precipitation of salts on
the cathode electrode has been reported [23,24], which can be problematic. However, in
this design, the ceramic membrane can remain wet, and no significant reduction in power
output was observed during the one-year operation period.

3.2. MFC Stack Performance as a Digital Data Generator

The ECS (electronic control system) is an energy management unit consisting of an
energy harvester, power management unit and a mechanism to reconfigure cell connec-
tion topologies (cell reconfiguration). During operation, the ECS attempts to harvest the
maximum energy while sustaining the MFCs for long-term operation. This is useful as the
loading of the harvester on the MFC stack dynamically changes depending on the state of
the MFCs, based on feedback [25].
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The electrical connection of the 15 MFC units was dynamically changed by the ECS to
the following four topologies: all in parallel (15P), all in series (15S), five cells in parallel
with the three groups in series (5P3S) and three cells in parallel within the five groups in
series (3P5S). Initially, the MFC stack operated at a fixed setting of 15P during inoculation
and maturation. An ‘adaptive gain’ (AG) method, based on dynamic gain allocation and
the rate of change of power with voltage clamping in the range of 350~450 mV, was used
during subsequent operation. The energy harvester acted as a pseudo-time-varying non-
linear voltage-controlled current sink with a voltage range of 0.15~5 V and a max sink
current of 70 mA.

The performance of the energy harvester and MFC stack was evaluated by observation
of the mean instantaneous power, mean instantaneous voltage and by the number of
actuations per day (Figure 6). The ECS checked energy levels approximately every two
minutes and performed data logging and/or actuation depending on the energy acquisition.
During the first 200 days of operation, the system harvested a mean instantaneous power of
28.36 ± 5.5 mW, with a minimum of 13.02 mW and a maximum of 36.34 mW; this was at a
mean voltage of 339.63 ± 70.75 mV with a minimum voltage of 110.13 mV and a maximum
voltage of 477.24 mV at each check. An LED configuration acted as the demonstrable
actuation of the 15-MFC system (in addition to all the energy management and data
communication) with a 20-s actuation/display; the mean number of 20-s actuations per
day was 905, with a minimum of 6 and a maximum of 1578. Overall, the MFC system
showed a consistently stable performance, except during days 90–105 when the feed rate
was reduced to a minimum (0.7 L/d) due to the Christmas break. Figure 7 shows the MFC
system installed in the laboratory actuating the LED lights (top left).

Figure 6. Harvester performance: mean instantaneous power variation, mean instantaneous voltage
variation and actuations per day.

By utilising a cell reconfiguration mechanism, the system maintains the microbial
activity within the MFCs as well as the power output at optimum levels [26,27]. External
electrical loading can change the internal impedance and the impedance is varied by
changing the connection topology. Here, we create four dynamic impedances which also
have an effect on the loading of MFCs, drawing optimum levels of current depending on
state of performance. By employing dynamic cell reconfiguration, the MFCs are maintained
such that they increase in power output over time until a steady state is reached.
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Figure 7. The MFC system in action, with the LED lights (located in upper left corner) switched on.

During normal operation, the ECS system was programmed to reconfigure every
five minutes, with each cycle being subject to the availability of adequate energy. The
control algorithm would adaptively reconfigure the MFCs based on the rate of change of
power. Thus, as the rate of change of power increased, the topologies shifted towards a
low Thévenin impedance and vice versa [28]. Analysing 200 days of data, a median power
generation of 16.21 ± 0.77 mW was maintained with the configurations of series, parallel,
3P5S, and 5P3S at a daily active percentage of 0.17, 0.25, 0.33 and 0.25%, respectively
(Figure 8). During low-power-output periods, a mean power level of 29.75 ± 0.35 mW
was maintained at a daily activity percentage vector of (0.16, 0.26, 0.35, 0.22)%; likewise,
at high power output, a mean power level of 34.77 ± 0.77 mW was maintained at a daily
activity percentage vector of (0.1, 0.23, 0.35, 0.32)%. Based on Thévenin resistances of
series and parallel networks of MFCs, for a given low impedance load, as the Thévenin
resistance increases in a series network, unless the matched load decreases, the MFCs will
be under stress to deliver equivalent power. The results corroborate this model, whereby
the series topology indicates higher loading in comparison to the parallel one. As power
increases, the time spent on parallel and series topologies is less. More time is spent on mid
topologies, which enable a balance of loading. It was observed that the system selected
the configuration 3S5P. Topologically, this configuration provided an apt balance between
parallel and series configurations during peak power-harvesting periods. When power was
lowest, the system maintained itself by choosing parallel configurations, which prevented
suboptimal performance (also known as ‘weakening’), which can result in weaker cells
reversing their polarity, so any form of a series topology is harmful. These are findings that
can nicely feed into novel AI strategies in further optimising MFC systems, and this will
form part of our future work.

Performing as a digital data generator, the overall activity of the MFC-powered bio-
digital interface was digitally represented. All critical parameters (including, but not
limited to, MFC voltages, power, current, system states, temperature) for monitoring the
system were transmitted from the ECS to a remote server, where users can monitor and
interact with the system.
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Figure 8. Configuration percentages for low-, mid- and high-power levels.

3.3. Bio-Digital Interface

A bio-digital interface where users can virtually interact with live microbes in the
real MFC system was developed, as shown in Figure 9. Visitors would remotely access
a full-screen website, which presents an abstract world of animated microbes (‘mobes’)
moving, feeding and colonising in response to the data streaming from the MFC array
installed in the laboratory. Viewers can interactively engage with the mobes simulations
and see real-time data, which provides the ability to understand the microbial behaviour
affected by the interactions. Technical information about the live system is also available
for viewing. A live video feed from the lab, which captures the real-time action of the MFC
system that is generating the data informing the animations, is also accessible.

 

Figure 9. Exemplar interactive elements of the mobes user interaction interface (a) and exemplar user
data visualisation application animating mobes (b). Images produced by Translating Nature.

The animated work considers the conceptual commonalities between data and mi-
crobes, including the different types of power they each harness (for example, MFCs
generate electrical power; data are a power behind many critical decisions), and the social
preconceptions which surround both data and microbes (for example: abundance, necessity,
cleanliness). The algorithm used as a basis for the behaviours of the mobes in this work was
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from [29]. A bacterial foraging optimisation algorithm (BFOA) with social communication
is used as a framework for the animated microbes by providing each mobe with a set of
rules that generate a random walk within a two-dimensional area. The BFOA is ‘seeded’
with parameters, such as the number of microbial communities, the population of each and
a fitness value. The close-to-real-time fluctuating data from the MFCs then directly affects
the mobility of each mobe (direction, speed, step distance) and their attraction or repulsion
to the matrix or food. The form of each mobe is designed as a minimal scalable vector
graphic (SVG) with flexible anchor points which animate a Bézier curve. As the anchor
points change in response to data, the mobes appear to flap and rotate. The animated world
which emerges shows the fluctuating nature of the MFC outputs and is an artwork which
raises questions about how we translate microbial data as a visual microbial system. It aims
to be an experience to convey life, rather than a typical data visualisation, using data as an
art material [30] to ‘power’ the animation.

This participatory technology–art experience is currently available on the website
(https://mobes.alice-interface.eu, accessed on 12 December 2021) and is based on the first
bio-digital interface powered by MFCs. Providing an interesting and stimulating space for
thorough creative encounters with microbes, it generates innovative learning opportunities
and striking artistic experiences. This was also exhibited at the Digital Design Weekend
(24–26 September 2021, V&A Museum, London, UK) and received a great deal of public
interest (Figure 10).

 

Figure 10. Bio-digital interface technology-art experience at the V&A Museum as part of the Digital
Design Weekend, London Design Festival, 2021.

4. Conclusions

The first human–microbial interactive bio-digital interface powered by MFCs was
developed and continuously operated over a one-year period. The system operated as a self-
sustainable digital data generator, which produced an average power of 28.36 ± 5.5 mW
(9.45 W/m3). This level of power was sufficient to power data logging and data trans-
mission, LEDs, system sensing and system control through adaptive dynamic cell recon-
figuration. The dynamic reconfiguration allowed better maintenance of the microbial
communities inside the MFCs, which resulted in establishing steady states and a consistent
performance.
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In addition to these technical achievements, the bio-digital interface as a site for digital
art is presently scheduled for online public exhibitions. Enabling the visualisation of the
otherwise invisible actions of microbes, the data art is expected to inspire users and the
general public, thus helping them to understand how a complex biotechnology can be
beneficial for society in the long term.
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Abstract: Current strategies for net-zero buildings favor envelopes with minimized aperture ratios
and limiting of solar gains through reduced glazing transmittance and emissivity. This load-reduction
approach precludes strategies that maximize on-site collection of solar energy, which could increase
opportunities for net-zero electricity projects. To better leverage solar resources, a whole-building
strategy is proposed, referred to as “Quality-Matched Energy Flows” (or Q-MEF): capturing, trans-
forming, buffering, and transferring irradiance on a building’s envelope—and energy derived from
it—into distributed end-uses. A mid-scale commercial building was modeled in three climates with
a novel Building-Integrated, Transparent, Concentrating Photovoltaic and Thermal fenestration
technology (BITCoPT), thermal storage and circulation at three temperature ranges, adsorption
chillers, and auxiliary heat pumps. BITCoPT generated electricity and collected thermal energy
at high efficiencies while transmitting diffuse light and mitigating excess gains and illuminance.
The balance of systems satisfied cooling and heating demands. Relative to baselines with similar
glazing ratios, net electricity use decreased 71% in a continental climate and 100% or more in hot-arid
and subtropical-moderate climates. Total EUI decreased 35%, 83%, and 52%, and peak purchased
electrical demands decreased up to 6%, 32%, and 20%, respectively (with no provisions for on-site
electrical storage). Decreases in utility services costs were also noted. These results suggest that
with further development of electrification the Q-MEF strategy could contribute to energy-positive
behavior for projects with similar typology and climate profiles.

Keywords: on-site net-zero electricity; energy-positive buildings; active integrated facades; thermal
storage; distributed systems; exergy management

1. Introduction

Measures employed in the development of net-zero and net-generating building
projects are determined through a design framework, whether implicit or explicit, and any
such framework must address multiple criteria to develop traction and ultimately enjoy
uptake. These criteria are occupant-related, physics-based, engineering and manufacturing,
logistical, and economic in nature. One such framework, termed Quality-Matched Energy
Flows (Q-MEF), is explored in this study, and focuses on maintaining and applying the in-
herent value of climatic energy resources as they pertain to the service demands of the built
environment—namely, lighting, electricity supply, and heating and cooling. Specifically
considering on-site solar resources, Q-MEF is explored through simulation with a specific
generalized building type, in multiple climates. Measures proposed through the Q-MEF
rubric comprise a novel Building-Integrated, Transparent, Concentrating Photovoltaic and
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Thermal fenestration system (BITCoPT) coupled to an interconnected network of thermal
storage and heat pumps (both thermally and electrically powered) which are distributed
throughout the building. BITCoPT (investigated in earlier works through modeling, sim-
ulation, and experimentation [1–3]) uniquely enables the Q-MEF strategy by providing
daylighting (illumination and glare control) in addition to generating electricity and collect-
ing thermal energy from solar energy incidents on the building envelope. As Q-MEF and
BITCoPT are architecturally grounded, they draw on multiple realms of expertise, and the
context of these realms—and the state of their technology—is explored.

1.1. Addressing Limits of Load-Reduction Strategies with Active Envelope and Thermal Distribution

Traditionally, net-zero energy building (NZEB) strategies follow a three-tier approach
to energy efficiency: load reduction is foremost, followed by the application of passive
systems such as shading, and lastly the use of active systems such as energy harvesting [4].
Although load reduction is important, in contemporary architecture this approach begets
façade designs that supply good daylighting and natural ventilation, but do not attempt
energy harvesting [5,6]. The proliferation of on-site NZEB has been stalled by these legacy
design frameworks, which remain grounded in efficient use of grid-supplied electricity
and fuel, and employ envelope designs that offload solar energy gains through insulating,
limiting apertures, shading, and glazing emissivity control. Moreover, prevalent building-
integrated energy harvesting systems (such as roof-top and façade-integrated PV) exhibit
sub-optimal exergetic efficiency and limited installable area, limiting the addressable
fraction of a building’s service demands, even though in many scenarios solar exergy
available to a building is far greater than its own consumption.

Here, we propose an alternative approach, manipulating incident solar energy into
daylighting (with minimal glare production) by intercepting that energy with an optically-
concentrating photovoltaic fenestration system and hydronic mechanisms that capture and
transfer “waste” heat. In this approach, solar gain is re-cast from a low-grade “load” to be
remediated through energy intensive heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC)
systems into a high-grade (thermodynamically useful) energy source for cooling (and
other) systems. This approach (Q-MEF) suggests re-distributing a building’s systems
out across its envelope to more-efficiently interface with the distributed solar resource.
This distribution represents a revision of the traditional system topology that has evolved
around grid-sourced energy supplies, of centralized plants and trunk-and-branch systems
(Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. Transitioning from centralized (grid-source optimized) systems to distributed, integrated
systems (climate-sourced optimized), matching resource (sunlight) to service demands (daylighting,
power, cooling, heating).
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If active control is thus shifted outward, the building envelope is empowered to redis-
tribute the abundant light, heat, and power resources available, transferring solar energy
towards the building’s particular demands and, when necessary, transforming incident
solar energy into consumable forms. In Q-MEF, this shift is implemented through integrat-
ing distributed coolth storage, (thermally driven) adsorption chillers, and a transparent,
optically concentrating photovoltaic and thermal collecting fenestration system (BITCoPT).
BITCoPT transmits diffuse irradiance for daylighting and views, and strips out direct
normal irradiance, either transforming insolation into electricity or collecting it as thermal
energy. Rather than exacerbating cooling demands, insolation can therefore be used directly,
as electricity, or as thermal energy that supplies small, localized chillers. Local, distributed
use of heat is important for avoiding losses from piping that energy to a central plant. The
exergetic value of collected thermal energy is sensitive to such temperature losses, and the
surface area-mass ratio of the system (potential for losses through insulation) is inherently
high compared to centralized distribution networks with larger pipes. Generated heat-
ing and cooling capacities are stored as warm and cold water and circulated through the
building via thermally massive hydronic circuits, redistributing these resources towards
demands for cooling as well as heating and other process energy, maintaining small but
useful temperature differences rather than immediately dispersing generated potential into
the built environment. In concept, this integrated system of the multifunctional envelope
collector and activated thermal mass distribution can uniquely maintain the quality of the
solar resource (through daylighting), and its exergetic content, by collecting a high fraction
of direct irradiance either as electricity or as thermal energy at elevated temperatures.

1.2. Precedents: Active Facades

The Q-MEF strategy builds on precedent and contemporary building-scale integrated
strategies and is dependent on multifunctional envelope technologies. As such, a re-
view of precedent active integrated envelopes and facades (AIFs) is relevant. Building-
integrated technologies have been reviewed in such focus areas as photovoltaics [7], ther-
mal collection and life cycle analysis [8], concentrating technologies [9,10], and archi-
tectural integration [11]. To the authors’ knowledge, an investigation coupling a high-
concentration/daylighting system such as BITCoPT to a full-building scale application and
distribution strategy—designed specifically to leverage envelope-wide collection—has not
yet been undertaken.

1.3. Benefits of Distributed Systems

Beyond deficits in energy harvesting capacity, the drawback of load-reduction NZEB
strategies is in the utilization of harvested energy: Although high quality flows of elec-
tricity, light, and thermal energy can be developed with envelope-integrated systems, the
building’s mechanical infrastructure must be designed to apply these flows effectively.
Specifically, generated electricity and thermal resources must be managed. DC microgrids
can be employed to efficiently transfer envelope-generated electrical power to equipment
and lighting, which often requires DC power natively, using available DC-DC conver-
sion [12]. Harvested thermal resources can be distributed with hydronic systems if the
network topology is designed to maintain the useful temperatures (and therefore exergy)
that can be developed by a concentrating-type envelope collection system.

Traditionally, building mechanical systems are centrally organized as a logical result
of the availability of grid electricity and fuels. Current NZEB strategies therefore involve
centralized systems as well (save for active shading/daylighting and natural ventilation).
Even on-site harvesting of electricity and heat is typically routed through the same wiring
and plumbing that are optimized for the centralized resource-generating systems. To take
advantage of envelope-generated energy resources, the mechanical processes that use these
resources can be scaled down, parallelized, and located at the envelope, distributed in the
same fashion as energy resources are harvested. This is especially relevant for thermal
energy collected at high temperatures (beyond roughly 25 ◦C above the comfort range),
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which endures larger transport losses than electricity. Recent research into distributed ven-
tilation and humidity control [13] and DC microgrids [14] indicates the inherent efficiency
and demand–response benefits of co-locating processes with both their sources of power
and the demands they service within a building. Analysis of coupling these end uses to a
polygenerating envelope such as BITCoPT has not yet been done.

Many technological elements of load-reduction NZEB strategies can be successfully
reconfigured to the distributed Q-MEF strategy. Radiant and mixed-mode heating and
cooling, for example, is efficient at managing sensible thermal loads when coupled with
effective ventilation and latent-controlled mechanisms such as dedicated outdoor air sys-
tems (DOAS) [15,16]. In standard practice, the heat and coolth these systems distribute are
generated by centralized chillers and boilers. However, they integrate just as well with
distributed thermal control and are employed in the Q-MEF framework.

1.4. Thermal Energy Storage for Resource-Matching and Dispatchability

In contrast to grid-sourced energy, which is available on-demand, climatic energy
resources must be collected when they are available. To make these resources useful, they
must be made dispatchable. Therefore, storing energy in a recoverable way is useful. The
benefits of energy storage additionally extend to load factor reduction, grid efficiency
and stability, primary fuel costs and pollution reduction, equipment longevity, and re-
siliency [17]. A range of technologies and materials are actively investigated to these
ends [18].

On-site fluidic thermal energy storage (TES) at temperatures suitable for heating (over
30 ◦C) and cooling (under 18 ◦C) is attractive because of the potential for good round-trip
efficiency: Losses can be minimized through proper insulation, and fluid pumps can be
used to dispatch thermal power with little power consumption [19]. Although broadly
applicable [20], on-site thermal storage can be limited because of space requirements as
well as the relative unfamiliarity of Architecture, Engineering, Construction, and Operation
(AECO) sector industries. The current commercial solution to this spatial limitation is to
deploy ice storage [21]. Research into alternative phase-changing materials and systems
that melt at higher temperatures than water [22–24] could improve system efficiencies (by
reducing required temperature lifts and maintaining optimal temperatures for process
efficiencies) and design desirability (by reducing system footprint). For the sake of con-
ceptual clarity, in the present study, water is chosen as the heat transfer fluid and storage
media. The media is well-characterized, but the system geometric configuration—with
thermal mass distributed throughout the building’s floorplate, along the fluid loop—is
uniquely configured to distributed generation and, as such, adds a novel dimension to
this investigation.

TES at three temperature ranges is important in the Q-MEF strategy, corresponding to
the supply, re-cooling, and output circuits of thermally driven chillers. Because commercial
buildings have significant cooling loads and electricity is typically used to create cooling,
on-site coolth TES can reduce site energy use, as well as peak demands on the grid, by
phase-shifting cooling [25].

In addition to the cool temperature range, TES at two higher ranges is important. In
support of the envelope-integrated thermal collection, a buffering mechanism is required
to match high-temperature collection to the operation of a thermally driven chiller. High-
temperature storage has been deployed for utility-scale thermal power cycles such as solar
electric plants [26], but the lower temperatures useful for driving adsorption chillers (above
60 ◦C) are easier to maintain in the building context.

A mid-range TES (at temperatures above the range of thermal comfort but below
50 ◦C) is also required and considered. This storage can act as both a sink for heat rejected
from the chillers’ operation and a source for heating processes, either as pre-heating for
service hot water (SHW) demands or as space heating. Additionally, it has been shown that
by storing rejected heat until night-time, when the temperature of the atmospheric sink is
lower, the rejection process (and overall energy use) can be more efficient [27].
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1.5. Entropic Efficiency of Thermal Cascade

By defining multiple temperature (or quality) ranges for thermal storage, a cascade
develops through which harvested thermal resources can be matched to a building’s service
demands (Figure 2). Besides the demands discussed here, other uses such as humidity
control through desiccant regeneration have been investigated. This cascading framework
has been recognized in other research, such as the Building as Power Plant concept [28],
and in studies and optimizations of latent thermal storage in the building context [23,29].
However, to the authors’ knowledge, including daylighting as a primary product and
analysis through the mechanism of a multifunctional envelope has not been undertaken.

 

Figure 2. Cascade of thermal potentials for servicing built environment demands. Optimal exergy
application performed by cascading heat through and into processes that require different grades
(temperatures) of energy. In the current Q-MEF investigation, thermal storage in three discrete ranges
(driving, rejection/heating, chilled) governs energy flow between processes.

1.6. Valuing Different Forms of Energy

To evaluate Q-MEF as a strategy, a rubric is devised for the value of the different
energy flows—lighting, electricity, heat, and coolth—that can be gleaned from solar energy
by BITCoPT. The relative values of these different flows must be grounded in reasonable
goals for a given context [30].

Because well-distributed lighting with good color rendering is difficult to reproduce
in the built environment, effective daylighting is a priority in a high-performance building.
Diffuse sunlight is multi-directional, exhibits good color rendering, and has good luminous
efficacy (relative to common tube fluorescents, although LED lamps are targeted to sur-
pass [31,32]). Diffuse sunlight is easier to apply as daylighting than direct sunlight, which
is typically strong and narrowly directional, causing overheating and glare through high
contrasts and distracting reflections.
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Of the resources into which direct irradiance can be transformed, electricity is more
valuable than thermal energy, as it is easy to transduce into other forms of work, and its
exergy content is not directly subject to the Carnot efficiency. DC electricity is objectively
more efficient to use than AC power in many commercial building contexts, as most modern
electrical equipment is DC-native, and DC-DC conversion efficiency has reached parity
with AC-DC rectification. Although DC distribution is not yet common, standards are
mature and gaining acceptance for integration of multiple sources, storage mechanisms,
and use devices into sub-building scale microgrids [12].

Thermal energy stored as a heat transfer fluid (HTF) at high temperatures (here defined
as over 60 ◦C, in the context of building systems) can be applied to drive processes such as
adsorption chilling, so it can both do work and be applied as heat, in sequence. The higher
the temperature developed in the working fluid (relative to an available thermal sink such
as the atmosphere or earth), the greater the exergy content, if losses incurred in storage and
transportation are managed.

In this study, cooling power is more valuable than heating power for two reasons:
More cooling is typically required in medium-sized office buildings, and the coefficient of
performance (COP) of a reversible heat pump acting as a chiller is lower than that of the
same pump in heating mode.

1.7. Exergy-Efficient Solar Collection Aligned with Façade Criteria

Successful on-site energy strategies will internalize a large fraction of the solar exergy
available to a building by integrating with the multiple objectives of a successful envelope—
objectives such as thermal regulation, daylighting, privacy, and design identity. The method
proposed here for gleaning maximum utility from solar energy is represented by the
thermal/energy cascade (Figure 2), and, to functionalize it within the Q-MEF framework,
a model is incorporated of BITCoPT, which has previously undergone development [33],
simulation [34], and prototype characterization [2,3] (Figure 3).

 

Figure 3. Multifunctional envelope-integrated solar collector: BITCoPT. Model of BITCoPT incorpo-
rated into Q-MEF modeling to represent spatially simultaneous daylighting and cogeneration from
glazed envelope areas.

1.8. Comparison to Alternative Building Energy Schema

Existing schema cross over in purpose and methods with Q-MEF. Although whole-
building polygeneration is typically considered component by component, as evidenced
by review work on net-zero strategies [35], the impact of intersectional modeling is recog-
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nized [36]. Notably, high-performing built works achieve performance through combined
strategies such as occupant-driven energy savings and multi-functional envelope struc-
tures. The Bullitt Center’s canopy exemplifies this, reducing gains on the vertical envelope
while increasing functional area for traditional photovoltaics [37]. Buildings such as Power
Plants, mentioned earlier, emphasize the efficiency gains and building demand-matched
resources from on-site cogeneration [28]. Exergy analysis provides a rubric for identifying
appropriate quality matches between resources and demands [38] and for valuing both
warming and cooling storage mechanisms according to temperature differences against
an ambient state [39]. The Low Exergy (or LowEx) design emphasizes the application of
thermal resources to the small-potential thermal demands of the built environment (heating,
cooling, humidity control), the efficiency of heat pumps at maintaining small, useful tem-
perature differences, and sequencing heat pumps to obtain larger temperature lifts [40,41].
LowEx has been extended to district scales [42]. Thermally Active Building Systems (TABS)
emphasize the utility of hydronic thermal redistribution, activating thermal mass within
the occupied regions of a building, and the efficiency benefits of transferring heat across the
large surface areas that comprise indoor built spaces [43,44]. A Passive House is specific
regarding the reduction of thermal loads, which can limit solar harvesting opportunities,
although work is ongoing to integrate the strategy with on-site generation [45]. These
frameworks can be employed to design systems that maximize wise use of available energy
resources, but they do not explicitly tackle the provision of desirable lighting conditions in
the built environment.

More holistically, Integrated Design emphasizes the consideration of an architectural
design as a dynamic totality that shifts between states in a knowable fashion. Attention is
paid to the thermal properties (particularly diffusivity) of a building design at the material,
construction, and space scales [46,47]. Bioenergetic modeling emphasizes the pathways of
potential, flow, and transformation for a broad category of resources, distributed sensing
and response, and dynamic systems at the boundary between built and natural environ-
ments [48]. Furthermore, thermo-economic analysis is ongoing to ascertain the value of
exergetic efficiency and on-site coupled generation and energy storage [49–53], and novel
interpretive tools are developed towards these ends [54]. An intention of developing the
Q-MEF framework is to leverage the insights of these other strategies to provide for a wide
reach of building service demands, including quality lighting.

1.9. Research Objective: Modeling Q-MEF Building Energy Behavior

Overlapping with these complementary schemas, Q-MEF incorporates similar con-
cepts. Q-MEF’s combination of daylighting-primary operation, distributed high temper-
ature buffering and active chilling, and distributed active thermal mass is potentially
novel. Hence, this present work investigates Q-MEF’s capacity to more fully leverage
building-incident solar energy—and contribute to net-zero and energy-positive design—
through integrating BITCoPT with thermal management at multiple temperature ranges
and controlled redistribution.

As a platform for this investigation, a representative medium-scale office building with
Q-MEF-aligned systems was modeled and tested in diverse climates, by first generating a
pair of baseline (BL) building energy models with both moderate and high window-wall
ratios (representing a desirable condition in commercial architecture), and then revising the
high-ratio configuration to represent a full Q-MEF implementation with experimentally
validated transparent active solar façade energy collectors, distributed thermally driven
chillers, sequential thermal redistribution, and thermal storage at three temperature ranges.
A fourth building energy model was also generated and tested, wherein the geometry of the
building was modified to harvest additional solar energy. The Energy Use Intensity (EUI),
peak demands, thermal load profiles, and economic benefits (based on energy consumption)
that resulted from this matrix of full-building-scale simulations were compared, and salient
behaviors were highlighted.
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2. Methods

To evaluate the effects of Q-MEF on a building’s energy flows and consumption, a
model was constructed by combining (through post-processing) precursor building energy
models of a medium-scale commercial office building (generated in the EnergyPlus envi-
ronment) with an analytical model of an active façade system (BITCoPT). In addition to
these two primary precursors, the Q-MEF model includes separate functions represent-
ing: hydronic thermal storage and redistribution, thermally driven chillers, electrically
driven auxiliary heat pumps, a deep-mullion curtain wall cavity, fan-powered air volume
exchanges in that cavity, and reactive (not predictive) controls. The models and functions
were integrated through post-processing in a time-step fashion. The block diagram of the
Q-MEF model is presented in Figure 4, and is referred to subsequently.

 

Figure 4. Q-MEF model block diagram, showing interfaces between precursor models and addi-
tional functions.

The model was configured in four ways, with two baseline options (low and high
glazing ratios) and two options including Q-MEF components, which were both highly
glazed, but with either normal (vertical) or outward-tilted fenestration. Three climates
were analyzed, for twelve total model configurations (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Building configurations and components from modeling environments.

2.1. Systems for Thermal Energy Collection, Redistribution and Use

In the Q-MEF rubric, solar energy on a building’s glazed envelope areas is either
transmitted as daylight, or concentrated and converted to electricity, or collected as thermal
energy, where it is then passed through subsystems, applied to do work (such as chilling),
and released as space or water heating, or directly out to climatic sinks. The modeled
HVAC strategy (shared between all four configurations) is based on a four-pipe distribution
that services all the building’s conditioned zones and envelope collection areas (Figure 6).
A chilled distribution loop is maintained at sub-ambient temperatures. A rejection-stage
(heating) loop was maintained (through system control algorithms) at super-ambient or
near-ambient temperatures, depending on the average demands for heating or cooling
which varied seasonally.

Two parallel heat pump systems operate between the loops. In the Q-MEF configu-
rations, small-capacity (<10 kW) adsorption chillers are distributed in the region of the
building’s envelope and driven by collected solar thermal energy, which is stored adjacently
in small buffer tanks. Additionally, in all four configurations, electric water–water heat
pumps act in parallel between the two loops.

In both the baseline and Q-MEF configurations, heating and cooling in a zone was mod-
eled as transferring energy through baseboard units or chilled beams, from the rejection-
range loop or to the chilled loop, respectively.
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Figure 6. Plumbing schematic showing chilled and rejection-range distribution. Storage or distribu-
tion applied at three temperature ranges. Distributed adsorption chillers and auxiliary chiller operate
in parallel between heating/rejection loop and chilled loop to maintain operating temperatures.

In the Q-MEF model configurations, thermal energy collected by BITCoPT was both
used to drive adsorption chilling, and as heat. The glazed areas of the precursor BEMs
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were defined as BITCoPT collectors [34]. In post-processing, each collector fed a thermal
buffer tank, which in turn was plumbed to a chiller (“Buffer/Chiller Operation” block in
Figure 4). When a buffer’s temperature (Tbuffer) rose high enough to drive the connected
chiller at a reasonable COP (over 0.5, requiring Tbuffer ≥ 60 ◦C, depending on rejection loop
temperature), the chiller engaged, pumping heat from the chilled loop to the rejection loop.
If the chilled loop became too warm, or the rejection loop cooled off too much, auxiliary
heat pumps engaged, pumping heat in parallel to the thermally driven chillers.

Pre-heating for service hot water demands and the DOAS air intake were modeled to
occur through water–water heat exchangers, subtracting energy from the rejection-range
loop balance according to the difference between the supply temperature reported in
the BEM and the loop temperature, less a 2.0 ◦C approach (Figure 6). The quantity of
pre-heating was subtracted from boiler usage of the precursor BEM on a time step basis.

By modeling envelope-integrated solar thermal collection with distributed thermal
systems and circulating thermal mass, it was possible to represent the application of thermal
energy both as a driving force (for adsorption chillers, at high temperatures) and as useful
heat (for zone demands and pre-heating), taking advantage of both the exergy and energy
value of the collected energy.

2.2. Inputs to Q-MEF Model

Inputs to the overall Q-MEF analysis are described in this section, including precursor
models (building energy model baselines, the BITCoPT model, and daylighting method)
and boundary conditions (climates).

2.2.1. Climates Considered

The Q-MEF model was analyzed in three climates, exploring a range of system re-
sponse patterns (Table 1, where Tdb,outd is outdoor dry bulb temperature). New York City
(NYC, LaGuardia Airport TMY3 data) is a fluctuating climate: continental and seasonally
humid, with varying weather and strong seasonal swings. Although the city is character-
istically dense, and sites are typically shaded by adjacent structures, because this study
parametrized climate context, not site, no external shading was defined in NYC or else-
where. Phoenix (PHX) is an arid subtropical desert with a strong solar resource, high
mean temperatures, and large diurnal swings. Mountain View (MTV) is in a semi-arid
Mediterranean climate with mild temperatures and a significant solar resource.

Table 1. Climates used for analysis.

Location
Climate Description

(ASHRAE Zone)

Degree Days Tdb,outd(99%)
Tdb,outd(1%)Base 10 ◦C Base 18.3 ◦C

New York
City (NYC)

Humid Subtropical/
Continental (4A)

HDD:
CDD:

2118
962

672
2557

31.8 ◦C
−8.2 ◦C

Phoenix
(PHX)

Subtropical
Desert (2B)

HDD:
CDD:

5067
17

2532
523

42.3 ◦C
5.2 ◦C

Mountain
View (MTV)

Warm—summer
Mediterranean (3C)

HDD:
CDD:

2177
64

267
1196

28.7 ◦C
3.7 ◦C

2.2.2. Building Energy Models as Baselines

Four building energy models were developed (using the Open Studio [55] interface
for EnergyPlus [56]), and used in two ways: directly, as two baseline configurations; and
as precursors for two Q-MEF configurations. Each energy model, whether it was used
directly as a baseline or as a precursor to the Q-MEF model, was configured for three
distinct climates (Table 1) according to ASHRAE 90.1 (2013) building standards, resulting
in a set of twelve analyzed configurations. Configurations are summarized in Table 2.
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The first baseline configuration (BL40) was a building energy model with no post-
processing, based on the United States Department of Energy’s (DOE) Medium Office
Commercial Reference, with ASHRAE 90.1 (2013) specifications [57]. Default operation and
occupancy schedules were used, including 5-day work weeks throughout the year, with
reduced occupancy and thermostat setbacks outside working hours. The window-wall
ratio was 40%. BL40′s HVAC systems were assigned per ASHRAE 189.1: hydronic thermal
distribution, with zoned chilled beams, baseboard heating, and DOAS. These updates
slightly reduced energy use, relative to the DOE reference.

Representing architectural trends towards highly glazed facades, the second baseline
configuration (BL95) had a 95% window–wall ratio. The glazing specifications and systems
behaviors were held constant, though systems were re-sized (through the auto-sizing
algorithms in EnergyPlus). BL95 was the precursor to the Q-MEF configuration.

For the precursor BEM to the Q-MEF + Tilt configuration, the morphology of the Q-
MEF BEM was revised to increase the solar gain on the building. At each floor, facades were
swung upward at 20◦ (see Figure 5). The chosen angle maximized acquirable irradiance by
maximizing solar flux through the exterior glazing on a per-area basis, while limiting the
shading of a floor by the floor above.

2.2.3. BITCoPT Envelope Cavity Model

A model of the BITCoPT façade collector [34] was integrated into the Q-MEF model,
contributing electrical generation, thermal collection, and direct solar gain reduction based
on inputs of climate data and envelope orientation. A constant efficiency (ηconv,Egen = 0.96)
was applied to the model’s electrical output to represent the transformation of the collector’s
variable-voltage DC output to a useful form (constant-voltage DC for tying into to zone-
level microgrids, or AC for tying into building distribution).

The thermal collection output was likewise modified to represent the heat transfer
fluid inlet and envelope cavity temperatures in the Q-MEF model, which were distinct
from those values in the BITCoPT simulation. Because the cavity temperatures (Tcav) in
the Q-MEF model were held lower (Toutd,db < Tcav < 38 ◦C, less than 45 ◦C in the precursor
model, to be realistic for mechanical control components), the Q-MEF-modeled array lost
more heat, and thermal collection efficiency was lower than in the precursor model.

2.2.4. Daylighting Modeling Method

All baseline and precursor BEMs employed daylighting controls. Daylighting al-
gorithms in EnergyPlus modified interior lighting schedules according to illuminance
measured by virtual sensors. In a prior study [58], a threshold was noted in the room
depth for which sufficient work-plane illuminance could be achieved when BITCoPT was
introduced, but the perimeter zone depth here (4.57 m) was shallower than that threshold.

Precursor BEMs employed in this study did not include skylights, in keeping with the
referenced DOE models. Daylighting from skylights would reduce the baseline lighting
electrical loads in the core of the third floor (which comprises 20% of the building’s floor
area) but would likely contribute to net cooling loads due to solar gains. Although it
is surmised that the zones’ daylighting and thermal circumstances would improve with
glazed roof expanses and installed BITCoPT, in this study the roof collection was treated
as stand-alone equipment which did not interact (through lighting, or thermally) with the
adjacent zones (in contrast to the vertical glazing expanses, for which light and thermal
interactions were modeled).

2.3. Q-MEF Model Components and Functions

To represent the impacts of the Q-MEF strategy, components were incorporated with
the collection of inputs through additional modeled functions.
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2.3.1. Thermal Energy Storage Elements Model

Two types of thermal energy storage elements (TES) were modeled: high-range buffer
tanks, and distribution loops. One buffer was defined for each solar collector. One cooling
loop and one rejection-range loop were defined to service the building. Both TES types
were defined to be well-mixed, rectangular water tanks with a fixed height and width.
(Although higher-capacity thermal storage media such as PCMs might increase the overall
performance of the Q-MEF system, water was modeled in this study for the sake of
conceptual clarity.) As indicated in Figure 4 (“Buffer/Chiller . . . ” and “Distribution Loops”
modules) the TES exchanged heat with the building’s systems (controlled) and with the
interior environment (uncontrolled, due to losses through their insulated surface areas).
Losses were modeled as the heat transferred across the TES boundary (tank walls) assuming
insulation of 100 mm of polyisocyanurate foam, and negligible film coefficients on both
interior and exterior surfaces, for an effective thermal resistance of RTES,wall = 0.4 W/m2-K.
The heat lost from the buffers transferred to the curtain wall cavity in which BITCoPT
was installed. The heat lost from the distribution loops transferred to the occupied zones.
Pumping power required to equalize the temperature between the storage elements in each
loop was defined as equivalent to the power used by the equivalent circulation pumps in the
contributing building energy model. Buffer TESs were each sized (through iterative testing)
to maximize the yearly output of their paired chillers. The distribution loop capacities were
sized to minimize whole-building electrical use (Table 3).

Table 3. Thermal capacities of modeled thermal energy storage (example: NYC climate).

TES Elements

High-Temperature Buffers Distribution Loops

East or West
(3X)

South (3X)
Clerestory
(First Row)

Clerestory
(Balance)

Chilled Rejection-Stage

Thermal capacity (kWh/K) 0.9 1.4 4.9 2.1 450 583
Allowable Temperatures Below 95 ◦C 10 to 18 ◦C Toutd,db to 35 ◦C

It can be noted that in an earlier (unreported) configuration of the Q-MEF model, a
high-temperature-range distribution loop was considered as well, to simplify the work
extraction from that source. However, the energy losses through the system insulation
to indoor ambient temperatures were too high to justify, so a distributed configuration
and 4-pipe distribution (reported here) were adopted, with paired buffers and adsorp-
tion chillers.

2.3.2. Deep-Mullion Cavity Energy Balance

The building envelopes for the baseline and precursor models were modeled natively
in EnergyPlus. For the Q-MEF configurations, the deep-mullion curtain wall cavity (into
which BITCoPT integrated) was represented by an energy balance in post-processing.
Energy transfers across the glazing determined in the precursor BEMs were replaced by
equivalent transfers as determined by this energy balance. The function did not account
for variations of temperature or fluid movement within (or external to) the cavity control
volume, or non-homogeneous masses. Overall conductivity values between the cavity and
adjacent environments were constant, whereas these relationships were variable in the
precursor BEM. More accurate heat transfers would be expected from a cavity model that
included convection, surface emissivity, material diffusivity, and thermal bridging effects,
but one-dimensional, steady state assumptions were deemed sufficient to contrast behavior
between baseline and Q-MEF model configurations.

The energy balance comprised: the transmittance of direct and diffuse solar energy
into and out from the cavity; the thermal and electrical energy generated by BITCoPT;
the heat transferred (via conduction and convection) across glazing surfaces with the two
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adjoining environments; the heat extracted from the cavity by a flushing function; and the
heat lost from high-range buffers (Figure 4: “Cavity balance” block). The balance was(

∑ mcavcp,cav
dT
dt

)
= GDN,cav + GDN,ind + GDi f f ,cav + GDi f f ,ind − Qgen − Egen

+Qcond,outd + Qcond,ind + Qcav, f lush + Qbu f f er,loss

(1)

where mcavcp refers to the cavity’s thermal mass (in kJ/K); G to transmitted solar power (in
W); Q to thermal flow (in W); Egen to electrical generation (in W); DN to direct irradiance;
Diff to diffuse irradiance; ind and outd to the indoor and outdoor environments; cond to
non-irradiation thermal transfer; cav to the cavity; and flush to the cavity flushing function
(see Section 2.3.4).

2.3.3. BITCoPT Area-Based Gap Transmittance

The direct irradiance transmitted through the cavity to a building zone was modeled
by multiplying the transmitted irradiance reported by the BEM by Tgap, a function that
represents the collector’s area-based transmittance of direct irradiance (the “Gap function”
block in Figure 4). When the solar vector is near to normal with the surface of an envelope
region that incorporates a collector, insolation passes through the gaps between BITCoPT
modules. As the solar vector moves away from envelope-normal and the collector modules
track around pitch and yaw axes, the gaps decrease, falling to zero width at an excursion
angle determined by the collector’s geometry. Tgap was defined as

Tgap = (1 − cvert)

(
φ f ull − φ

φ f ull

)
(1 − chz)

(
λ f ull − λ

λ f ull

)
(2)

where cvert and chz are vertical and horizontal components of the fractions of envelope
area filled by BITCoPT lens modules; φ and λ are the rotations of the BITCoPT modules
around their pitch and yaw axes (in radians); and φfull and λfull (radians) are the respective
threshold angles where the gaps between lenses decreased to nil when observed parallel to
the solar vector. The floor for Tgap was 0, when modules are rotated beyond the pitch and
yaw thresholds, and no direct irradiance was transmitted. Tgap was applied to only direct
insolation since, as modeled, BITCoPT does not intercept diffuse insolation.

2.3.4. Cavity Flushing Function

A cavity flushing function was implemented to simulate the removal of heat from
the BITCoPT cavity, adjusting cavity temperature to complement the heating or cooling
demands of the adjacent zone. The function simulated a fan moving air between the cavity
and the environment (Figure 7). Flushing with outdoor air only was modeled, and the
function remained decoupled from the building DOAS.

 

Figure 7. Modeled method of flushing excess heat from the cavity.
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Flushing was implemented both in the precursor BEM (as a window:Airflow property
in EnergyPlus, with a constant volumetric rate of 0.6 m3/s-m and assumption of no
fan power) and in post-processing. In post-processing, the maximum allowable cavity
temperature was Tcav,lim,high = 40 ◦C, but if zone cooling demand was significant, the target
temperature was set to the outdoor (dry bulb) temperature). The post-processing flushing
function was modeled as:

Qcav, f lush(i)[n] = K f lush(i) ∗ Ccav(i) ∗
(

Tcav[n−1] −
(

Tcav,target + Tcav,o f f set

))
+K f lush,IDN(i)

(
IDN,cav(i)[n]

) (3)

where Qcav,flush was the resulting thermal flow (in W); Kflush was the (non-dimensional)
proportional gain tuned for each zone; Ccav was the cavity thermal mass (in kJ/K); Tcav was
the cavity temperature; Tcav,target was set to either Toutd,db[n−1] or Tind depending on heating
demand; and Tcav,offset = 2 ◦C was used to establish a dead band, preventing the system
from operating if heat removal would be inconsequential. Kflush,IDN was a separate gain
used to modify the flush rate according to zone’s direct insolation at the current-time step.
Fan power required to flush the cavity was determined assuming a constant pressure head
(and therefore a constant power draw) multiplied by an hourly duty cycle. 100% of fan
(electrical) power was designated to be taken up by the airflow (as increased temperature).

These flushing controls maintained the cavity temperature close to the chosen target,
minimizing unwanted non-insolation thermal transfer from the envelope cavity to the
building’s interior, and contributing energy to under-heated zone conditions. Gains were
tuned to optimize net generation at the building meter.

2.3.5. Thermally Driven Chillers Model

Adsorption chillers were modeled by fitting a solution surface to a manufacturer’s
COP data [59] relative to temperatures of buffers, chilled loop (Tchilled), and rejection loop
(Trej). Upper and lower limits on COPchiller were implemented to keep it between 0 and
0.56. The chillers were controlled to activate when the temperature of their paired buffer
exceeded a threshold (Tbuffer > 60 ◦C). Chillers drew energy according to the excess in
the buffer over the threshold, with no capacity limit and no dependence of COP on the
fractional capacity, representing multiple chillers ganged in parallel.

2.3.6. Auxiliary Heat Pumps and Heat Rejection Model

Water–water heat pumps were incorporated in the thermal control strategy to main-
tain the temperatures of the chilled and rejection-range distribution loops (see Figure 4,
“Distribution Loops” block). If the chilled loop became too warm, energy was pumped
from it to the rejection-range loop. Pumps are modeled steady state, at a COP varying with
temperature lift, with functions sourced from the literature [41], capped at 16.0, with an
0.5 exergetic efficiency.

To prevent the rejection-range loop from getting too warm, heat removal from the
loop to the outdoor environment was simulated by modeling a dry cooler, or fan-assisted
water-to-air heat exchanger. The heat removal function, Qrej,env (in W) was:

Qrej,env[n] = Krej ∗ Cloop,rej. ∗
(

Trej[n−1] − Trej,target

)
(4)

where Krej was the (non-dimensional) proportional gain; Cloop,rej was the thermal mass of
the rejection loop (in kJ/K); Trej is the rejection distribution loop temperature; and Trej,target
was the temperature set point. Like with the cavity flush fans, the fan power required to
remove heat was determined with a constant power draw and an hourly duty cycle.

2.3.7. Loop Temperature Controls

The temperature of the chilled loop (Tchilled) was maintained by the activity of the
adsorption chillers and auxiliary heat pump (when necessary), removing the energy gained
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from space cooling. If Tchilled was ever driven too low (Tchilled > 11.4 ◦C), both the chillers
and heat pumps were deactivated in the next time step. If the chilled loop temperature rose
too high (Tchilled > 17.0 ◦C, representing over-loaded adsorption capacity) the auxiliary heat
pump activated in the next time step.

The rejection-range loop temperature (Trej) was controlled by the activity of the aux-
iliary boiler, the auxiliary heat pump, and the heat rejection system. A target tempera-
ture Trej,target was set, either to Tout,db (if heating demands were expected to be low) or to
Trej = 27 ◦C. If Trej dropped below Trej,target, the auxiliary heat pump activated at the next
time step. If the heat pump was unavailable (due to a low chilled loop temperature), the
boiler activated. If Trej was too high, the heat rejection system was called, proportional to
the difference between Trej and Trej,target. An additional check of the current heat rejection
COP (COPrej > 3.0) prevented operation when the temperature difference was small, to
favor night flushing of excess energy in the rejection loop. These controls together main-
tained loop temperatures within useful bounds, providing cooling and heating to the zones,
and heat rejection capacity for the adsorption chillers.

2.3.8. Utility Cost Metrics

Costs for electrical use, capacity, and demand and gas use charges were initially com-
puted within the BEM. Simulation outputs for the baseline configurations were used and
scaled on an hourly basis for the Q-MEF configurations. Electricity costs were determined
with monthly peak demand charges (USD 17.00/kW for the winter and USD 38.15/kW for
the summer) and hourly energy charges (USD 0.125/kWh on-peak and USD 0.105/kWh
off-peak), with surplus electricity generation net-metered at 100% of the current rate. The
cost for natural gas was USD 1.30 per therm.

3. Results

Simulating a medium-scale commercial office building according to the Q-MEF frame-
work demonstrated implications for lighting demands, cooling and heating loads, peak
demands, net energy use, operational costs, and design considerations.

3.1. Daylighting Impact on Lighting Energy Use

Modeled lighting energy use in the high-glazing configurations improved between
13% and 17% over BL40 (Table 4). Daylighting controls were active in all configurations.

Table 4. Lighting loads under daylighting controls.

Lighting Loads

(kWh-E/m2-yr)

NYC

BL40 23
BL95 20
Q-MEF 20
Q-MEF + Tilt 20

PHX

BL40 23
BL95 19
Q-MEF 19
Q-MEF + Tilt 20

MTV

BL40 23
BL95 19
Q-MEF 19
Q-MEF + Tilt 20

Because daylighting controls were modeled in the precursor BEMs, the controls did not
respond to the reduction of direct irradiance due to BITCoPT. Prior daylighting and glare
analyses of BITCoPT [58] determined sufficient illuminance through the same depth as the
perimeter zones modeled in this study (4.57 m), and as other equipment (such as blinds)
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was not modeled to control for over-lit moments, it was determined that the daylighting
behavior would translate from the precursor BEMs to the Q-MEF configurations.

Daylighting potentially has a great effect on the energy use profile of a building, but
because it is highly contingent on occupant behavior [60] representation in the simulation
method employed here is difficult. It is possible that the daylighting energy benefits of
BITCoPT are over-predicted, as cloudy moments would cause under-lighting. However,
experimentation has suggested that lighting through the system increases with partial
clouds, as there is more diffuse light to transmit [3]. It is also possible that benefits are under-
predicted due to glare, as, during brighter moments in the baseline buildings, occupants
who experience excessive brightness or glare might deploy blinds and electric lighting.
More differentiation between the configurations might be noted if active technologies
(blinds, BITCoPT) and occupant behavior were modeled dynamically with the sensors
and dimmers.

3.2. Heating and Cooling Loads

The incorporation of Q-MEF systems resulted in various responses in heating and
cooling loads across the climate types, demonstrating complex interdependencies between
envelope loads and building demands (Table 5). Heating loads comprise the sum of
modeled baseboard heating and DOAS preheating, while the cooling loads consist only of
the modeled chilled beam responses.

Table 5. Yearly facility heating and cooling loads of twelve configurations (loads to be addressed by
building thermal control systems).

Heating Loads Cooling Loads
Heating/Cooling Ratio

(MWh-Q/yr)

NYC

BL40 266 263 1:1
BL95 364 346 1.1:1
Q-MEF 388 274 1.4:1
Q-MEF + Tilt 514 310 1.7:1

PHX

BL40 44 634 1:14.4
BL95 78 959 1:12.3
Q-MEF 167 729 1:4.4
Q-MEF + Tilt 209 784 1:3.8

MTV

BL40 109 277 1:2.5
BL95 174 357 1:2.1
Q-MEF 316 261 1.2:1
Q-MEF + Tilt 398 294 1.4:1

Due to the preponderance of cooling demands in the moderate MTV climate, the
heating increases were low (though not negligible) relative to total demands. The NYC
climate showed sensitivity to glazing area and type, as the BL95 and QMEF cases showed
marked changes in the total loads. Installation of BITCoPT (the Q-MEF case vs. the BL95
case) resulted in reductions in cooling loads in all climates, although the Q-MEF + Tilt case
did not decrease loads further.

The difference in loads occurred mainly in the south, east, and west perimeter zones,
where decreased heat gain during direct solar conditions due to BITCoPT caused more
frequent net-heating loads. In effect, the Q-MEF configurations resulted in more “skin-
dominated” behavior of the building, where heating and cooling demands correlate to
the difference between indoor and outdoor temperatures, as opposed to “core-dominated”
behavior, where internal energy gains cause persistent cooling demands throughout the
year (shown in the evolving Heating–Cooling ratio, in Table 5).
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3.3. On-Site Thermal Collection and Application

In addition to driving chilling processes, thermal energy collected by BITCoPT was
applied to building demands for zone heating and SHW preheating (Table 6). The final
column in Table 6 is a sum of the zone heating loads, SHW preheating, collected thermal
energy (negative sign), and DOAS heating (not described in a separate column).

Table 6. Summary of thermal collection and heating applications.

Thermal Energy Collected Zone Heating Loads SHW Preheat
Heating Required

(SHW, DOAS, Zone)

(MWh-Q/yr)

NYC

BL40 - 266 - 330

BL95 - 364 - 449

Q-MEF 149 388 9 430

Q-MEF + Tilt 151 514 9 488

PHX

BL40 - 44 - 64

BL95 - 78 - 95

Q-MEF 308 167 8 241

Q-MEF + Tilt 348 209 8 141

MTV

BL40 - 109 - 136

BL95 - 174 - 219

Q-MEF 234 316 9 431

Q-MEF + Tilt 244 398 9 345

Via the rejection loop, collected thermal energy was applied to zone heating loads
and SHW preheating (although with low demand in office-dominated buildings, the latter
factor was small). Boiler (and fuel) usage was observed to increase in response to heating
demands, despite net thermal collection in some cases exceeding net heating demands. This
disparity indicates non-optimal behaviors in the thermal storage mechanisms, including
mismatches between the times of collection and demand. This mismatch occurred largely
over the annual cycle (Figure 8), indicating the usefulness of ground-source thermal storage,
a function which was not implemented in the current Q-MEF model.

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. Thermal energy transfers, year-long cumulative summary.

3.4. Solar Cooling with Adsorption Chilling

Solar thermal energy, collected by BITCoPT, was applied to drive adsorption chillers
(Table 7). This cooling was additive to any passive reductions in direct solar gains from
the system, with the added benefit of dispatchability since the capacity was stored in the
thermally massive, chilled distribution loop.

Cooling loads in the Q-MEF configurations were lower than in the BL95 configuration.
The work done by adsorption chillers further reduced the cooling required from the
auxiliary heat pump. The magnitude of collected thermal energy (Table 6) relative to loads
suggests that more systems (such as night-flush controls and ground-source heat exchange)
would be useful to perform more controlled storage and release of heat over both diurnal
and annual cycles.

Cooling power produced from solar energy was not sufficient to provide 100% of
modeled demands. Chilling processes capable of higher COPs might close that gap. This
requires higher operating temperatures, and therefore higher solar concentration ratios,
to boost exergy collection and offset losses from the thermal collection stage. A higher
rejection temperature would also then be allowable, reducing the gap between that target
and the target for zone heating (the two services being provided by the common loop). This
tradeoff was not explored here, but it is noted that the required insulation of the hydronic
system is complex, and at higher cell operating temperatures (roughly 100 ◦C and above)
radiation from the cell becomes a significant thermal loss factor.
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Table 7. Solar cooling systems summary, showing reduced cooling loads in Q-MEF configurations
with adsorption chillers offsetting fraction of remainder.

Net Cooling Loads Adsorption Chillers Work

(MWh-Q/yr) (MWh-Q/yr, % of net)

NYC

BL40 263 -
BL95 346 -
Q-MEF 274 40 (15%)
Q-MEF + Tilt 310 52 (17%)

PHX

BL40 634 -
BL95 959 -
Q-MEF 729 103 (14%)
Q-MEF + Tilt 784 135 (17%)

MTV

BL40 277 -
BL95 357 -
Q-MEF 261 53 (20%)
Q-MEF + Tilt 294 53 (18%)

3.5. Energy Use Profile Comparison

Broadly, Q-MEF simulations improved over the baselines for all observed metrics—
net electrical demand, net energy demand, and peak electrical demand (defined as the
maximum observed electrical demands between noon and 5 pm during the summer season).
There were conditional exceptions: BL40 demonstrated the lowest peak demand of the
NYC models, and the demand reductions of QMEF over BL40 were trivial. In both these
cases, reductions in electrical EUI were still significant. Results are summarized in Table 8.

Table 8. Summary: net energy use intensities, by demand type (kWh-Q/m2-yr, kWh-E/m2-yr and
kWh/m2-yr), and peak electrical demand from grid (kW-E).

Heating
Heating &
Cooling

Ventilation Lights Equipment
Power

Generated
Net EUI,
Electrical

Net EUI,
Total Site

Peak
Electrical
Demand

kWh-Q/
m2-yr

kWh-E/m2-yr
kWh/
m2-yr

kW-E

NYC

BL40 68 17 4 23 47 - 92 160 139
BL95 92 29 3 20 47 - 99 191 156
Q-MEF 86 26 3 20 47 −61 36 121 151
Q-MEF + T 98 26 4 20 47 −71 27 124 147

PHX

BL40 13 47 9 23 47 - 127 139 189
BL95 21 72 12 19 47 - 150 171 231
Q-MEF 48 55 4 19 47 −106 20 68 157
Q-MEF + T 28 54 5 20 47 −125 0 29 166

MTV

BL40 29 17 3 23 47 - 91 120 133
BL95 46 26 4 19 47 - 96 142 164
Q-MEF 86 31 4 19 47 −84 18 104 133
Q-MEF + T 69 26 5 20 47 −99 −1 68 131

The Q-MEF + Tilt configuration demonstrated the highest generation and lowest total
site EUI across climates. It is notable that electricity EUI reaches net zero in the Phoenix
and Mountain View climates, although there remains significant consumption of gas for
heating—higher than that of the baselines.

Maximum on-peak electrical draw (during summer-season afternoons) decreased
from the BL95 to Q-MEF configurations by 3% (NYC), 32% (PHX), and 19% (MTV), while
in the Phoenix climate, there was a decrease of 17% relative to BL40 as well. Peak demand
reductions for the Q-MEF + Tilt configuration relative to BL95 were 6% (NYC), 28% (PHX),
and 20% (MTV) (Table 9).
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Table 9. Percent changes from baseline to Q-MEF configurations in electricity EUI, total EUI
(electricity + gas), and peak electricity demand.

Electricity EUI Total EUI Peak Electricity Demand

vs. BL40 vs. BL95 vs. BL40 vs. BL95 vs. BL40 vs. BL95

NYC
Q-MEF −61% −64% −24% −37% 9% −3%
Q-MEF + Tilt −71% −73% −23% −35% 6% −6%

PHX
Q-MEF −84% −87% −51% −60% −17% −32%
Q-MEF + Tilt −100% −100% −79% −83% −12% −28%

MTV
Q-MEF −80% −81% −13% −27% 0% −19%
Q-MEF + Tilt −101% −101% −43% −52% −2% −20%

Although it is significant that Q-MEF + Tilt demonstrated net zero electrical use,
benefits were incremental (or negative) over the straight Q-MEF configuration, suggesting
further analysis comparing the marginal utility of the energy benefits with the marginal
costs of increasing the complexity of the building’s design. It’s notable that in the Phoenix
condition, the Q-MEF + Tilt configuration showed higher peak demand than the straight
Q-MEF configuration, differing from the other two climates. This is due to an attenuation
of the cavity flush function from the combination of elevated outdoor temperatures and
the increased available insolation.

3.6. Utility Cost Analysis

Annual energy costs were calculated for all configurations according to rates for
electricity demand (kW), supply (kWh) and natural gas supply (therms or kWh) (Figure 9,
Figure 10, Table 10). Q-MEF configurations reduced total use costs, while demand costs
were generally lower than costs in BL95, and similar to costs in BL40.

 

Figure 9. Monthly utility costs, summed (electrical energy, electrical demand, gas).
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Figure 10. Monthly utility costs breakdown (Mountain View shown) showing net-meter benefits in
the summer for Q-MEF + Tilt configuration.

Table 10. Utility annual cost summary.

Demand
Charges (USD)

Energy
Charges (USD)

Natural Gas
Charge (USD)

Total Utility
Cost (USD)

Savings over
BL40 (USD)

Savings over
BL95 (USD)

NYC

BL40 37,000 50,000 15,000 102,000
BL95 43,000 55,000 20,000 119,000
Q-MEF 39,000 20,000 22,000 81,000 21,000 (21%) 38,000 (32%)
Q-MEF + Tilt 40,000 15,000 22,000 77,000 25,000 (25%) 42,000 (35%)

PHX

BL40 49,000 66,000 2000 117,000
BL95 60,000 79,000 4000 143,000
Q-MEF 43,000 12,000 11,000 66,000 51,000 (44%) 77,000 (54%)
Q-MEF + Tilt 44,000 2000 5000 51,000 66,000 (56%) 92,000 (64%)

MTV

BL40 37,000 49,000 6000 92,000
BL95 60,000 79,000 10,000 149,000
Q-MEF 37,000 11,000 22,000 69,000 23,000 (25%) 80,000 (42%)
Q-MEF + Tilt 37,000 0 13,000 50,000 42,000 (46%) 99,000 (66%)

Observed in Table 8, Q-MEF configurations showed increased natural gas consump-
tion, but due to lower electricity use, the total EUI was reduced in all Q-MEF cases, relative
to BL40 and BL95. The analysis of costs demonstrates that (due to the low cost of natural
gas compared to electricity) Q-MEF configurations showed annual reductions (Table 10).

Relative to the highly glazed baseline (BL95), peak electrical draw was reduced for
each Q-MEF configuration, resulting in lower demand charges. Compared to BL40, the
demand charge for Phoenix was reduced, but New York City and Mountain View had
similar demand charges. On-site electrical storage was not included in this study, though if
employed, it would be expected to further reduce peak demand in some months.

It is a natural goal of techno-economic analysis to reveal the cost/benefit impacts of
the proposition. To determine the financial costs and benefits of Q-MEF, which is intended
to address a broad range of architectural criteria, the savings in utility costs would be
weighed along with the expected changes in lease rates due to changes in the thermal
comfort and desirability of occupied spaces, and the installation and maintenance costs
for Q-MEF systems. These costs would be considered relative to the costs of the baseline
configuration’s mechanical systems, or other common systems such as Variable Air Volume
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HVAC, which incurs additional effects on a building project’s value, such as reduced
inhabitable room height due to the depth of duct work. The overall cost analysis of Q-MEF
is highly contextual, due to the interaction of these factors and additional localized factors,
such as capitalization rates expected on monies obtained to finance a project, which is an
in-part function of a perceived risk. A detailed cost analysis is therefore usefully done at
the scale of individual projects, or for broader applicability, by parameterizing these factors
and undertaking the resulting matrix of sensitivity analyses. That breadth of analysis
is outside the bounds of this study, which, for the sake of its own broader applicability,
considered generalized circumstances. The present results, however, are a precursor to
such a technoeconomic analysis, which merits further investigation.

4. Discussion

The modeled application of the specific systems described in this study according
to the Q-MEF strategy resulted, in simulation, in significant reductions in energy use in
the three modeled climates. On-site net-zero electricity was demonstrated in two of the
climates—a significant result for buildings in the modeled size class. The results further
suggest that additional modifications might show additional energy-use benefits: the
baseline configurations were designed according to current minimum efficiency codes
but did not incorporate the full gamut of currently available high-performance building
strategies, such as DOAS enthalpy recovery (important in high-humidity climates such as
New York) or ground-source heat exchange (particularly useful in climates with steady
cycles such as Phoenix). Pursuing the current industrial interest in full electrification might
also reveal further reductions, but as the modeling process dictates systems similarity
between proposed and baseline models (which employ gas heating), these impacts were
not represented. The application of these and other strategies would decrease the baselines’
EUI, and therefore the EUI of the Q-MEF implementations as well.

Not all high-performance design strategies are synergistic with Q-MEF. External
shading devices, for example, are a passive-design strategy to reduce fenestration gains.
Q-MEF attempts to internalize these gains, which increases cooling loads, particularly over
the BL40 baseline, but overall reduces both site energy use (all climates) and peak demands
(in Phoenix, Table 8). Although counter-intuitive from the passive design perspective, these
results suggest the benefits of engaging the solar resource.

A primary benefit to coolth storage systems is peak demand reduction, which commer-
cial systems bank on for their value proposition [16]. The demand reductions demonstrated
in this study, though significant, may not fully realize the benefits of this storage. The gap
may be due to the simplified controls in the Q-MEF model, which were chosen in part for
compatibility with the post-processing modeling method. Optimizing controls has been
shown to benefit thermal storage applications [61] and might improve the utilization of the
modeled storage.

A general shift from cooling loads to heating loads was observed with Q-MEF vs.
baseline configurations (Table 5), which is in keeping with the Q-MEF concept of utilizing
available solar resources, rather than mitigating and compensating for them. In the Moun-
tain View climate, the cooling-dominated baselines were flipped to more heating operation.
This flexibility around the balanced point suggests that introducing ground-source heat
exchange, which benefits from that neutrality, might complement the Q-MEF strategy.
Ground-sourcing would be worth investigating in the New York climate as well, which
shifted from balanced to heating-dominated, as such heat pump-enabled strategies are
intrinsically more effective at heating than cooling. Ground-source systems likely could
not “keep up” with the required quantity of heat rejection in the more extreme Phoenix
climate, suggesting other strategies might be useful, such as radiative night-sky sinking,
which has recently advanced through material investigations [62].

In this study, the thermal collection efficiency of BITCoPT averaged lower than in
precedent studies. This stems from conflicting demands on the envelope cavity: sensitivity
analysis performed through multiple simulation runs showed that allowing elevated cavity
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temperatures reduced transport losses in BITCoPT, but increased perimeter zone cooling
demands and overall net energy use. This trade-off reinforces how a building with Q-MEF
is a coupled system of components that experience unique forcing functions. Optimizing
overall objectives in such a system requires subordinating the peak performance of specific
sub-systems.

5. Conclusions

To test the integration of technologies through an architectural, whole-system ap-
proach to design, the production of benefits from on-site solar resources was explored
through simulations with a parametric group of building energy models. The models were
assembled from precursors: a set of building energy models, a model of an active envelope
technology, and representations of adsorption chillers, hydronic thermal distribution and
storage elements, water-to-water heat pumps, and ancillary systems. The overall strat-
egy was described as a quality-matched energy flow (Q-MEF) network. Simulations of
a 5000 m2, three-floor office building demonstrated reductions in electrical use over 70%
from the baseline in a humid-continental climate (New York City), and on-site net zero
electricity in arid subtropical (Phoenix) and semi-arid Mediterranean (Mountain View)
climates. Peak purchased electrical demands decreased up to 6%, 32%, and 20% respec-
tively. The magnitude of these results suggests the usefulness of deeply integrating the
multifunctional envelope technology with the balance of a building’s systems that process
and distribute collected thermal energy. Demand for (purchased) electricity remained
significant, indicating the potential for future investigation of on-site electrical storage, in
addition to the modeled thermal storage. Cost outcomes were reported, with reductions (in
summed energy and demand charges) of 35% in New York City, 64% in Phoenix, and 66%
in Mountain View, relative to the highly glazed baseline model configurations. A shift was
noted, from demand for cooling in the baseline configurations to demand for heating in
the Q-MEF configurations. This shift indicates potential benefits from additional thermal
storage technologies beyond those modeled in this study (such as ground-source heat
exchange), and, overall, the possibility of energy-positive performance for this common
class of buildings, in a range of climates.
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Nomenclature

Variables
cp specific heat (kJ/kg-K)
C heat capacity (kWh/K)
E electricity (kW)
G solar power (kW)
i instance of zone or cavity balance
I solar irradiance (W/m2)
K proportional gain constant
n time step (hour)
Q heat collected or transferred (kW)
R thermal resistance (W/m2-K)
T temperature (◦C) or transmittance (n.d.)
Greek letters
λ tracker pitch angle (radians)
φ tracker yaw angle (radians)
Subscripts and Abbreviations
AEC architecture, engineering, and construction sector
AIF active integrated facade
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-Conditioning Engineers
BEM building energy model

BITCoPT
building envelope-integrated, transparent concentrating photovoltaic and
thermal collector

BL baseline (energy model)
BL40 baseline energy model with 40% window-wall ratio
BL95 baseline energy model with 95% window-wall ratio
buffer high-range buffer
cav envelope cassette cavity
chilled chilled distribution loop
cond conduction and convection (non-radiative)
conv energy conversion
CDD cooling degree days
COP coefficient of performance
db dry-bulb (temperature)
Diff diffuse (insolation component)
DN direct normal (insolation component)
DOAS dedicated outdoor air system
DOE United States Department of Energy
Egen electrical generation
env environment
EPB energy-positive building
EUI energy use intensity
flush cavity flushing
full threshold for BITCoPT module gap function
gap spacing between BITCoPT modules
gen generated (by envelope-integrated collector)
HDD heating degree days
HVAC heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system
hz horizontal
IGU insulated glazing unit
ind indoor
lim limit
kWh-E Electricity energy unit
kWh-Q Thermal energy unit
loop pertaining to chilled or rejection-stage hydronic loops
loss energy lost to ambient
MTV Mountain View, California, USA (climate)
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NZEB net-zero energy building
NYC New York City, New York, USA (climate)
offset temperature offset
outd outdoor
PHX Phoenix, Arizona, USA (climate)
Q-MEF quality-matched energy flow network; also a model configuration
Q-MEF + Tilt model configuration adding solar-optimized façade geometry
rej rejection-range (heating) loop
SHW service hot water
target target temperature
TES thermal energy storage component
vert vertical
vis visible (transmittance)
wall insulated wall of TES component
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Abstract: Recognizing that the evaluation of the overseas petroleum investment environment is
affected by many uncertain factors and that there are problems with current evaluation methods,
this paper proposes a mathematical evaluation model of an overseas oil resources investment en-
vironment, based on a combination of the weighting and uncertainty measure theory. Combining
international investment environment theory with the characteristics of the petroleum industry, this
paper establishes an evaluation index system for the overseas petroleum investment environment
and the linear uncertainty measure function of each index. Using the subjective weight obtained
using an analytic hierarchy process together with the objective weight obtained using the entropy
weight method, the optimal weight of each evaluation index was obtained using minimum relative
information entropy. A multi-index evaluation matrix of the top 12 oil-producing countries in Africa
was calculated. Finally, the credible degree recognition criterion was used to judge the order and
level of the oil investment environment. This model provides an effective method for the evaluation
of the overseas petroleum investment environment. The results show that Nigeria and Angola have
the best investment climate, followed by Algeria, Egypt, and Libya. In general, Africa is an important
strategic partner of China and is rich in oil resources. Although Africa’s oil industry is fraught with
complex challenges and headwinds, challenges also present opportunities.

Keywords: Africa; petroleum investment; entropy weight; information entropy; uncertainty measure

1. Introduction

In recent years, as a result of the rapid development of China’s domestic production
and relatively slow oil exploration and development, China’s domestic dependence on
crude oil imports has been increasing. At the same time, as the United States develops its
shale oil and gas industry, making the United States the world’s largest energy exporter
for a time, China’s consumption has been increasing. Although China is the world’s sixth
largest oil producer, in 2018 it surpassed the United States as the world’s largest oil importer.
China’s imports of crude oil increased year by year during the 13th five-year plan period,
and its dependence on foreign oil also increased year by year. The import volume of
crude oil in 2016 was 380 million tons, with an external dependency of 65.4%; the import
volume of crude oil in 2017 was 420 million tons, with an external dependency of 68.4%;
the import volume of crude oil in 2018 was 462 million tons, with an external dependency
of 70.8%; and the import volume of crude oil in 2019 was 506 million tons, with an external
dependency of 72.6%. As a result of the impact of COVID-19, international oil prices fell
sharply in 2020, so China’s crude oil imports in 2020 still grew, with an import volume of
crude oil in 2020 of 540 million tons and an external dependency of 73.5% (Figure 1) [1,2].
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Figure 1. China’s crude oil import statistics and growth 2015–2019 [1].

As a large oil-consuming country, China’s oil consumption increases year by year, and
its growth rate fluctuates. According to the latest data released by the China Federation
of Petroleum and Chemical Industries, the apparent domestic consumption of crude oil
reached 696 million tons in 2019, an increase of 7.4% year-on-year, representing an increase
of 0.5 percentage points over 2018. As a result of the COVID-19 outbreak, the global
economy deteriorated sharply, the industrial supply chain suffered a severe setback, and
the growth of crude oil consumption slowed down. The apparent domestic consumption
of crude oil is now 736 million tons, up 5.6% from 2019, the growth having slowed in a
year [3–5].

Africa is an important strategic partner of China and is rich in oil resources. At the end
of 2020, Africa had proven oil reserves of nearly 125.1 billion barrels, which represented
7.2% of the world’s total proven oil reserves and is one of the eight largest oil-producing
regions in the world. Africa’s oil production and exports have grown rapidly in the past
decade, playing an increasingly important role in the international energy landscape. As an
important source of oil imports, the China–Africa oil trade has developed gradually since
1992. In the early stages of cooperation, China mainly imported oil from Angola, Libya
and some other countries, with a total of 498,500 tons imported in the first year. The ever-
expanding oil trade between China and Africa has laid a good foundation for China–Africa
cooperation [6]. After the “Forum on China–Africa Cooperation”, the two sides stepped
up their cooperation in oil and other energy fields. In 2017, Africa was the second largest
source of crude oil imports in China’s oil trade, after the Middle East, accounting for 20%
of China’s total crude oil imports. On a country-by-country basis, 14 of the 44 countries
of import origin are African and it is the region with the largest number of import origin
countries. There is rapid growth in the China–Africa oil trading relationship. Therefore,
given the increasing globalization of the world economy, the international political situation,
and the volatility of the oil market, as well as China’s increasing demand for oil and its
increasing annual import volume and external dependence year by year, it is appropriate
that China attaches great importance to Africa’s oil resources. Systematic research on the
investment environment of the African oil industry will lower the risks and increase the
success of our enterprises when seeking to import oil and will also support China’s energy
security and develop China–Africa relations for mutual benefit [7–9].

With the gradual establishment of the global free trade and open economy system,
experts and scholars from many institutions at home and abroad have conducted in-depth
research in the field of overseas oil investment. Most of the initial domestic research
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focused on the risks of overseas oil investment. For example, Cai [10], in a discussion
of the risk issues for Chinese oil enterprises, Zhang [11], in a risk analysis of overseas
investment of Chinese oil enterprises, and Wang [12] in the overseas investment risk of
Chinese petroleum enterprises and its countermeasures, respectively analyzed the political,
policy, and economic (etc.) risks encountered in the process of overseas oil investment,
and discussed how Chinese petroleum enterprises should take effective measures to avoid
and reduce the risks associated with overseas investment. Ye [13] studied the mineral
resources of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and concluded that the investment
environment in that country needed to be improved. Feng et al. [14] studied Zambia’s
mining development and mining investment environment and concluded that Zambia’s
mining investment had good prospects. In recent years, with the rapid development of the
theory and technology of mathematical comprehensive evaluation models, mathematical
models are increasingly used to evaluate quantitatively the investment environment of
the overseas petroleum industry. O’Regan and Moles [15] firstly determined the weight
of each factor based on an analytic hierarchy process (AHP), and then, according to the
principle of fuzzy relation synthesis, comprehensively graded the overseas investment
environment based on many factors. Bo et al. [16] considered the dual attributes of economic
attractiveness and investment risk of the investment environment of resource countries,
established a decision making optimization model using a bivariate decision making matrix
to realize the environmental goal of transnational investment of oil companies via economic
attractiveness and risk indices. Li and Li [17] used fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, cluster
analysis and principal component analysis to develop a comprehensive evaluation model
for the transnational investment environment of Chinese petroleum enterprises. Mu and
He [18] used the entropy weight method and matter–element model to evaluate the oil
investment environment of five major oil-producing countries in Africa. Duan et al. [19]
constructed a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model of the overseas energy investment
environment based on entropy weight. Lin [20] used principal component analysis to
produce a comprehensive evaluation of integration management and cooperation among
15 African countries. Liu [21] used AHP to carry out a comprehensive evaluation of the
mining investment environment in five central and southern African countries.

To sum up, at present there is no unified evaluation index system, and evaluation of
the overseas oil investment environment is influenced by many factors, with each factor
influencing other factors, resulting in complex uncertainty. Bringing the final evaluation
result more in line with reality will make the forecasting result more accurate, therefore
this paper proposes a combination weighting–uncertainty measure model to achieve an
overall evaluation of the overseas oil investment environment. The uncertainty measure
theory is an ideal mathematical tool because it is able to link various kinds of uncertainty
information and comprehensively consider uncertainty factors, such as the fuzziness
and complexity of factors impacting the overseas oil investment environment. In the
process of applying the uncertainty measure model to a comprehensive evaluation, the
determination of the weight plays a decisive role in the final result. However, at present, in
the calculation of the weight of evaluation indices, methods such as the subjective expert
consultation method and the analytic hierarchy process are used to determine the weight
of the index; thus, subjective factors have a greater influence. If insufficient consideration
is given to the index information of the evaluation object, it can be easy to deviate from
objective reality leading to formation of a significant evaluation bias. On the other hand,
if the objective entropy weight method is used to determine the weight of the index, the
result of evaluation will be more accurate than using subjective evaluation, but it only
considers the significance of data, and does not consider the reality of the evaluation
index. In this paper, in order to make the result of evaluation as close as possible to
reality, the weighting in the uncertainty measure model is optimized based on minimum
relative information entropy to minimize the information loss and make the result of
comprehensive evaluation more reasonable and reliable. In order to verify the validity
of the model, the oil investment environment of African oil-producing countries was
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evaluated by the combination weighting–uncertainty measure model. This model provides
a new approach to the evaluation of overseas petroleum resources investment environment.

2. Calculation of Combination Weight

For petroleum investment environment modeling, each index weighting is a key point
in the evaluation process. The common weighting methods can be classified into two
categories: the objective weighting method and the subjective weighting method. Objective
weighting methods, such as the entropy weight method and the principal component
analysis method, determine index weight based on actual data, using a specific algebraic
equation [22]. Subjective weighting methods, for example, AHP, the Delphi method, and
the expert grading method, involve a decision maker determining the attribute weight
according to the importance degree of the index. The evaluation results are therefore often
highly subjective.

In order to minimize the arbitrariness of subjective weighting and give consideration
to the preference of decision makers for index weighting, our evaluation of the overseas
petroleum investment environment combines the entropy weight method and AHP, im-
proving the evaluation and making the results more accurate and reliable [23,24].

2.1. Determination of the Objective Weight–Entropy Weight Method

The index system generally constructed includes qualitative and quantitative indices,
which need to be, respectively, weighted. To determine the weight of the qualitative index
by entropy value, the membership degree of the index is taken as the basis. The entropy
value and the entropy weight calculation formulae of the qualitative index are as follows:

Ei =

n
∑

j=1
ln xij

ln n
(1)

wi =
1 − Ei

m
∑

i=1
(1 − Ei)

(2)

where Ei is the entropy value of evaluation index i, j is the criterion layer, n is the number
of criterion layers in the system, xij is the mutual membership of the index, wi is the weight
of the i evaluation index, and m is the number of the evaluation index.

The formula for calculating the weight of the quantitative index using the entropy
weight is different from that of the qualitative index. In the calculation of the weight of the
quantitative index using the entropy weight, because of the difference of the units between
the indices, all the original data should first be standardized. The entropy value and the
entropy weight calculation formula of quantitative index are as follows:

vi = 1 +
1

lgn

n

∑
j=1

xijlgxij(j = 1, 2, · · · , n) (3)

wi = vi/
m

∑
i=1

vi (i = 1, 2, · · · , m) (4)

where xij is the proportion of evaluation index i in criterion layer j and vi is the peak value
of evaluation index i.

2.2. Determination of the Subjective Weight–Analytic Hierarchy Process

Determining the importance scale between the indices is the basis for establishing
the weight judgment matrix, and it is also the first step of AHP. At present, there are four
types of importance scale values in common use in China and these are shown in Table 1.
Selecting the best scale for the evaluation of the overseas oil investment environment can
make the evaluation results more realistic. The order of performance for the above four
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scales from small to big is: 1–9 scale, index scale, (10/10–18/2) scale and (9/9–9/1) scale,
so the best performance (9/9–9/1) scale value was chosen [24,25].

Table 1. Definition and description of importance scale.

Grade Definition
1–9
Scale

Index
Scale

9/9–9/1 10/10–18/2

1 The element i is more important than the element j 1 90 9/9 10/10
3 The element i is slightly more important than the element j 3 91/9 9/7 12/8
5 The element i is slightly obviously more important than the element j 5 93/9 9/5 14/6
7 The element i is strongly more important than the element j 7 96/9 9/3 16/4
9 The element i is extremely more important than the element j 9 99/9 9/1 18/2

Even
number An even number represents the corresponding scale between two grades

Overseas investment decision makers use judgement to determine the relative im-
portance of each index and determine the weight judgment matrix R according to the
actual situation:

R =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

r11 r12 · · · r1n
r21 r22 · · · r2n
...

...
...

...
rm1 rm2 · · · rmn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)

After scoring and obtaining the judgment matrix according to the importance scale
table, the eigenvector p corresponding to the largest eigenvalue λmax in the matrix is
defined as the initial weight of the index, and the equation is

pw = λmaxw (6)

2.3. Determination of Combination Weight–Minimum Relative Information Entropy

The subjective weight w1i and the objective weight w2i can be combined to obtain the
combination weight wi(i = 1, 2, · · · , m), and wi, w1i and w2i should be as close as possible.
According to the principle of minimum relative information entropy,

minF =
m

∑
i=1

wi(ln wi − ln w1i) +
m

∑
i=1

wi(ln wi − ln w2i) (7)

where F is information entropy,
m
∑

i=1
wi = 1, wi > 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , m.

The above optimization problem is solved using the Lagrange multiplier method, to
obtain the combined weight equation:

wi =
(w1i · w2i)

1/2

m
∑

i=1
(w1i · w2i)

1/2
(i = 1, 2, · · ·m) (8)

Equation (8) states that, in all the combined weights of the satisfiable Equation (7),
the least information is required to obtain the geometric mean, and the other combination
weights are taken to add the information that we do not actually obtain [25–27].

3. Uncertainty Measure Theory

The universe of n objects to be evaluated and m one-way evaluation index spaces
are set as X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} and I = {I1, I2, · · · , Im}, respectively, and the evalu-
ation space is U =

{
C1, C2, · · · , Cp

}
, where Ck is the k evaluation grades, and the k

degree is higher than the k + 1 degree, namely Ck > Ck+1. The observed value xij of
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the object xi under the index Ij determines xi in Ck degree of the k evaluation level as
μijk = μ

(
xij ∈ Ck

)
(i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · , m; k = 1, 2 · · · , p), so μijk is a measure of

the degree. If μijk meets the three measure criteria of “non-negative, unitary and additiv-
ity”, then the matrix composed of μijk is the evaluation matrix of a single-index measure:

(μijk)m×p =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

μi11 μi12 · · · μi1p
μi21 μi22 · · · μi2p

...
...

...
...

μim1 μim2 · · · μimp

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (9)

When the value of each index and the evaluation level are determined, the weight

wj(0 ≤ wj ≤ 1,
m
∑
j=1

wj = 1) of each index should be given. Based on the approach of combined

weighting using the minimum relative information entropy, the optimal index weights obtained by
balancing and optimizing the subjective and objective weight values are calculated, then the multi-

index comprehensive measure μik =
m
∑
j=1

wjμijk(i = 1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · , m; k = 1, 2 · · · , p) is

calculated, where 0 ≤ μk ≤ 1,
p
∑

k=1
μik = 1, so μik is the uncertainty measure,

{
μi1, μi2, · · · , μip

}
is the evaluation vector of the multi-index comprehensive measure for xi.

The final comprehensive evaluation level is determined using the credible degree
recognition criterion. λ represents the credible degree (λ ≥ 0.5, often λ = 0.6 or 0.7).

When k0 = min

(
k :

kp

∑
l=1

μil ≥ λ, 1 ≤ l ≤ k

)
, xi is considered to belong to the Ck0 of the k0

evaluation level.
In addition, to determine the xi evaluation level, sometimes the order of importance

for xi is required. If C1 > C2 > · · · > Cp, the value of Cl0 is set as nl0 , so nl0 > nl+1,

and qxi =
p
∑

l=1
nlμil , where qxi is the uncertainty importance of the evaluation factor xi,

q =
{

qx1 , qx2 , · · · , qxp

}
is called the uncertainty importance vector, which can be used to

obtain the order of importance for xi activity [28–34].

4. A Case

Africa, as the world’s second largest continent by area and population after Asia,
includes 56 countries and regions. According to the country investment guide data from
the National Bureau of Statistics of some African countries, the World Bank, and the
Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, Africa’s total population is
about 1.286 billion, of which Nigeria and Ethiopia each account for more than 100 million.
Africa’s nominal GDP reached USD 2.2 trillion in 2020, and although most of the world’s
economies experienced negative growth in 2020 as a result of COVID-19, Africa’s economic
performance was strong, with nearly half of the economies recording positive growth.
Among them, the growth rate of Egypt’s economy was 19.68%, the fastest in Africa, and
the second fastest was Guinea, with a growth rate of 12.32%. As a result of political turmoil
and a tough business climate, the fastest economic downturn in Africa was seen in Libya,
where GDP reduced by 45.23% in 2020 [1,35,36].

Africa is very rich in energy and resources, and thus has a “world oil depot” reputation.
Compared to other regions, Africa has very large oil reserves in more than 20 countries.
According to the bp Statistical Review of World Energy 2021, the top five proven oil reserves
in Africa by the end of 2020 were in Libya (6.3 billion tons, 48.4 billion barrels, total share
2.8%), Nigeria (5 billion tons, 36.9 billion barrels, total share 2.1%), Algeria (1.5 billion
tons, 12.2 billion barrels, total share 0.7%), Angola (1.1 billion tons, 7.8 billion barrels,
total share 0.4%), and South Sudan (500 million tons, 3.5 billion barrels, total share 0.2%)
(Figure 2) [1,35,36].
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Figure 2. Top 12 countries with proven oil reserves in Africa [36].

As an important source of China’s oil imports, Africa was the second largest source
of crude oil imports in China’s oil trade in 2017, second only to the Middle East, and
accounted for 20% of China’s total crude oil imports. On a country-by-country basis,
14 of the 44 countries of origin for imports are African countries and it is the region with the
largest number of countries of origin for imports into China. China–Africa oil cooperation
shows rapid growth. However, while political and regional security in Africa has been
generally stable since the mid-1990s, in recent years there have been more frequent political
risks, such as the “Arab Spring” in 2011, the north–south split in Sudan, Nigeria’s “Boko
Haram” terrorist activities, etc. These all pose a serious threat to the development of
business related to oil resources. In addition, although some countries are currently stable,
they have long been in a state of “Strongman Politics”. Their social governance has not yet
entered a stable period, and various types of social conflicts are prominent, so the risks of
potential coups, civil wars, separatism, terrorism, etc., cannot be underestimated [1,2,7,8].
Therefore, in order to provide a useful reference for Chinese enterprises wishing to invest
in the African oil field, it is necessary to carry out a comprehensive evaluation of the key
African oil countries.

4.1. Construction of the Evaluation Index System

As an international investment environment, the petroleum industry not only involves
specific countries and regions, but also wider factors relating to the petroleum industry.
Thus, when analyzing the investment environment of the petroleum industry, we should
not only consider the influence factors of the traditional international investment envi-
ronment, but also consider the resource endowment factors of the resource country in
question. Therefore, in order to comprehensively and objectively understand the invest-
ment environment of the overseas oil industry, the relevant literature was collected and
analyzed. To capture the actual situation in Africa, we used accepted classification rules
and data published by authoritative institutions, such as the World Bank, as the basis
for the evaluation [17,18,20,35,37–39], selecting six factors related to resource endowment,
political stability, economic development level, and economic stability.

The classification standard and valuation of each index are shown in Table 2. Accord-
ing to the classification standard and evaluation objectives, the risk was divided into four
levels: I, II, III and IV, which reflect excellent, good, medium and poor, respectively. The
index data for the oil investment environment in selected African countries are shown
in Table 3.
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Table 2. Evaluation indices and classification standard for investment environment evaluation in
African oil-producing countries.

Evaluation Index
Evaluation Level

Excellent (C1) Good (C2) Medium (C3) Poor (C4)

Resource endowment
Proved reserves/thousand million

barrels (x1) 40–60 20–40 5–20 0–5

Production/million tons (x2) 100–120 80–100 40–80 0–40

Political stability Unemployment rate/% (x3) 7–8 8–9 9–11 11–13
Military expenditure/% of GDP (x4) 0–1 1–2 2–4 4–8

Economic
development level GDP per capita/current US $ (x5) 10,000–14,000 6000–10,000 4000–6000 1000–4000

Economic stability GDP Growth/annual % (x6) >5 3–5 0–3 <0

Table 3. Evaluation index data for each African oil-producing country.

Evaluation Index Algeria Angola Chad
Republic

of
Congo

Egypt
Equatorial
Guinea

Gabon Libya Nigeria
South
Sudan

Sudan Tunisia

Resource
endow-
ment

Proved
reserves/thousand

million barrels
12.2 7.8 1.5 2.9 3.1 1.1 2.0 48.4 36.9 3.5 1.5 0.4

Production/million tons 57.6 64.5 6.6 15.8 30.0 7.5 10.4 18.3 86.9 8.4 4.2 1.7
Political
stability

Unemployment rate/% 11.4 31.6 2.3 10.3 7.3 9.2 20.5 18.63 33.3 12.7 17.7 17.8
Military expenditure/%

of GDP 6.7 1.6 3.1 3.4 1.2 1.3 1.8 3.7 0.6 3.6 1.1 2.9

Economic
devel-

opment
level

GDP per capita/current
US $ 3310 1896 614 2092 3548 7157 6991 3700 2097 748 595 3320

Economic
stability GDP Growth/annual % −5.5 −4.0 −0.9 −7.9 3.6 −4.9 −1.3 −31.3 −1.8 −3.6 −1.6 −8.6

Data source: 2020 Statistical data of World Bank collated, https://data.worldbank.org.cn/, accessed on 27 October
2021 [35].

4.2. Determination of Index Weights

In our study, firstly, the weight values of all the indices in the comprehensive eval-
uation index system were calculated using the subjective AHP. Then, the weight values
of all indices were calculated using the objective entropy weight method (taking Algeria
as an example). Finally, combining the index weights obtained using AHP and the en-
tropy weight method, respectively, in accordance with the principle of minimum relative
information entropy, all index weights in the comprehensive evaluation index system
were obtained using the Lagrange multiplier optimization method. The final calculation is
shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Index weights.

Evaluation Index AHP
Entropy Weight

Method
Minimum Relative

Information Entropy

x1 0.04 0.16 0.10
x2 0.11 0.13 0.16
x3 0.09 0.18 0.17
x4 0.12 0.18 0.19
x5 0.24 0.18 0.27
x6 0.40 0.18 0.11

4.3. Single Index Function of Uncertainty Measure

Based on the widely used linear uncertainty construction method, the measure func-
tion of each rationality index was constructed according to the rationality index and classifi-
cation standard of the investment environment evaluation data of the African oil-producing
countries shown in Table 2 (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Single index measure function of each single index in evaluation index system.

Based on the single index measure function constructed in Figure 1 and the specific
values of the survey of evaluation indices in Algeria in Table 2, the evaluation matrix of
single index measure in Algeria can be obtained as follows:

μA1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0.96 0.04
0 0 0.88 0.12
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(10)

4.4. Calculation of Multi-Index Measure Evaluation Matrix

Based on the optimal combination weight of each evaluation index in the compre-
hensive evaluation index system calculated using the combination weight method of
minimum relative information entropy, the weight of each evaluation index in Algeria
{w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6} =

{
0.10 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.27 0.11

}
, and, according to the

single index measure matrix and the multi-index measure calculation formula, Algeria’s
multi-index measure vector is μ1 = �1 · μA1 =

[
0 0 0.24 0.76

]
.

4.5. Credible Degree Recognition

Credible degree λ is taken to be 0.6, k0 = 1.00 > 0.6; that is, Algeria’s level is C3. Eleven
other countries were evaluated in the same way. The results of the evaluation are shown
in Table 5.
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Table 5. Evaluation of the investment environment of African oil-producing countries based on the
uncertainty measure model of combination weighting.

Country
Comprehensive Uncertainty Measure Evaluation

ResultC1 C2 C3 C4

Algeria 0 0 0.24 0.76 C4
Angola 0 0.19 0.18 0.63 C4
Chad 0.16 0 0.17 0.67 C4

Republic of Congo 0 0 0.25 0.75 C4
Egypt 0.25 0.14 0.02 0.59 C4

Equatorial Guinea 0.06 0.34 0.13 0.47 C4
Gabon 0 0.28 0.11 0.61 C4
Libya 0.11 0 0.12 0.77 C4

Nigeria 0.26 0.16 0.02 0.56 C4
South Sudan 0 0 0.12 0.88 C4

Sudan 0.12 0.03 0 0.85 C4
Tunisia 0 0.01 0.16 0.83 C4

4.6. Order-Arranging of Favorable

Accordingtotheorderformula,becauseC1 > C2 > C3 > C4, takenl = 10−2q,where1 ≤ q ≤ 4, then
q = {q1,q2,q3, · · · ,q12}=

{
2.48 3.12 3.30 2.50 4.10 3.98 3.34 2.90 4.24 2.24 2.84 2.36

}
.

The ranking of the oil investment environment in 12 African countries from large to small
is: Nigeria, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Chad, Angola, Libya, Sudan, Republic of
Congo, Algeria, Tunisia and South Sudan.

5. Analysis of Africa’s Oil Investment Environment

Under the influence of the epidemic and energy transformation, Africa’s production
experienced the greatest decline in 2020, when overall production dropped by 18.7%. In
2020, oil production in Africa was 327.3 million tons, and the top 12 major oil-producing
countries were Nigeria, Angola, Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Republic of Congo, Gabon, South
Sudan, Equatorial Guinea, Chad, Sudan and Tunisia, their combined production accounting
for 95% of Africa’s total oil production. At the end of 2020, Africa’s total proven oil
reserves stood at 125.1 billion barrels, and the proven reserves of its top 12 major oil-
producing countries accounted for 97% of Africa’s total proven reserves [36]. Therefore, the
evaluation of the investment environment of the oil industry in the top 12 oil-producing
countries in Africa is representative and instructive for oil trade and oil security between
China and Africa.

According to the evaluation results, when China invests in the African oil industry, it
should give priority to Nigeria and Angola, followed by Algeria, Egypt and Libya, and
so on. Investment in these countries should also focus on the country’s extreme indices,
such as the rising trend of civil violence and political confrontation in Africa in recent years.
Ethnic and armed conflicts have become more common, such as in Libya, South Sudan,
Central Africa, Republic of Congo, and Nigeria. Government governance as a whole is
among the lowest in the world, and the public service provision is inadequate. In Africa,
employment, education, health care, public transport, roads, and housing are all negative
compared to other countries, and Sudan is now the most developed country in Africa.
The two disadvantages of African countries are high political and economic risks, and
high operational risks; whereas the two main advantages are the advantageous oil and
gas cooperation terms, which are the best in the world. As some African countries do not
have an existing oil and gas industry, there is scope to agree mutually advantageous terms.
Africa and China enjoy good political relations and strong economic complementarity,
which are our two key advantages.

Over the years, China has adhered to a principle of equal cooperation for oil devel-
opment in Africa, taking mutual benefit and win-win as its goal, and working for the
benefit of the local society, thus further cementing the traditional friendship between China
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and Africa. China’s cooperation with African oil-producing countries is based on its deep
financial strength and begins with active assistance for infrastructure construction, so as to
win the support and understanding of local governments and people.

In general, Africa is rich in oil and gas resources, and African governments have been
active in opening up their petroleum industries and formulating policies to support foreign
investment in order to develop their own industries and promote the development of their
economies. For example, Nigeria’s long-delayed Petroleum Industry Bill, which was finally
approved by the National Assembly and is expected to become law by the end of the year,
will create a favorable investment environment for Nigeria’s oil and gas industry. Angola
and neighboring Zambia have signed a USD 5 billion memorandum of understanding
to study the feasibility of building a pipe between the port city of Lobito in Angola and
Lusaka, the capital of Zambia, which is expected to cost about USD 5 billion. At the same
time, the international community has been of great help to Africa’s political, military and
economic sectors. For example, the Qatar Petroleum company, together with its partners,
plans to invest about USD 7 billion in Angola over the next four years, for exploration,
production, oil refining, and other purposes. In view of the economic burden on African
countries which has been aggravated by COVID-19, on the basis of the implementation of
the G20 debt relief initiative, China will cancel the interest-free loans to Africa by the end
of 2020 under the Forum on China–Africa Cooperation. In short, Africa’s oil investment
environment is more positive than negative, with more opportunities than challenges.

6. Conclusions

As the second largest source of crude oil imports in China’s oil trade, Africa plays a vi-
tal role in China’s oil security. Therefore, in order to comprehensively and objectively under-
stand and analyze the investment environment of the oil industry in African oil-producing
countries, this paper systematically studied the investment environment of the petroleum
industry in African oil-producing countries, and the main results were as follows:

(1) Based on the characteristics of overseas oil investment, an index system for the com-
prehensive evaluation of the overseas oil investment environment was constructed,
and the uncertainty measure theory was applied in this process. The weighting of
the multi-level index system was determined based on the combination weighting
method of minimum relative information entropy. The results of the evaluation can
effectively overcome the shortcomings of the single subjective weighting in terms
of randomness and fuzziness, and the fact that the single objective weighting does
not take into account the actual situation of the evaluation index. This makes the
weight assignment more realistic and provides a new method for the evaluation of
the overseas petroleum investment environment.

(2) The oil investment environment of the top 12 oil-producing countries in Africa was
comprehensively evaluated based on the combination weighting–uncertainty measure
evaluation model. The multi-index measure evaluation matrix of the top 12 oil-
producing countries in Africa was calculated, and the oil investment environment of
the top 12 oil-producing countries in Africa was classified according to the credible
degree recognition and ordered. The result of the evaluation is basically consistent
with the facts.

(3) Under the influence of the epidemic and energy transformation, the proven reserves of
many oil companies have been greatly reduced. However, the search for new oil and
gas production reserves has become an urgent task for the energy industry, and Africa,
as one of the eight largest oil-producing regions in the world, has attracted much oil
and gas capital because of its resource endowment and unique advantages. Along
with the discovery of a series of oil and gas reserves, the investment in infrastructure in
Africa has greatly increased, and the related technologies and services have also made
excellent progress, paving the way for the development of the oil and gas industry.

In this paper, an evaluation model of overseas oil investment environment based on
the combination weighting–uncertainty measure theory was established for the first time
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and applied in the example. However, because the evaluation of the overseas oil investment
environment is influenced by many factors, and each factor influences the others, leading
to complex uncertainty, the evaluation model needs to be constantly studied and improved
to enhance the universal applicability and precision of the method and achieve an accurate
evaluation of the overseas oil investment environment.
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